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Nuclear Power
Energy choice for a sustainable world

Japan has a long history of involving in NPP construction for more than half a
century while continuing to advance its sophisticated, well-developed nuclear
technology. Especially, Japan takes pride in manufacturing the highest quality
equipment under the richly layered supply chains and executing the “On Time,
On Budget” project management.
Using our accumulated nuclear experiences and capabilities, we are ready to take
a leading role toward a greener future.
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Hitachi, Ltd.

http://www.hitachi.com
Address

1-18-13, Sotokanda, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 101-8608, Japan

Contact Person

Please send us the inquiry from the following website. http://www.hitachi.com/contact/index.html

Phone

+81-3-3258-1111

Our Major Business Operations
We contribute to society by developing our excellent
technologies and products.
The Power Systems Company delivers powerful synergy
generated through collaboration within the Hitachi
Group. Maintaining strong strategic partnerships with GE,
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. and Mitsubishi Electric
Corporation in the power generation field, we deliver
world-class, cutting-edge power generation systems to
solve problems faced by society.
Transmission & Distribution
The introduction of natural energy, enhancement/expansion of
power supply infrastructure to respond to growing electricity
demand, and renovation of old facilities are in progress all
across the world. The Power Systems Company provides high
value-added solutions worldwide that enhance power grids
and make them more reliable by utilizing power distribution
system integration that combines the equipment with IT.

Nuclear power
The Power Systems Company promotes business operations
with GE by establishing the One Team framework, and
addresses research and development to enhance technologies
and economy of light water reactors such as advanced boiling
light water reactors. We are responding to global needs with
consistent responsibility, from the planning and design of
nuclear systems to the manufacture of major equipment,
construction of power generation stations, and maintenance
of operating plants.

New energy
Power Business unit offers wind turbine and photovoltaic
power generations facilities focused on domestic towards to
the low carbon society implementations. Domestic largest
single unit, 5MW wind turbine power generation facilities
begin its commercial operations this year and will contribute
to Japan’s energy mix policy.

Power solution business operations
Hitachi, Ltd., Mitsubishi Electric Corporation and Mitsubishi
Heavy Industries, Ltd. jointly established an operational
company and established a coherent business structure in
[OLÄLSKVMO`KYVLSLJ[YPJHUK[OLYTHSWV^LYNLULYH[PVU
establishing a supply system for cutting-edge technologies
and products. The joint company also focuses on providing
services such as predictive diagnosis of plants and other
advanced monitoring systems.

Nuclear fusion equipment and accelerators
for discovery science and others
We support society extensively through our long history
of providing nuclear fusion equipment and accelerators for
discovery science, medical equipment* such as a particle beam
therapy system developed based on accelerator technology,
and our electric motor business for industry in general and
vehicle/wind power.
*The Power Systems Company manufactures the equipment and
the Health Care Company sells it.
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Hitachi-GE Nuclear Energy, Ltd.
Address

3-1-1, Saiwai-cho, Hitachi-shi, Ibaraki-ken, 317-0073, Japan

Contact Person

Please send us the inquiry from the following website. http://www.hitachi.com/contact/index.html

Phone

+81-294-22-1000

7YVÄSL
Building the Future of Energy Through Reliable
Manufacturing
From the standpoints of energy security and the prevention
of global warming, nuclear power generation is important
and will soon embark on a new era. Hitachi-GE Nuclear
Energy, Ltd., was established in 2007 by Hitachi, Ltd.,
and the General Electric Co. of the U.S. as a means of
participation in the nuclear energy business. Hitachi-GE
Nuclear Energy, Ltd., having inherited the technologies
and the experiences of both companies, each with a halfcentury of experience in the nuclear energy business, is
^VYRPUNMVYWYVNYLZZPU[OH[ÄLSK^OPSLWYVTV[PUNOPNOS`
reliable manufacturing practices. Furthermore, through
synergistic collaboration with the supporting companies
in the U.S. and Canada, we offer global services of
consistently high quality, ranging from research and
development to design, manufacturing and construction,
as well as the maintenance of advanced boiling water
reactors, fast reactors, nuclear fuel cycle facilities, etc.
Hitachi Group’s overall strength, is used to support the
reliable, sustainable supply of energy, as part of an effort
to build a richer, more comfortable future for people and
the planet.

Business Outline
We support nuclear power generation, creating healthy
avenues for the future of the world.
Hitachi-GE Nuclear Energy, Ltd., as it pursues the
construction of nuclear power generation facilities with
a higher level of both reliability and safety, conducts
operations in their entirety through a consistent
organizational structure. This structure encompasses the
planning and design of nuclear systems, the manufacture
of main equipment, the construction of power generation
plants, and the repair/maintenance of operating plants.
Moreover, we actively support the use of cutting-edge
technologies by promoting the implementation of
advanced boiling water reactors (ABWR), robotics, and
the construction and development of new materials and
radioactive-waste disposal systems.

Hitachi-GE Nuclear Energy, Ltd.

http://www.hitachi-hgne.co.jp/en/index.html
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Network
We contribute to the future of nuclear power, working
together with the companies of the Hitachi Group.
Hitachi-GE Nuclear Energy, Ltd., together with Hitachi
Group companies, offers products and services that excel
in terms of reliability, safety and cost-effectiveness. This
is achieved through a consistent organizational structure
encompassing the nuclear fuel, the nuclear fuel cycle
and, of course, the power generation plant. Additionally,
we are mobilizing our collective efforts and resources
toward R&D, pursuing continuous improvement in the
technological sophistication and economic efficiency
of light water reactors—which currently predominate in
nuclear power generation—while aiming to the future
when fast reactors will be put into practical use.
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Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

http://www.mitsubishielectric.com
Address

Tokyo Building, 2-7-3, Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 100-8310, Japan

Contact Person

Please send any inquiries to the following website = http://www.mitsubishielectric.com/products/energy/index.html

Phone

+81-3-3218-2111

Corporate Information
The Mitsubishi Electric Group operates on the corporate
WYPUJPWSLVMJVU[YPI\[PUN[VJYLH[PUNH]PIYHU[HUKHMÅ\LU[
society by enhancing its technologies, services, and
creative powers, as a leader in the manufacture and sales
of electric and electronic equipment used in Energy and
Electric Systems, Industrial Automation, Information and
Communication Systems, Electronic Devices, and Home
Appliances.

Main Activities
Energy and Electric Systems
Generator Load Break Switch
Reactor Cooling Pump Motor
Main Control Board
Control / Protection
Gas Insulated Substation
Nuclear Instrumentation / Radiation Monitoring
MV / LV Switchgears
Emergency Diesel Generator
Main Transformer
Turbine Generator

6

Products
Power Plant Instrumentation Control Systems
Advancement in digital instrumentation and control continue
at an amazing pace in Mitsubishi Electric. Our information
processing, power electronics and electrical systems control
strengths are integrated into cutting-edge instrumentation control
systems for power plant generation systems. From state-of-theHY[U\JSLHYWV^LYWSHU[Z[V[OLYLM\YIPZOTLU[HUKYL[YVÄ[[PUNVM
older hydroelectric and geothermal plants, Mitsubishi Electric
instrumentation control systems are being applied around the
world as a cost-effective and ecological means of improving
operations. Mitsubishi Electric instrumentation control systems
are being applied around the world as a cost-effective and
ecological means of improving operations.
Turbine Generators
Adopting original technologies developed throughout the
company in areas such as semiconductors, power electronics
and machinery automation, Mitsubishi Electric manufactures
turbine generators that operate with minimal loss and higher
LMÄJPLUJ`
Boasting a reputation for outstanding performance, reliability,
safety and lowering the environmental burden related to energy
production, an increasing number of our generators are being
delivered to power plants and other facilities around the world.

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd.
Address

2-16-5, Konan, Minato-ku, Tokyo, 108-8215, JAPAN

Contact Person

Please send any inquiries to the following website: http://www.mhi-global.com/inquiry/inquiry_nuclear.html

Phone

+81-3-6716-3111

Fax

Corporate Information
— Integrated, Comprehensive Technology to Meet
Society's Needs, from Developing New Technologies to
Design, Production, Service —
All four of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. (MHI)'s
operating business domains, our research and development
centers throughout Japan, and our manufacturing
facilities mesh together to develop the next generation
of technologies from design and manufacturing to the
provision of services. Moreover, all of our technologies
and expertise built within each of our fields are forged
into an organic whole, into a global deployment of
manufacturing writ large, to create new value.

Nuclear Power Generation
As a leading manufacturer of nuclear power plants, MHI
is active across the entire nuclear power industry by way
of supplying pressurized water reactor (PWR) nuclear
power plants, developing fast breeder reactors (FBR) and
engaging in nuclear fuel cycle related business.
MHI has supported the successful operation of all of 24
PWR nuclear power plants in Japan with a total output of
more than 20,000 MWe since 1970. MHI is continuously
contributing to a stable electricity supply with our
extensive experience and practical accomplishments.
Sophisticated Production Capabilities
Contribute to a Low-Carbon Society

Based on the customers' excellent trust in our abundant
experience and capability with high technologies, MHI
has been the No.1 Supplier, among other Japanese
Z\WWSPLYZPU[OLÄLSKVMTHQVYOLH]`JVTWVULU[ZMVY[OL
overseas market such as the United States, Europe, and
other overseas countries.
In response to the increasing global demand for nuclear
power plants, along with the momentum to control
emission of greenhouse gas, MHI is aggressively promoting
export business of PWR nuclear power plants and the
major components required to contribute to the realization
of a low-carbon society.

+81-3-6716-5800

Nuclear Power Plants
- PWR (Pressurized Water Reactor)
- ATMEA1 (Mid-sized PWR jointly developed with AREVA)
- U.S. / EU-APWR (The U.S. / EU large sized Advanced PWR)
- Next-Generation PWR
Advanced Reactors
- Fast Breeder Reactor (FBR)
- Nuclear Fusion Reactor
- High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor
- Integrated Modular Water Reactor (IMR)
Nuclear Fuel Cycle, etc.
- Fuel Fabrication
- Spent Fuel Reprocessing Facility
- Spent Fuel Transportation/Storage Cask
- Spent Fuel Interim Storage Facility
- MOX Fuel Fabrication Facility
- Various Disaster Support Robot, etc.
Post-Operational Services
- Statutory Periodical Inspection
- Replacement
- Repair
- Degradation Prevention and Mitigation
- Long-Term Maintenance Planning
- Operational Support, etc.

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd.

http://www.mhi-global.com/index.html
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The ATMEA company is a joint
venture between AREVA and
MHI, two of the world’s leading
nuclear suppliers.

ATMEA1 (The mid-sized Generation III+ PWR)
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Toshiba Corporation

Toshiba Corporation

http:// www.toshiba.co.jp/nuclearenergy/english
Address

72-34, Horikawa-cho, Saiwai-ku, Kawasaki, 212-8585, Japan

Phone

+81-44-331-0552

Fax

+81-44-548-9500

Corporate Information
Toshiba, with group company Westinghouse Electric
Company, leads the global nuclear industry with
capabilities in both Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) and
Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR). Our comprehensive
research and investment support advances in nuclear
WV^LYZHML[`HUKLMÄJPLUJ`

Products and Services
Abundant experience in plant construction and ceaseless
efforts in technology development assure that we deliver
nuclear power plants and services offering high levels of
ZHML[`YLSPHIPSP[`HUKLJVUVTPJLMÄJPLUJ`
With Westinghouse, we provide fuel, services, plant
design, construction and equipment for both pressurized
water reactor power plants and boiling water reactor
power plants.
We also offer new solution in the field of energy, the
environment and healthcare by drawing on advanced
technologies derived from R&D in nuclear fusion,
accelerator and superconducting magnets.

Main Products
3>9*VUZ[Y\J[PVU
- Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR)
- Boiling Water Reactor (BWR)
- Next generation pressurized water reactor (AP1000TM)
- Pressurized water reactor (PWR)
:[LHT[\YIPULHUKH\_PSPHY`LX\PWTLU[
+PNP[HSPUZ[Y\TLU[H[PVUJVU[YVSHUKLSLJ[YPJHSZ`Z[LTZ
:LY]PJLHUKTHPU[LUHUJLMVYVWLYH[PUNWSHU[
- Laser Peening System for SCC mitigation
- Laser Welding System
+LJVTTPZZPVUPUN
-HZ[9LHJ[VYZ-9
5\JSLHYM\LS
9LWYVJLZZPUNMHJPSP[PLZ
5L^;LJOUVSVN`(WWSPJH[PVU
- Fusion Reactor Equipment
- Accelerator
- Superconducting applications

High Performance Turbine

Nuclear energy business domain
Portable Laser Peening Equipment

Photos C Sanmen Nuclear Power Company Ltd.

ABWR Advanced Boiling
Water Reactor
(Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Nuclear Power
Station unit No.6 and No.7: TEPCO)

8

AP1000TM Next Generation
Pressurized Water Reactor
(Sanmen Nuclear Power Station
unit No.1: SNPC)

ITER TF Coil (International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor）
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ABB
http://new.abb.com/enterprise-software

ABB

Address

ThinkPark Tower 22F, 2-1-1, Osaki, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo, 141-6022, Japan

Contact Person

Mr. Taku Niioka

E-mail

jpabb.communications@jp.abb.com

Phone

+81-3-4523-6200

Fax

+81-3-4523-6290

Corporate Information
ABB provides industry-leading software and deep domain
expertise to help the world’s most asset-intensive industries,
including nuclear generation, solve their biggest challenges,
from plant level, to regional network scale, to global fleetwide operations.
Our enterprise software portfolio offers an unparalleled range
of solutions for asset performance management, operations
and workforce management, network control, and energy
portfolio management to help customers reach new levels
of efficiency, reliability, safety and sustainability. We are
constantly researching and incorporating the latest technology
innovations in areas such as mobility, analytics and cloud
computing.

and Mobility, Asset Suite is used in hundreds of fossil
generation plants and at over 50% of all nuclear fleets
globally.
6\YNLULYH[PVUZWLJPÄJM\UJ[PVUHSP[`HK]HUJLKHYJOP[LJ[\YHS
foundation, and extensive implementation experience
make Asset Suite the ideal catalyst to enable clients to gain
performance improvements with best practices for:
>VYRÅV^Z[OH[HYLHKHW[HISL[VHJSPLU[»ZZWLJPÄJI\ZPULZZ
processes and are easy for the workforce to learn and use
4HPU[LUHUJLWYVJLK\YLZ[VPTWYV]LLX\PWTLU[YLSPHIPSP[`
and performance while at the same time reducing operating costs
 7SHUUPUN HUK WYPVYP[PaH[PVU VM ^VYR HUK YLZV\YJLZ [V
support plant outages, including rotating resources across the enterprise
 :PTWSPMPLK HZZPNUTLU[ HUK THUHNLTLU[ VM LUNPULLYPUN
^VYRYLX\PYLTLU[Z
0UZ[P[\[PVUHSPaLK^VYROPZ[VY`KH[HHUKVWLYH[PVUHSWYHJ[PJLZ
to address aging workforce issues
(JJLSLYH[LK KLWSV`TLU[ VM Z`Z[LTZ [V Z\WWVY[ UL^ WSHU[
construction and operations
*\Z[VTLYILULÄ[ZOH]LPUJS\KLK!

<W[V  ZH]PUNZPUTHPU[LUHUJLJVZ[Z

Nuclear Industry Solutions
As the independently-ranked #1 solution provider for asset
and workforce intense industries, ABB’s software solutions
are proven to accelerate uptime, yield and profit, while
reducing risk and boosting safety and compliance. We offer
unmatched capabilities to integrate information technologies
(IT) and operational technologies (OT) to provide complete
solutions to our customers’ business problems. ABB’s nuclear
solutions provide for best practices and align with the Core
and Business Operational Processes within the NEI Standard
Nuclear Performance Model (SNPM) across the entire
asset lifecycle, establishing a very competitive nuclear fleet

<W[V PTWYV]LTLU[PUHZZL[\[PSPaH[PVU
<W[VH  YLK\J[PVUPUTH[LYPHSJVZ[Z
ABB’s electronic Shift Operations Management System
(eSOMS) ensures the safe, efficient, and reliable operation
and maintenance of facility assets. eSOMS aids in automating
and integrating the major processes of plant operations
management, facilitating data sharing and reducing the
HTV\U[VMKH[HLU[Y`YLX\PYLK>P[OL:64:JVTWHUPLZOH]L
easier access to information and recordkeeping, consistent
& compliant processes, enhanced efficiency, productivity
and safety, and overall reduced time and costs of operations
activities.

environment and optimizing electricity production at greatly

*\Z[VTLYILULÄ[ZOH]LPUJS\KLK!

reduced costs.

TPU\[LYLK\J[PVUPUJYP[PJHSWH[OV\[HNL
KH`YLK\J[PVUPUÄYZ[V\[HNL

ABB offers a comprehensive nuclear solution for enterprise

<: 4PUZH]PUNZPUYLWSHJLTLU[WV^LYJVZ[Z

asset and operations management, as described below.

 YLK\J[PVUPUK\YH[PVUVML]LY`V\[HNLKH`Z
 YLK\J[PVUPUWLYZVUULS[PTLYLX\PYLK[VJVUK\J[WSHU[

ABB’s Asset Suite is designed to enable, integrate and
automate Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) processes in
complex environments to facilitate operational excellence.
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rounds
   YLK\J[PVU PU [OL U\TILY VM WLYZVUULS ^VYRPUN VU
tagging related activities

With comprehensive functionality for Asset & Work

 YLK\J[PVUPU[OLU\TILYVM[HNZO\UNPU[OLWSHU[HM[LY

Management, Materials & Procurement, Safety & Compliance,

ÄYZ[V\[HNL" YLK\J[PVUI`UKHUKYKV\[HNL

(K]HUJLK-\ZPVU;LJOUVSVN`*V3[K (Abbreviation: AdFuTec)
http://www.adfutec.com
5-6-3, Sotokanda, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 101-0021, Japan

Contact Person

Mr. Akira Hara

E-mail

ahara@adfutec.com

Phone



Fax

 

Corporate Information
AdFuTec was established in 2004. Despite its small size,
almost all staff of the company have over 25 years of
business experience in the nuclear related market in Japan.
AdFuTec is well-known among our valued customers for
our professionalism.

Main Products
Prime Spectrum User Interface
4*(LT\SH[PVUKH[HHJX\PZP[PVUHUK
analysis software for Gamma Spectroscopy.

▶ Features:

- Simple and easy operation
+H[HHJX\PZP[PVUHUKOHYK^HYLJVU[YVS
- Gamma-ray spectrum analysis
from “Middle” resolution detectors
- Peak viewer
- Analysis report
:\WWVY[MVYT\S[PWSLÄSLMVYTH[Z
- Multiple language support
Prime In-Situ System

(-;++:
7VY[HISL9HKPH[PVU+LW[O+PZ[YPI\[PVU:WLJ[YVTL[LY
This device provides an optimum solution for soil
contamination having depth distribution.
▶ Features:
- Built in 20 each CsI (Tl) scintillators and HV modules
- Scintillations: 10mm x 10mm x10mm (placed with 20mm
intervals)
- 512 Channel conversion gain/spectrum memory
- Waterproof and dustproof
+PTLUZPVUZ!TT_TT_TT
- Rod: 30 φ mm x 430mm
- Weight: < 3.0kg

(K]HUJLK-\ZPVU;LJOUVSVN`*V3[K (Abbreviation: AdFuTec)

Address

Chapter 2

(-;5+(
Food Screening System
^P[O5VU+LZ[Y\J[P]L:HTWSL(ZZH`
▶ Features:
- Sample preparation not needed
4+(#)XRN'RNZHTWSLTPUTLHZ\YLTLU[
- Sample weight range: 300g － 2,000g
- Built in 5” x 5” NaI (Tl) scintillator, HV. MCA
- Sample room size: 315mm x 315mm x 180mm
- Energy range: 50 － 3,000keV
- 1,024ch spectrum
:PaL!TT_TT_ TT
- Weight: 430kg
- Easy operation with analysis software

▶ Features:

- “Middle” resolution Gamma Spectroscopy System
- Suitable for soil contamination screening
- Suitable for environmental measurement
(UHS`ZPZTL[OVK!0*9<9LW
- Lightweight, compact and easy to carry
- Quick installation and easy setup
- Battery operation
<:)JVUULJ[PVU[V4*(
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*/0@6+(;,*/563*69769(;065

Chapter 2

http://www.c-technol.co.jp/
*/0@6+(;,*/563*69769(;065

Address

@\ZOPTH)\UR`VR\;VR`V1HWHU

Contact Person

Mr. Tatsuya Kobayashi

E-mail

ctc-w@c-techonol.co.jp

Phone



Fax

+81-3-5803-1940

Corporate Information
Established in 1958, Chiyoda Technol Corporation (CTC)
has been providing its services and goods related to
YHKPH[PVUWYV[LJ[PVU[OYV\NOZHSLZIYHUJOLZ[OYV\NOV\[
Japan.

0U]P]V973+VZPTL[Y`:`Z[LT
Our small dosimetry system called Dose Ace is particularly
suitable for verification of dose delivered during
radiotherapy and diagnostic imaging use.

7LYZVUHS+VZPTL[Y`:LY]PJLZ^P[O973.SHZZ+VZPTL[Y`
CTC is the primary personal monitoring services company
PU1HWHU[OH[OHKZ[HY[LK^P[OÄSTIHKNLZLY]PJLZPU 
Since 2000, we have succeeded in the replacement of
ÄSTKVZPTL[LYZI`NSHZZKVZPTL[LYZJV]LYPUNHIV\[ 
of market share in Japan including all kinds of radiation
ÄLSK^VYRLYZPUOVZWP[HSZZJOVVSZYLZLHYJOPUZ[P[\[LZHUK
U\JSLHYWV^LYZ[H[PVUZHWWYV_TLHZ\YLTLU[Z
year) in Japan. Glass dosimeters called “Glass Badge” is
“the State of the Art” whole body personal dosimeter.
0[ZX\HSP[`OHZILLUYLJVNUPaLKPU,\YVWL09:5HKVW[LK
more than 200,000 Glass Badges in France).

With ID Number ø1.5mm, length12mm
Without ID Number ø1.5mm, length 8 mm

973,U]PYVUTLU[HS4VUP[VYPUN:`Z[LT
High liability and precision are the undeniable asset of RadioPhoto luminescence (RPL) technology in environmental monitoring
such as Gamma ray around nuclear plants, Synchrotron facilities
and X-ray for hospitals.
Photo C
IRSN / Grégoire Maisonneuve

>L HSZV Z\WWS` [OL OPNOLZ[ X\HSP[` HUK H ^PKL YHUNL VM
solid state detector for neutron monitoring, which is used
at majority of the nuclear power plants in Japan (400,000
Neutrons detectors every year)

*HSPIYH[PVU:LY]PJLZ
As the only one private accredited laboratory with
International Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation
(ILAC/MRA) in Japan, the Oarai laboratory posses
measurement standards and reference standards traceable
to international and national measurement standards.
PADC with very few back ground

14

>LJHUWYV]PKLV\YKVZPTL[Y`Z`Z[LTZ\WVU`V\YPUX\PY`

+HPUPJOP4HJOPULHUK,UNPULLYPUN*V3[K
http://www.dainichikikai.co.jp
2P[HZHP^HP5PZOPR\@VRVOHTH2HUHNH^H1HWHU

Contact Person

4Y/PYVOPZH<LKH

E-mail

ueda@dainichikikai.co.jp

Phone

+81-45-311-6803

Fax

+81-45-314-6049

Corporate Information
Dainichi made use of its rich experience in designing
and producing nuclear power plant apparatus and has
played a big role in correspondence since the Fukushima
Daiichi accident. As we celebrated the 50th anniversary
of foundation in 2015, we are expanding our business
PUUL^ÄLSKZZ\JOHZO`KYVNLULULYN`PUHKKP[PVU[V[OL
design production analysis in the field of nuclear power
industry which we have cultivated for many years.

Most products supplied from foreign countries are
designed and made based on foreign standards such as
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME). We
perform various types of analysis to match these products
with the Japanese standards when they are introduced into
Japan. Foreign products, before being imported to Japan,
YLX\PYL H\[OVYPaH[PVU PU HJJVYKHUJL ^P[O UH[PVUHS SH^
and standards. We can offer sound advice on Japanese
standards, laws and ordinances to our foreign customers
PUVYKLY[VÄUKHX\PJRZVS\[PVU

+HPUPJOP4HJOPULHUK,UNPULLYPUN*V3[K

Address

Chapter 2

5L_[.LULYH[PVU;LJOUVSVN`

4HPU(J[P]P[PLZ
Dainichi was established by two experts in the field of
PUK\Z[YPHSLX\PWTLU[KLZPNUPU ;OLZL[^VMV\UKLYZ
started their business from scratch by taking orders and
making designs for the handling apparatus in the nuclear
reactor, successfully resulting in putting automatic
apparatus-related machines to use for in-service inspection
work at power stations.

As Dainichi successfully provided the consecutive
hydrogen production examination facilities to Japan
Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) in 2014, we are focusing on
the hydrogen energy development now.

Dainichi develops various products such as sub-merged
YLTV[L WYVJLZZPUN LX\PWTLU[ OHUKSPUN KL]PJL VM [OL
electric discharge device and remote abrasion device.
Based on our knowledge and experience at the nuclear
power facilities over the years, we can offer products in
accordance with customer needs now and in the future.

*VUZ\S[PUN:LY]PJL
We believe that manufacturing is the base for every
product, but engineering and analysis are also important.
The necessary construction menu is often decided after
the structural analysis under severe conditions and
flow dynamics. We understand how the structure and
instrumentation in a real nuclear power plant work. We
therefore are confident that the needs of our customers
can be met perfectly. In addition, we have seen successful
results based on our recommendations to our customers,
such as the use of light weight materials resulted from
analysis and omitting unnecessary steps during production
process. The analysis tools to be used mainly are
NX™NASTRAN, 3:+@5(®, FLOW-3D®, FloEFD™, and
STAR-CCM+®.
From JAEA photo
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http://www.daipla.co.jp

+(050776573(:;0*:*63;+

Address

Shinagawa Inter City A-30F, 2-15-1, Kounan, Minato-ku, Tokyo, 108-6030, Japan

Phone

+81-3-5463-8501

Corporate Information
At Dainippon Plastics Co.,Ltd., we have been pursuing
the creation of "new forms" as a plastics manufacturer to
realize the potentials of chemistry and social prosperity
since our founding in 1956. To achieve this, we have
ZV\NO[ [V JYLH[L ]HS\HISL WYVK\J[Z PU KP]LYZL ÄLSKZ ^P[O
high levels of motivation and sincerity.
By utilizing the connections of the Daipla Group we have
established over the years, we have access to flexible
information links and have the capability to develop
multiple types of products types of from one idea and to
feed back market information to the development site in
real time. Through these initiatives, we are taking steps to
JYLH[LHZ`Z[LT[OH[YLZWVUKZÅL_PIS`[VTHYRL[ULLKZ

4HPU(J[P]P[PLZ
Daipla is a leading company and a pioneer in the
development of large plastic pipes for gravity and
pressure pipes in Japan. Today, plastic pipe systems
enjoy the greatest demand and the fastest growth rate
worldwide. We provide these pipe system for industrial
applications such as intake/outfall, chemicals, drainage,
sewerage, water treatment and hydraulic transportation.

Fax

+81-3-5463-1120

Pressure Pipes

Pressure pipe system is designed for high internal
pressure. The pressure pipes are produced with a
homogeneous solid wall. They are either made out of
fully high density polyethylene or out of a compound
IHZLKVUOPNOKLUZP[`WVS`L[OSLULHUKNSHZZÄILYZ
The advantage of this pipe system is the perfection, the
end finish of the pipes. Every pipe can be produced
directly with an integrated socket and spigot or every
other end design which is available.

.YH]P[`7PWLZ0+φ300~φ3000mm
Gravity pipe system is designed for high pipe stiffness to
withstand external load. The gravity pipes are produced
^P[OHZ[Y\J[\YLKWYVÄSLK^HSS

Generation facilities

Diameter of 3m

Flexibility pipe
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Seawater intake pipe

-\QP,SLJ[YPJ*V3[K
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http://www.fujielectric.com/products/nuclear
1-1, Tanabeshinden, Kawasaki-ku, Kawasaki-city, 210-9530, JAPAN

Contact Person

Mr. Hisashi Mikami

E-mail

mikami-hisashi@fujielectric.com

Phone

 

Fax

 

9LTV[LKPZTHU[SPUNZ`Z[LT

Corporate Information
Corporate Mission
We, Fuji Electric, pledge as responsible corporate citizen in
a global society to strengthen our trust with communities,
customers and partners.
Our mission is to:
*VU[YPI\[L[VWYVZWLYP[`
,UJV\YHNLJYLH[P]P[`
:LLROHYTVU`^P[O[OLLU]PYVUTLU[

Gripper

-\QP,SLJ[YPJ*V3[K

Address

Cutting torch
Reactor pressure vessel

4HPU(J[P]P[PLZ

Remote Decommissioning system

)LNPUUPUN^P[O[OLJVUZ[Y\J[PVUVM1HWHU»ZÄYZ[JVTTLYJPHS
nuclear power station (the Tokai Power Station, a gasJVVSLKYLHJ[VYPU -\QP,SLJ[YPJOHZTHKLZPNUPÄJHU[
contributions to the establishment of the nuclear fuel cycle
and the expansion of nuclear power as a clean form of
energy that does not produce carbon dioxide by utilizing
three core technologies: remote handling, waste treatment,
and high-temperature gas-cooled reactors.

9HK^HZ[L;YLH[TLU[;LJOUVSVNPLZ
-\QP9LZPU9LK\JLY:WLU[YLZPU]VS\TLYLK\J[PVULX\PWTLU[
:0(3.LVWVS`TLYMVYYHKPVHJ[P]L^HZ[L[YLH[TLU[

*VYL;LJOUVSVNPLZHUK4HPU7YVK\J[Z
-\QP,SLJ[YPJPZH\UPX\LJVTWHU`PU[OLU\JSLHYI\ZPULZZ
ÄLSK6\YWYPUJPWHSL_WLYPLUJLPZHZMVSSV^Z!
9LTV[L/HUKSPUN;LJOUVSVNPLZ
46?-\LS7LSSL[Z4HU\MHJ[\YPUNMHJPSP[`
-\LS;YHUZMLY:`Z[LTZ

Fuji Resin Reducer

SIAL On-site mixing machine
(by courtesy of Amec Foster Wheeler)

/;.9;LJOUVSVNPLZ
*VTTLYJPHS/;.9^P[OWHZZP]LZHML[`MLH[\YL

Top of
Reactor Core
Active Core
(Fuel Blocks)

-\LS7LSSL[ZPUZWLJ[PVULX\PWTLU[

Core Bottom
Structure

The HTGR heat utilization plant

Ex-vessel fuel transfer system

Commercial HTGR
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Fujikin® Carp® Group
http://www-ng.fujikin.co.jp/

Fujikin® Carp® Group

Address

Akihabara Dai Bldg., 1-18-13, Sotokanda, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 101-0021, Japan

Phone

+81-3-3252-0301

Fax

+81-3-5209-8835

Introduction
Nuclear power plants and thermal power plants are two
main pillars supporting energy supply in Japan. The valve
LX\PWTLU[Z \ZLK MVY [OLZL WSHU[Z YLX\PYL OPNOLY ZHML[`
and reliability in compliance with the guidelines and laws
including Electricity Enterprises Law.
Fujikin has so far delivered many types of instrumentation
valves to nuclear power plants of PWR (pressurized-water reactor)

-\QPRPUOHZTHU`JSPLU[ZHSZVPU[OLÄLSKVM[OLYTHSWV^LY
plant, not only in Japan but also worldwide, receiving high
HJJSHPTZMVYP[ZX\HSP[`HUKYLSPHIPSP[`
Fujikin promises to provide security, safety and reassurance
through our products.

Grand-sealed instrumentation valves

Two valve manifolds

Metal diaphragm-sealed instrumentation valves

,_JLZZÅV^JOLJR]HS]LZ

IA header valves

Fail-proof devices

Tubes connectors
for nuclear application

18

and BWR (boiling-water-reactor) types throughout the
country. Based on these experiences, our valves products
have been also adopted by nuclear fuel reprocessing plants.

Mini control valves

Bellows-sealed valves

Pin-type snubbers

After-sales service

/PYH[H=HS]L0UK\Z[Y`*V3[K

Chapter 2

O[[W!^^^O]PJVQW
3-2-3, Hisamoto, Takatsu-ku, Kawasaki-city, Kanagawa, 213-0011, Japan

Contact Person

Mr. Masanori Ryu

E-mail

masanori-ryu@hvi.co.jp

Phone

+81-44-812-8563

Fax

+81-44-822-5101

Corporate Information

●

The Hirata Valve Industry Co., Ltd. (HVI) is a specialty
]HS]LTHRLYMVYLULYN`ZPUJL 
Recently we piled up many track records and became
a trustworthy leader in the valve making industry, by
manufacturing products for nuclear power plants and LNG
WSHU[ZPU^OPJOZVJPHSYLZWVUZPIPSP[`PZOPNOS`YLX\PYLK
Our company creed is to serve our society by manufacturing
advanced, user-friendly and user-considerate valves from
the user point of view.
<UKLY V\Y JVTWHU` JYLLK ^L Z[YP]L [V VMMLY YLSPHISL
WYVK\J[Z VM OPNO X\HSP[` HUK OPNO WLYMVYTHUJL ^P[OPU
customer’s budget. Furthermore, we undertake research
and development of new products based on current
needs, such as environmental preservation and energy
saving resources, and contribute to the development of the
energy industry.

4HPU(J[P]P[PLZ
We produce our valves based on customer’s need and
demand. Our wide range of basic product lineup is as
follows:
=HS]L;`WL
globe valve, needle valve,
gate valve, lift check valve,
swing check valve, tilting check valve,
IHSS]HS]LI\[[LYÅ`]HS]L
[HURIV[[VT]HS]L@[`WLZ[YHPULY
safety valve and others
6WLYH[PVU;`WL
manual, air, electric and solenoid operation
Pressure Class
150LB-2500LB,
JIS10K-63K,
PN10-PN100
End Connection
ÅHUNL
socket welding (SW),
butt welding (BW)
Nominal Size
6A-1500A,
1/8B-60B (Differ according to the valve type)
●

●

Material
carbon or low alloy steel(forgings, castings),
austenitic steel(forgings,castings)
Field
LNG terminal,
themal power station,
nuclear power station,
process industry plant(oxygen,nitrogen, oil, chemistry
and food, etc.),
ZWHJLYVJRL[SPX\PKO`KYVNLUKL]PJL
and others

/PYH[H=HS]L0UK\Z[Y`*V3[K

Address

+L]LSVWTLU[0UMVYTH[PVU
After the 3.11 Fukushima nuclear accident, we have been
carrying out manufacture and delivery of valves to be used
MVY KLJVU[HTPUH[PVU LX\PWTLU[ MVY YHKPVHJ[P]L ^H[LY PU
the nuclear power plant, as well as valves for filter vent
LX\PWTLU[ YLX\PYLK PU JHZL VM H ZL]LYL U\JSLHY WV^LY
plant accident.
6\YPZVSH[PVU]HS]LVMÄS[LY]LU[LX\PWTLU[PZLZWLJPHSS`
worth noting. We succeed in developing new rubberMYLLI\[[LYÅ`]HS]LZVM[OLTL[HSZOLL[^P[Oą*OLH[
resistance and radiation proof features.
;OLI\[[LYÅ`]HS]LZVMHTL[HSZOLL[HYLZOV^UPU-PNHUK
Fig.-2.
-PNPZJSHZZ()TV[VYKYP]LI\[[LYÅ`]HS]LHUK
-PNPZJSHZZ()HPYVWLYH[PVUI\[[LYÅ`]HS]L

●

●

●

●

Fig.-1

Fig.-2
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/P[HJOP3[K
http://www.hitachi.com/

/P[HJOP3[K

Address

/PNHZOP<LUV;HP[VR\;VR`V1HWHU

Contact Person

7SLHZLZLUK\ZPUX\PY`MYVT[OLMVSSV^PUN^LIZP[LO[[W!^^^OP[HJOPJVTJVU[HJ[PUKL_O[TS

Phone



Corporate Information
It was in 1954 when we first released our radiation
measuring instruments.
:PUJL[OLU^LOH]LILLUWYV]PKPUNX\HSP[`WYVK\J[ZMVY
various fields including nuclear power plants (NPPs),
medicine, biochemistry, and pharmacology. These have
played crucial roles in radiation (safety) management,
research, and examination around the world.
(Z[OLWPVULLYPU[OLÄLSKVMYHKPH[PVUTLHZ\YLTLU[^L
have contributed greatly to the peaceful use of atomic
energy and the development of isotope technology. We
will continue to assist the progress of medicine and energy
for the new age.

Fax

+81-3-6284-3656

Products
:\Y]L`4L[LYZ

,SLJ[YVUPJ7VJRL[+VZLTL[LYZ

4HPU(J[P]P[PLZ
We have the expertise from development and manufacturing
to sales and inspections for various types of radiation
measuring instruments including the products below.
 :\Y]L` 4L[LYZ are hand-held measuring devices for
radiation dose rate and radioactive surface contamination.
Optimal types can be selected from a large lineup according
to various purposes of use.
2. ,SLJ[YVUPJ7VJRL[+VZLTL[LYZ measure radiation exposure
VMPUKP]PK\HSZ6\YSHYNLSPUL\WWYV]PKLZWYVK\J[[`WLZÄ[
for each purpose of use.
3. Monitors for NPP measure environmental radiation and
samples related to power plants to enable safer management.
Our portable area monitors are one of the major products for
measuring Gamma dose rate.
4. 4VUP[VYZMVYOVZWP[HSZYLZLHYJOPUZ[P[\[PVUZHUKV[OLYMHJPSP[PLZ
support precise radiation control. Radiation central
console can collect measurement values throughout the
facility, ensuring radiation safety.
5. 3PX\PK :JPU[PSSH[PVU :`Z[LTZ measure radioactivity in
environmental samples as well as every type of low energetic
Beta research. This is used in various applications including
pharmacokinetic studies.
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3PX\PK:JPU[PSSH[PVU:`Z[LTZ

Portable Area Monitors

Hitachi Zosen Corporation

Chapter 2

http://www.hitachizosen.co.jp/english/index.html
Omori Bellport D-wing, 6-26-3, Minamioi, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo, 140-0013, Japan

Contact Person

4Y@VZOP[HRH2P[HP
(Manager of Nuclear Systems Sales Group)

E-mail

nuclear-sales@mml.is.hitachizosen.co.jp

Phone

+81-3-6404-0151

Fax

+81-3-6404-0159

Corporate Information

Products

Environmental protection, plants, precision machinery,
disaster prevention － PULHJOVM[OLZLÄLSKZ[OL/P[HJOP
Zosen Group, founded in 1881, is providing safer and more
JVTMVY[HISL[VKH`HUK^VYRPUN[VJYLH[LHTVYLHMÅ\LU[
tomorrow. Its business domain includes the manufacturing of
PUK\Z[YPHSTHJOPULY`HUKWYVJLZZLX\PWTLU[LUNPULLYPUNVM
state-of-the-art environmental plants, creation of information
technology-related business, offering of relevant proposal,
HUKWYV]PZPVUVMZLY]PJLZPUHYHUNLVMÄLSKZ

 ;YHUZWVY[:[VYHNL*HZRHUK*HUPZ[LY
 *VTWVULU[ZMVY5\JSLHY7V^LY7SHU[
Vessel & Tank
Heat Exchanger
Piping Module

Hitachi Zosen Corporation

Address

4HPU(J[P]P[PLZ
/P[HJOPAVZLUOHZV]LY`LHYZVML_WLYPLUJLPUU\JSLHYÄLSK
Especially for transport/storage cask, we have been providing
the service of development, design and manufacturing as a
pioneer in Japan.
0U^LHJX\PYLK¸5(*0U[LYUH[PVUHS0UJ¹HSLHKPUN
nuclear fuel cycle management company focused on
engineering and transportation of cask and canisters in
<:NP]PUN\Z[OLJHWHIPSP[`[VWYV]PKL¸VULZ[VW¹PU[LNYH[LK
solution service in the global market.
In addition, we have a manufacturing system of components
for nuclear power plants including heat exchanger.

Transport Cask

Storage Cask

Canister (Basket)
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IHI Corporation
http://www.ihi.co.jp/en/index.html

IHI Corporation

Address

:OPU5HRHOHYHJOV0ZVNVR\@VRVOHTH1HWHU

Contact Person

Mr. Kazuhide Tomita

E-mail

kazuhide_tomita@ihi.co.jp

Phone

  

Fax

  

Corporate Information
IHI is a leading company in providing significant
components for nuclear power plants since 1955, such
as reactor pressure vessels, primary containment vessels,
and piping systems. We have delivered and installed 24
RPVs for both Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) and Advanced
Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR) types. IHI is also involved
in the development and construction of nuclear recycling
system and involved in maintenance & mitigation field.
Furthermore, we are expanding our technology to
component supplies for Pressurized Water Reactors (PWR)
for world market, such as Steam Generator, Reactor Vessel
and Containment Vessel.
We seek to solve energy related problems of the 21st
century, through offering nuclear power-related key
JVTWVULU[ZTHKLI`V\Y\UPX\L[LJOUVSVN`MVJ\ZPUNVU
“Monozukuri” technology.

4HPU(J[P]P[PLZ
Main activities of IHI nuclear business are shown in the
figure below. In each business, IHI performs “research
& development”, “design & engineering”, “installation
& construction”, “test & operation” and “mitigation &
THPU[LUHUJL¹Z\WWS`PUN[V[HSZVS\[PVUZPULHJOÄLSK

(2) Reinforced Concrete Containment Vessel (ABWR)
Containment Vessel (BWR, PWR)
(3) Piping & structure module
(4) Steam Generator (PWR) and other heat exchangers
(5) Engineering and design
(6) Installation of above components

Reactor Vessel (PWR)

Containment Vessel (PWR)

Steam Generator (PWR)

2. Nuclear Fuel Cycle & Radwaste Management
(1) Waste receptacle and storage facility
9HKPVHJ[P]L^HZ[L]LYPÄJH[PVUMHJPSP[`
3. Chemical & Petrochemical Plant
(1) Ethylene-Oxide Reactor
(2) Salt bath type (Acrylic Acid, Methyl Methacrylate, etc.)
4. Maintenance & Mitigation for Nuclear Power Plant
(1) Inspection technologies
(2) Robot technologies
(3) SCC (Stress Corrosion Cracking) preventive technologies
(4) Laser weld technologies
+LJVU[HTPUH[PVU +LJVTTPZZPVUPUNVM5\JSLHY-HJPSP[PLZ
(1) Decontamination technologies
(2) Segmentation technologies
(3) Remote handling
(4) Waste management
8\HSPÄJH[PVUZ7VZZLZZLK

7YVK\J[Z :LY]PJLZ
5\JSLHY7V^LY7SHU[;`WLVM9LHJ[VY
;`WLZVM9LHJ[VY
)VPSPUN>H[LY9LHJ[VYZ)>9
(K]HUJLK)VPSPUN>H[LY9LHJ[VYZ()>9
7YLZZ\YPaLK>H[LY9LHJ[VYZ7>9
:PNUPÄJHU[*VTWVULU[ZHUK:LY]PJLZ
(1) Reactor Pressure Vessel (ABWR, BWR)
Reactor Vessel (PWR)
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(\[OVYPaH[PVUMVY[OLTHU\MHJ[\YLVMIVPSLYZ *SHZZ
pressure vessel
 (\[OVYPaH[PVU [V \ZL < < : 5 5(  57; Z[HTWZ
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
Level 1 of evaluation of welding shop performance of Japan
Power Engineering and Inspection Corporation (JAPEIC)
Authorization for the manufacture of nuclear power, thermal
WV^LYHUKJOLTPJHSWYVJLZZLX\PWTLU[HUKKL]PJLZPU
compliance with ISO 9001
(\[OVYPaH[PVUMVY[OL,U]PYVUTLU[HS4HUHNLTLU[:`Z[LT
in compliance with ISO 14001

204<9(*/,40*(373(5;:*V3;+
http://www.kcpc.co.jp
2\PZL;LYHQPTH(THNHZHRPZOP/`VNV1HWHU

Contact Person

Mr. Shinji Ozaki

E-mail

shinji-o@kcpc.co.jp

Phone



Fax

 

Corporate Information

Products

The company was established in 1924 to supply the
SLHK WYVK\J[Z Z\JO HZ ^H[LY WPWLZ;OL X\P[L U\TILY
of lead lining tanks for synthetic fiber companies were
also supplied. The demand for the shielding radioactive
rays using our lead technology led us to the nuclear
power related industires. Since then, we designed and
manufactured various machines and facilities having
very close contacts with Japanese nuclear power reactor
companies and nuclear related R&D organizations. Our
[LJOUVSVN`OHZILLUJVU[PU\V\ZS`KL]LSVWLKI`YLÅLJ[PUN
V\YJ\Z[VTLYZPKLHZHUKYLX\PYLTLU[Z6\YHJJ\T\SH[LK
L_WLYPLUJLZPU[OPZÄLSKT\Z[ILV\YIPNNLZ[Z[YLUN[OHUK
could be in service at our customers' disposal.

4HPU(J[P]P[PLZ
Energy and Environment Engineering Division offers the
following services and supplies:
.SV]L)V_HUKP[ZPUULYMHJPSP[`[LJOUVSVN`
2. Facilities for MOX fuel manufacturing
+V\ISLKVVYZ`Z[LTMVYHPY[PNO[JOHTILY
4. Electric boiler
,X\PWTLU[MVY[OL[YLH[TLU[HUKKPZWVZPUNYHKPVHJ[P]L
material
;YHUZWVY[H[PVUJHZRZHUKJVU[HPULYZMVYU\JSLHYM\LS
HUKYHKPVHJ[P]L^HZ[L
4HJOPULY`MVYZOLSKPUNYHKPVHJ[P]LYH`
=HYPV\ZU\JSLHYYHSH[LKLX\PWTLU[MHIYPJH[PVU

1. Facilities for MOX fuel manufacturing
KCPC has designed and manufactured several installations
under the direction of JAEA (Japan Atomic Energy Agency).
Our technology is concentrated on the field of MOX
powder preparation and pellet manufacturing.
2. Electric boiler
(1) :THSSZWHJLYLX\PYLTLU[!ULLKZUVZLWHYH[LIVPSLYOV\ZL
no oil tanks, no smoke stack
(2) Designed and engineered on the basis of many years of
experience (over 1000 installations)
(3) Output regulation from 0% to 100%
(4) Absolutely environment compatible: no smoke, no fumes,
no noise
(5) Simple to operate: all instruments arranged neatly on
central panel
(6) Safe operation: no risk of damage even if the water supply
is interrupted
,MÄJPLUJ`\W[V  OLUJLOPNOWYVÄ[HIPSP[`
(8) Simple to install, therefore low initial costs

204<9(*/,40*(373(5;:*V3;+

Address

Chapter 2

;YHUZWVY[H[PVU JHZRZ HUK JVU[HPULYZ MVY U\JSLHY M\LS
HUKYHKPVHJ[P]L^HZ[L
KCPC can supply total engineering, safety analysis,
manufacturing, and services.
(1) Casks for transportation of the
spent fuels for the research
reactors
(2) Casks for the fuel assemblies
for FBR Monju
(3) Casks for the irradiated fuels
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265,*9(5,:5<*3,(9,8<074,5; :,9=0*,33*
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265,*9(5,:5<*3,(9,8<074,5; :,9=0*,33*
http://www.konecranes.com
Address

:,TTLY+YP]L5L^)LYSPU>0<:(

Contact

Mr. Troy Fowler (troy.fowler@konecranes.com)

Phone

+1 (360) 581-6990

Corporate Information
2VULJYHULZ 5\JSLHY ,X\PWTLU[  :LY]PJL 25,: PZ
a 100% American subsidiary of Konecranes PlcOy,
a Finland-based leading world supplier of industrial
JYHULZ HUK SPM[PUN LX\PWTLU[ ^P[O V]LY  IPSSPVU <:+
in annual sales (NASDAQ Helsinki: KCR1V). KNES
WYV]PKLZ JYHULZ SPM[PUN LX\PWTLU[ ZP[L ZLY]PJLZ V\[HNL
Z\WWVY[ TVKLYUPaH[PVUZ VM L_PZ[PUN LX\PWTLU[ HUK
related engineering services for nuclear installations
around the world and is one of the industry’s premier
leaders in nuclear material handling. With our products
in over 60% of nuclear facilities worldwide, our breadth
of product and service offerings sets the global standard
for nuclear material lifting. KNES started from the nuclear
division of legacy crane supplier P&H. Our history in
Z\WWS`PUNU\JSLHYNYHKLJYHULZHUKLX\PWTLU[PUJS\KPUN
OVPZ[PUN LX\PWTLU[ VU THU` M\LS IYPKNLZ HUK YLM\LSPUN
platforms around the world, extends back over 50 years.
In Japan, KNES works in collaboration with Konecranes
Japan, Inc., which has in-country resources for supplying
HUKZLY]PJPUN`V\YLX\PWTLU[

1HWHUVMÄJL

+81 (3) 5436-6446

Main Business Areas
KNES designs, builds, sells and upgrades nuclear lifting
LX\PWTLU[ PUJS\KPUN JYHULZ M\LS OHUKSPUN Z`Z[LTZ HUK
spent fuel transporters around the world. We also provide
many engineering and operational support services.
KNES boasts over 40 in-house engineers specializing in
seismic and structural analysis, regulatory compliance
and nuclear safety-systems. We also have a global
network of service technicians that provide outage
Z\WWVY[JYHULPUZWLJ[PVUZHUKJLY[PÄJH[PVUZ
Nuclear cranes and lifting systems
9LHJ[VY [\YIPULI\PSKPUNJHZROHUKSPUN ZWLU[M\LS
cranes
4HUPW\SH[VYZLSLJ[YPJOVPZ[ZHUKTVUVYHPSZ
Crane modernizations
;YVSSL` OVPZ[\WNYHKLZ[VZPUNSLMHPS\YLWYVVM:-7
*VU[YVS\WNYHKLZYHKPVJVU[YVSJVU]LYZPVUZ
*HWHJP[`\WNYHKLZZ`Z[LTH\[VTH[PVUZ
,UNPULLYPUN:LY]PJLZ
: LPZTPJ  Z[Y\J[\YHS HUHS`ZPZ ZHML[` HUK YLN\SH[VY`
compliance, procedure & DCP writing
Inspections
9VIV[PJYHPSHUKYVWLZ\Y]L`Z
:WLU[-\LS;YHUZWVY[LYZ
=LY[PJHSJHZR[YHUZWVY[LYZ

62(56=(3=,4-.*63;+

Chapter 2

O[[W!^^^VRHUV]HS]LJVQWLUPUKL_O[TS
1-14, Nakamachi, Moji-ku, Kitakyushu City, Fukuoka, 800-8601, Japan

Contact Person

International Sales Section Sales Dept.
:HSLZ/LHKX\HY[LYZ

E-mail

okano-kaiei@themis.ocn.ne.jp

Phone

  

Fax

+81-93-382-1200

Corporate Information

7YVK\J[Z ;LJOUVSVNPLZ

Established in 1926, OKANO VALVE MFG. CO. LTD. has
been on the front line in development and design of some
of the world’s most important valves. With the expansion
of thermal and nuclear power plants in and outside of
Japan, these valves help provide the base for our current
technology. OKANO manufactures most types of valves
used for thermal and nuclear power plants, as well as
other fields of industry. Covering ultralow to ultrahigh
temperatures as well as vacuum area to high pressure,
these valves total more than one million.

4HPU(J[P]P[PLZ
+LZPNU
Designing of valves for thermal and nuclear power
plants in accordance with applicable codes, standards
and regulations such as ASME, ANSI, JSME, JIS and JEAC
4HU\MHJ[\YPUN=HS]LZHUK4H[LYPHSZ
Line valves, pressure relief valves and safty valves
Steel casting materials comforming to the codes
and standards, such as ASME and JIS
Performing Nondestructive examination for casting
materials and valve parts
3. Material Supply
Supplying steel and non steel materials
4. Maintenance
Providing maintenances for valves delivered to the
customers for safe and high operation
5. Quality Assurance Program
Establishing, maintaining and implementing the Quality
Assurance programs

Material Organization
/H]PUN V\Y Z[LLS JHZ[PUN ZOVW ^L THU\MHJ[\YL X\HSP[`
casting material including valve parts for manufacturing
proved by many data accumulated.

62(56=(3=,4-.*63;+

Address

;LJOUVSVNPLZ
62(56PZ[OL^VYSK»ZÄYZ[]HS]LTHU\MHJ[\YLY[VWYVK\JL
valves with seat surfaces overlaid with stellite alloy.
This technology has been adopted worldwide as the
standard in valve manufacturing.

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

/LHK6MÄJL

MSIV

4HPU:[LHT:HML[`9LSPLM=HS]LZ
OKANO’s design and development of the Main Steam
Safety Relief Valve (MS-SRV) is one of the most important
valves to assure safety of BWR and ABWR nuclear power
plants. Proving our technology is capable of responding to
future development, the MS-SRV has been adopted by all
BWR nuclear plants throughout Japan.
0UHKKP[PVUOH]PUNVI[HPULK[OL(:4,5=*LY[PÄJH[L[OL
MS-SRV manufactured by OKANO is ready to be adopted
worldwide.

=HS]LZMVYV]LYZLHZU\JSLHYWV^LYWSHU[Z

Aiming to increase orders for Nuclear Power Plants overseas

Nuclear Energy Buyers Guide in Japan 2016-17
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Manufacturing
Chapter 2

;6(=(3=,,5.05,,905.05*
O[[W!^^^[VH]HS]LJVQWLUNSPZO

;6(=(3=,,5.05,,905.05*

Address

5-12-1, Nishitachibana-cho, Amagasaki-shi, Hyogo, 660-0054, Japan

Contact Person

Mr. Toshihiko Hirahara

E-mail

info@toavalve.co.jp

Phone

+81-6-6416-8865

Fax



Corporate Information
¸:HML[`¹¸:LJ\YP[`¹HUK¸*VUÄKLUJL¹
Toa Valve Engineering Inc. has supplied the valves for all
nuclear power plants (PWR, BWR, ABWR, FBR) in Japan from
the Japan's first commercial nuclear power plant-Tsuruga
<UP[5VPU 4VYLV]LYV\Y]HS]LZHYL\ZLKHZ[OLTHPU
valves for the primary and secondary system of all PWRs
(Pressurized Water Reactor) in Japan. TVE has also provided
the critical maintenance services for safety and reliable
operation in reply to the various customer's needs. Our valves
HYLHSZV\ZLKH[U\JSLHYWSHU[ZPU<:(4L_PJVHUK*OPUH

4HU\MHJ[\YPUN HUK Z\WWS` VM ]HYPV\Z THPU[LUHUJL
LX\PWTLU["
・*VTW\[LYHPKLKKPHNUVZPZLX\PWTLU[MVYTV[VYVWLYH[LK
valve: “TACS (TVE Actuator Characterizing System)”, etc.

Products
Supply results for PWR in Japan
:PUJL[OLÄYZ[YLHJ[VY\UP[^HZJVUZ[Y\J[LK;6(]HS]LZOH]L
been delivered to evolving Japanese nuclear power plants.

TVE has provided consistently manufacturing, sales,
maintenance of industrial valves and safety valves as one
of the leading valve suppliers, along with changes in the
main market, such as for ships until about 1945 and for
power plant during the years of high economic growth.
¸6WLUPUN¹¸*SVZPUN¹HUK¸9LSPL]PUN¹
We have prided ourselves on contribution for the stable
electric supply through the safety and reliable operation
of power plants, providing the products which fulfill those
functions reliably under all circumstances and maintenance.
We put our continuous effort into contribution of the
development of economy and society while respecting
the each culture and custom of country/region as well as
complying with the international rules and the local laws
to cooperate with international society.
It is our belief that our considerable experience and high
X\HSP[` HJX\PYLK [OYV\NO OHSM H JLU[\Y` VM ]HS]L KLZPNU
and manufacturing for nuclear will respond to the needs
of a new era.

Tomari
Ikata
Mihama
Genkai

Unit 1, 2
Unit 1, 2
Unit 1, 2
Unit 1, 2

Tomari
Ikata
Takahama
Takahama
Mihama
Sendai

Unit 3
Unit3
Unit 1, 2
Unit 3, 4
Unit 3
Unit 1, 2

Tsuruga
Ohi
Ohi
Genkai

Unit 2
Unit 1, 2
Unit 3, 4
Unit 3, 4

Tsuruga Unit 3, 4
(Under Planning)
Sendai Unit 3
(Under Planning)

Main products for PWR nuclear power plants

Pressurizer
Safety Valve
(Inlet Flange
Size:150A)

Main Steam
Safety Valve
(Inlet Flange
Size:150A)

Electric Motor
Operated
Wedge Gate Valve
(Size:50A and more)

4HPU(J[P]P[PLZ
Manufacturing and maintenance of cast & forged steel
HUKZ[HPUSLZZZ[LLS]HS]LZL[J
・Nuclear Power Generation,
・Conventional Thermal Power Generation,
・ Petroleum, Petrochemicals, General Chemicals, and
various vessels
covering the ranges from ultra high-temperature to ultra
low-temperature and from ultra super critical pressure to
low pressure.
=HS]L;`WLZ!
Gate valves, globe valves, check valves, safety valves,
relief valves, needle valves and various other special
valves

26

Fuel transfer
channel
gate valve
(Size:500A-850A)

Check Valve
(Size:80A and more)

Moisture Separator
Reheater Relief Valve
(Inlet Flange Size:400A-600A)

Yokogawa Electric Corporation

Chapter 2

http://www.yokogawa.com/
 5HRHJOV4\ZHZOPUVZOP;VR`V1HWHU

Contact Person

4Y@\RP-\Y\`H

E-mail

@\\RP-\Y\`H'QW`VRVNH^HJVT

Phone



Fax



Corporate Information
-V\UKLK PU  @VRVNH^H ,SLJ[YPJ *VYWVYH[PVU OHZ
over 100 years' experience in the measurement, control,
and information businesses, and provides leading-edge
products and services to industry. The high added value
created with its excellent technologies contributes not only
to the development of industry, but also to the realization
VMHUHMÅ\LU[ZVJPL[`;OLJVTWHU`YLTHPUZJVTTP[[LK[V
[OLHJOPL]LTLU[VMHOLHS[O`HUKWYVÄ[HISLVWLYH[PVU

*,5;<4=7
Integrated Production Control System

7YVZHML:3:
Safty Instrumentated System
(Solid-state Logic Solver)

Yokogawa Electric Corporation

Address

4HPU(J[P]P[PLZ
@VRVNH^H PZ H SLHKPUN JVU[YVS JVTWHU` HUK H WPVULLY
in the development of distributed control systems for the
monitoring and control of process in a broad range of
production facilities. Its comprehensive solutions range
from sensors (such as pressure transmitters, flowmeters
and analyzers) to control systems, software that improves
productivity, and services that optimize plant lifecycle
costs. These solutions currently play vital supporting roles
for our customers in the electric power industry (including
nuclear), oil, chemical, natural gas, iron and steel,
pharmaceuticals, food, and other industries.
)HZLKVU@VRVNH^HZ]PZPVUMVYYLHSPaPUN[OLPKLHSWSHU[
we are developing products and solutions that ensure
safety, make maximum use of plant assets, enhance
production, and optimize operations over the entire plant
lifecycle.

ProSafe-RS
Safety Instrumentated System

:;(9+64
Network-based Control System

-PLSK0UZ[Y\TLU[Z(UHS`[PJHS0UZ[Y\TLU[ZHUK9LJVYKLYZ
We offer a full lineup of field instruments for use on
WYVK\J[PVUSPULZ;OLZLPUJS\KL[YHUZTP[[LYZHUKÅV^TL[LYZ
[OH[TLHZ\YLÅ\PKWYLZZ\YL[LTWLYH[\YLHUKÅV^YH[L>L
also offer analytical instruments such as pH analyzers and
process gas chromatographs for measuring the concentrations
VMNHZHUKSPX\PKJVUZ[P[\LU[ZHZ^LSSHZWHWLYSLZZYLJVYKLYZ
that store measurement data in electronic form.

+7OHYW,1?
Differeintial Pressure/Pressure Transmitter

+?(K]HUJLK
+H[H(JX\PZP[PVUHUK+PZWSH`:[H[PVU

4HPU:LY]PJLZ
Production Control Systems
We provide our customers with a range of systems that
support the safe and efficient operation of their plants.
These include highly reliable production control systems
for the control and monitoring of plant operations, safety
instrumented systems that are fully integrated with plant
production control systems to achieve the highest levels
of safety, and network-based control systems that are both
highly reliable and versatile.
0U HKKP[PVU@VRVNH^H PZ \UPX\L PU [OL ZLUZL [OH[ P[ JHU
offer completely diverse and modular analogue systems
that employ magnetic elements to process the functional
logic, making it inherent failsafe and extremely fast and
reliable.

-3?(
>PYL3PX\PK(UHS`aLY

(+4(.(?Magnetic Flowmeter

GC1000 Mark II
Porcess Gas Chromatograph

Solutions for Manufacturers
We provide total solutions that address the entire range of
company activities. These include information management
solutions that enhance the visibility of manufacturing
operations as well as manufacturing execution and enterprise
resource planning (ERP) solutions. By bringing together the
production and management domains, we make it possible
for companies to manage their operations in real time, thereby
TH_PTPaPUNLMÄJPLUJ`HUKLUOHUJPUNJVYWVYH[L]HS\L
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Steel, Metal & Materials

Chouetsu-glass Kaken Co., Ltd.
Chapter 3

http://www.chouetsuglass.com/

Chouetsu-glass Kaken Co., Ltd.

Address

Bld.-G, Yokohama Joint Research Center, 1-1-40, Suehiro-cho, Tsurumi-ku, Yokohama, 230-0045

Contact Person

Ms. Yoko Iwamiya

E-mail

y.iwamiya@choetsu.co.jp

Phone

+81-45-501-1001

Fax

+81-45-521-0850

Corporate Information
Chouetsu-glass Kaken Co., Ltd. was established in 2013 to
maximize the technological potential of Kazari-ichi Co., Ltd.,
which had been developing technologies on silk glass since
its foundation in 1971. Silk glass, a new material developed
by President Yoko Iwamiya in 1987, has superior character of
JVH[PUNVUÄIYPSSVZLTH[LYPHSZZ\JOHZWHWLYHUKJSV[O
At Chouetsu-glass Kaken, silk glass has been applied to coat
tungsten powder thickly on cloth in order to make a tungstenbased sheltering cloth from radioactivity.
Silk glass mainly consists of multifunctional siloxane network
polymer and is applied to coat paper decorations for
celebration, wood based interior/exterior and other Japanese
traditional products. It was used at the Imperial Households and
THU`OPZ[VYPJZOYPULZHUKHSZV\ZLKPUHUL_WLYPTLU[VMÅ`PUN
a paper-airplane in space by JAXA.
In March 2011, President Iwamiya noticed that many children
were threatened by the fear of radiation exposure. She then
decided to establish a new company named Chouetsu-glass
Kaken, in order to provide safe and easy wearable shielding
goods using silk glass for children. Chouetsu-glass Kaken has
developed her silk glass technology to extend to coat metal
tungsten powder on cloth to give higher radiation shielding
^OPSLRLLWPUN[OLÅL_PIPSP[`VMJSV[O

Photo 1

Photo 2

3. Non-toxic and washable
Different from lead, tungsten is non-toxic, and covered with
silk glass which has water repellency and satisfies the safety
standard for food vessel.
>PURSLÄUPZOLKÅL_PISL[\UNZ[LUJVH[LKZOLL[
3L]LYHNPUN^P[O[OLÅL_PIPSP[`VM[OLZOLL[HUL^[`WLof radiation
shielding sheet has been developed. Radiation exposure in the
environment comes from all surrounding directions, differently
from the exposure from a point source.
;OL^PURSLKÄUPZOPUN^OPJOPZIHZLK
on Chirimen, Japanese traditional
technology, makes a convexo-concave
structure on the surface which gives
longer path for beams from multi
direction (Photo 3).

Photo 3

Products
Main Activities
There are two types for tungsten coated cloth. Both cloth have
ÅL_PIPSP[`^P[OYHKPH[PVUZOPLSKPUN
-SL_PISL[\UNZ[LUWV^KLYJVH[LKZOLL[
It consists of the coating layer of tungsten powder of several
micro meters in diameter surrounded by binding silk glass and
backing cloth, and has the following features:

・Flexible tungsten powder coated sheet: 0.34mm thickness from
20cm X 20cm
・>PURSLÄUPZOLKÅL_PISL[\UNZ[LUJVH[LKZOLL[
・Radiation shield cloths
Trial production with order (Photo 4)

1. Radiation shield for γ-ray and X-ray
1/2 shielding thickness for γ-ray from Cs137 is 30mm including
backing cloth. The weight for 1/2 shielding thickness per 1 cm2 is
7.3g ( Pb: 9.8g, concrete 13.3g).
1/10 shielding thickness for 80keV X-ray is 1.7mm, and 2.3mm
for 100 keV X-ray, which includes also backing cloth.
●

●

2. Flexible, bendable and easy to cut and sew
Since the silk glass which encloses tungsten powder and cohere
with backing cloth is soft, the coated sheet almost keeps the
ÅL_PIPSP[`VM[OLIHJRPUNJSV[O7OV[V 0[JHUIL\ZLK^P[O
multilayer wrapping.
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Photo 4

Patents
JP 3456956, US 7332196, 2013-202174 (AP), 2014228874 (AP)

The Japan Steel Works, Ltd.
http//www.jsw.co.jp
1-11-1, Osaki, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo, 141-0032, Japan

E-mail

info_steel_forging@jsw.co.jp

Phone

+81-3-5745-2058

Fax

Corporate Information
Founded in 1907, The Japan Steel Work, Ltd .(“JSW”)
has been providing various kinds of high quality steel
and machinery products to the major global sectors like
fossil and nuclear power, steel mill and petrochemical
industries. Under the reputation as "General Supplier
of Steel Products and Machineries", JSW is highly
]HS\LKI`P[ZJSPLU[Z,ZWLJPHSS`PU[OLÄLSKVMMVZZPSHUK
nuclear power generating equipment market, JSW keeps
supplying large scale steel products manufactured with its
advanced technologies which have been developed and
accumulated through the efforts in its history over 100
years. JSW, as the leading manufacturer of high quality
steel forgings on earth, will maintain to support what the
nuclear supply chain demands, and continue to contribute
to the nuclear industry with its reliable high quality steel products.

Chapter 3

+81-3-5745-2063

JSW Muroran Plant is diligently upgrading its capabilities
to supply high quality steel products under the most
sophisticated quality control system certified by ASME,
RCC-M, ISO, TUV, JIS and other multi-national authorities.

Products

The Japan Steel Works, Ltd.

Address

NSSS Forgings

RPV Bottom Petal

RPV Monoblock Shell Flange

Monoblock RV Head

SG Conical Shell

Main Activities
The Japan Steel Works, Ltd., as its name suggests, began
as a domestic producer of steel products in Muroran
City, Japan. Utilizing a number of extra-large production
facilities, notably represented by two units of 14,000-ton
forging presses, and with the world's largest ingot of 670
ton commercially available, its broad range of products
including large castings, forgings, clad steel plates,
and pressure vessels are manufactured. Muroran Plant
completed the major capacity expansion programs a few
years ago, and has constantly been contributing to the
various needs of nuclear development.
Located in Hokkaido, northern major island of Japan,
facing a good natural bay called Muroran Bay, Muroran
Plant has Melting, Forging, Foundry, Heat Treatment,
Machining and Weld Fabrication Shops in a large complex
so they can control the products' quality, cost and delivery
in the same place easily and effectively.

Primary Loop Piping

5\JSLHY:[LHT;\YIPUL ,SLJ[YPJ.LULYH[VY

Monoblock LP Rotor

Integral MSV Casing

14,000-ton Press
JSW's Muroran Plant

Generator Rotor

Steam Turbine Casing
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2VIL:[LLS3[K
Chapter 3

O[[W!^^^RVILSJVJVQWLUNSPZOPUKL_O[TS
Address

;VR`V/LHK6MÄJL! 2P[H:OPUHNH^H:OPUHNH^HR\;VR`V1HWHU
2VIL/LHK6MÄJL : 2-2-4, Wakinohama-kaigandori, Chuo-ku, Kobe, Hyogo, 651-8585, Japan

2VIL:[LLS3[K

E-mail

global-nuclear@kobelco.com

Phone

Tokyo : +81-3-5739-6630
Kobe : +81-78-261-7055

Corporate Information
The Kobe Steel Group, a global enterprise built around
Kobe Steel, Ltd., is engaged in a wide range of fields,
with its major businesses in materials (iron and steel,
welding, aluminum and copper products), industrial and
JVUZ[Y\J[PVUTHJOPULY`HZ^LSSHZLUNPULLYPUNPU[OLÄLSK
of natural resources and environmental solutions.
While various energy sources have been reconsidered as
countermeasures for global warming, nuclear energy plays
HZPNUPÄJHU[YVSLPU[VKH`ZLULYN`Z\WWS`^P[OL]LYOPNOLY
levels of reliability and safety. The Kobe Steel Group is
committed to strengthen monozukuri and will pursue its
unique "Only One" products in this nuclear industry as well.

Main Activities
1. Plants and Equipment
Interim Storage Facility, Cask Maintenance Facility, Rad
Waste Treatment/Handling/Storage/Disposal Facilities
2. Transport & Storage of Spent Fuel and Waste
Storage Casks, Transport Casks, Canisters
3. Chemicals
Boric Acid (H3BO3), Potassium Fluoroboride(KBF4)
4. Materials for Pressure Vessels
Forged Materials, Titanium Alloys, Steel Plates, Welding Materials
5. Materials for Nuclear Reactors and Nuclear Facilities
Fuel Channels, Zircaloy Fuel Cladding Tubes, Stainless
Steel Fuel Cladding Tubes, Special Alloys
6. Decommissioning Services
High-Concentration Radioactive Waste Processing, Metal Recycle

Products
Forged Materials
As a world-leader of steel castings and forgings, Kobe
Steel has been supplying reliable and high-quality
products worldwide, earning high degree of trust from our
customers.
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Fax

Tokyo : +81-3-5739-6978
Kobe : +81-78-261-7058

We are capable to supply various material and shaped
forgings for the most-advanced
nuclear power plants, based on our
advanced technology, using world’s
largest 130MN Forging press and
maximum size of 420t ingot, located
at Takasago Works.

Transport/StorageCasks
& Canisters
Kobe Steel has manufactured
and delivered over 250 casks for
transport/storage of spent fuel
and radioactive wastes generated
in nuclear power plants and
reprocessing facilities worldwide.
BWR Fuel Channels
Kobe Steel, as one of the few companies worldwide
engaged in the production of zircaloy products, has
accomplished mass-production of Fuel Channels for BWR
M\LSHZZLTISPLZHZ[OLÄYZ[1HWHULZLZ\WWSPLYPU[OLLHYS`
1970's. We have delivered over 50,000 Fuel Channels
worldwide.
Boron 10
Kobe Steel has established a massproduction technology for highly
enriched boron (more than 96%)
for the first time in Japan by joint
development with Stella Chemifa
Corporation and has delivered
enriched boric acid for primary
coolant of reactors worldwide.
High-Concentration Radioactive Waste Processing
Kobe Steel together with Studsvik AB (Studsvik) has been
WYVWVZPUN[OLWH[LU[LKHUKWYV]LU[LJOUVSVN`Å\PKPaLK
bed steam reforming) commonly called THOR (Thermal
Organic Reduction) to Japanese market. The THOR process
can treat various waste forms including ion exchange
resins and other organic wastes.

4P[Z\IPZOP4H[LYPHSZ*VYWVYH[PVU
http//www.mmc.co.jp
1-3-2, Otemachi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 100-8117, Japan

E-mail

www-adm@mmc.co.jp

Fax

+81-3-5252-5272

Corporate Information
Mitsubishi Materials Corporation (MMC) and its Group
Companies, since established in 1871, have supplied
cement and copper materials to build social infrastructure
and provided processed metal products, electronics
products, technologies and services that are indispensible
for industrial activity and everyday life.
The MMC Group has also taken the leadership in
advancing the environmental and recycling business for
zero-waste society. We have engaged in nuclear energy
development to establish the domestic nuclear fuel cycle
as well as our involvement in reproductive energy such as
geothermal and hydro energy.

Main Activities
/H]PUNZ[HY[LKV\YU\JSLHYM\LSJ`JSL9 +PU ^P[O
domestic nuclear energy program, we have accumulated
over 60 years experiences and achievements.
(1) Research and Development
Research, development and demonstration of nuclear fuel
cycle (conversion, fuel manufacturing, reprocessing, waste
management and disposal) have been carried out at our
facilities using radio-isotopes and nuclear materials.

Chapter 3

4P[Z\IPZOP4H[LYPHSZ*VYWVYH[PVU

Address

Metal recycling demonstration

(2) Engineering and Service
Process and plant engineering, and licensing and
operational supports are our main activities. Uranium
conversion plant, reprocessing plant, waste treatment
plant, low-level radio-active waste disposal business
support, and also Fukushima Project are our successful
achievements.

Technologies
- Process development using precipitation, solvent
L_[YHJ[PVUÅ\PKPaPUNILKYV[H[PUNM\YUHJLTVS[LUTL[HS
- Safety assessment and related data acquisition for waste
disposal
- Safety designing of nuclear facilities
- Process simulation, accident simulation

Solvent extraction experiment
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Nikkeikin Aluminium Core Technology Co., Ltd.
http://www2.nikkeikin.co.jp/act

Nikkeikin Aluminium Core Technology Co., Ltd.

Address

NYK Tennoz Building, 2-2-20, Higashi-Shinagawa, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo 140-0002, Japan

Contact Person

Mr. Aaron Herfurth

E-mail

aaron-herfurth@act.nikkeikin.co.jp

Phone

+81-3-5461-8204

Fax

+81-3-5461-8315

Corporate Information
Nikkeikin Aluminium Core Technology (ACT) Co., Ltd.
was established in October 2002 and is a 100% owned
subsidiary of Nippon Light Metal (NLM) Holdings
Company, Ltd. Nikkeikin ACT specializes in manufacturing
aluminum extrusion and aluminum processed products
HUKPZ0:6 HUK0:6JLY[PÄLK
Nikkeikin ACT has a diverse and global employee base
comprising 140 members, and has created and provided
high quality products that have been used by the nuclear
industry, construction industry, transport industry and
many more.

Products Information

Aluminum°°B4*°°

Skin : 5000 series Aluminum Alloy (Al-Mg)
Skin : 5000 series Aluminum Alloy (Al-Mg)

Skin
DiffusioU°oM°4g

Chapter 3

Core

Skin

Al40wt% B 4C

Cross Sections of MAXUS®
(Al-light gray; B 4 C-dark gray; Mg-red)

Nikkeikin ACT has also produced an effective radiation
shielding material called MAXUS-w®. MAXUS-w® has a
similar sandwich structure and is composed of the same
corrosion resistant aluminum cladding as MAXUS®, but
with tungsten powder uniformly distributed within a highpurity aluminum matrix instead. MAXUS-w ® has been
found to reduce gamma radiation by up to 74%.
Nikkeikin ACT is also able to manufacture special
aluminum boron carbide extrusion products as a
neutron absorbing structural material. This neutron
absorbing structural material has high thermal durability,
N\HYHU[LLPUNUVZPNUPÄJHU[KLNYHKH[PVUK\YPUNZLY]PJLSPML

Products Technical Information
Nikkein ACT’s main product for the spent nuclear fuel
industry is MAXUS®. MAXUS® is a high-density neutron
absorber material used in spent nuclear fuel dry storage
and/or transportation casks as well as in the racks of spent
nuclear fuel pools.
MAXUS ® consists of a sandwich structure with highly
corrosion resistant aluminum cladding and boron carbide
powder (B4C) uniformly distributed within a high-purity
aluminum matrix. By adjusting both the amount of B4C
included in the matrix and the thickness of the plate,
MAXUS® can be customized at a diverse range of 10B
areal densities that can cover storage for low burn-up to
high burn-up fuel designs.
The advanced manufacturing process of MAXUS® also
allows for strong bonding between the clad and the
core through the diffusion of magnesium from the skin’s
aluminum alloy. With MAXUS ® , Nikkeikin ACT has
realized an unprecedented high performance material that
meets customers’ expectations.

34

MAXUS®
Maximum Length
Maximum Width
Maximum Thickness
Clad Material
Matrix Material
B4C content in matrix
Density
Thermal Conductivity
Specific Density

5,000 mm (197”)
500 mm (20”)
2 - 10 mm (0.075” - 0.395”)
5000 series Aluminum
1070 Aluminum
20 - 40% in mass
2.6 g/cm3
110 - 160 W/m*K
Close to 100%

MAXUS-w®
Aluminum and 50 vol% W
(Data for lead in parentheses for comparison)
(11.4)
Density
9.2 g/cm3
Tensile Strength
195 MPa
(18)
0.2% Yield Strength
167 MPa
(-)
Strain
2.3 %
(52)
Thermal Conductivity
166 W/m*K
(160)
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HAZAMA ANDO CORPORATION
http://www.ad-hzm.co.jp
Chapter 4

Address

2HYPTH;Z\R\IH0IHYHRP1HWHU/LHKVMÄJL!(RHZHRH4PUH[VR\;VR`V

Contact Person

4Y2P`VZOP(TLTP`H

E-mail

HTLTP`HRP`VZOP'HKOaTJVQW

Phone

+81-29-858-8810

Fax

+81-29-858-8829

HAZAMA ANDO CORPORATION

Corporate Information
/HaHTH(UKV*VYWVYH[PVU(KOaT.LULYHS*VU[YHJ[VYZ
(YJOP[LJ[Z  ,UNPULLYZ THYRZ TVYL [OHU  `LHYZ VM
NYV^[O HZ VUL VM 1HWHUZ SLHKPUN JVTWHUPLZ(KOaTZ
YVSL PU [OL JVUZ[Y\J[PVU VM SHYNLZJHSL JP]PS HUK W\ISPJ
^VYRZ OLSWZ [V PTWYV]L [OL [V[HS PUMYHZ[Y\J[\YL VM THU`
JV\U[YPLZ;OL JVTWHU` HSZV OHZ ILLU LUNHNLK PU
KLZPNUPUNHUKJVUZ[Y\J[PVUVMU\JSLHYWV^LYWSHU[ZZPUJL
 Z
;Z\R\IH[LJOUPJHSYLZLHYJOPUZ[P[\[LVM(KOaTLZ[HISPZOLK
PU   JVU[PU\V\ZS` WYVK\JLZ UL^ HYJOP[LJ[Z HUK
LUNPULLYPUN [LJOUVSVNPLZ;OL V\[W\[Z JVU[YPI\[L [V [OL
WYVNYLZZHUKZHML[`VMU\JSLHYPUK\Z[YPLZ

(2) Independent study

(KOaT OHZ ILLU JVU[PU\PUN [OL V^U 9 + 9LZ\S[Z
HYL W\ISPZOLK PU ;LJOUPJHS 9LZLHYJO 9LWVY[ VM(KOaT
*VYWVYH[PVU 
O[[W!^^^HKOaTJVQW[YYZ[HY[O[TS

Technologies
1. Large Scale Test for Earthquake-resistant Technology
/PNOWLYMVYTHUJL ZOHRPUN [HISL JHU HJJVTTVKH[L
ZWLJPTLUZ \W [V H ^LPNO[ VM R5 HUK 4H_PT\T
HJJLSLYH[PVUPZ?!.@!.A!.^P[OR5ZWLJPTLU
;OL MHJPSP[` JHU JHYY` V\[ ]PIYH[PVU [LZ[Z VU HU` [`WL VM
Z[Y\J[\YL JVU[YVSSPUN IV[O OVYPaVU[HS H_LZ HUK ]LY[PJHS
H_LZZPT\S[HULV\ZS`

Main Activities
1. Construction Works
(1) Nuclear power plants (NPPs)

(KOaT OHZ ILLU LUNHNLK PU [OL JVUZ[Y\J[PVU ^VYRZ
JVUZ[HU[S`ZPUJL PU577ZP[LZ4HPU^VYRZHYLVM
YLHJ[VY[\YIPULHUKYHK^HZ[LI\PSKPUNJPYJ\SH[PUN^H[LY
PU[HRLVYKPZJOHYNLJ\S]LY[HUKV[OLYJVUJYL[LZ[Y\J[\YLZ
(2) Other plant/facility/laboratory of nuclear fuel, RI or
accelerator concerned

:OHRPUN;LZ[VM577*VUJYL[L>HSS

2. Radiation Shielding Technology
(KOaT YLZLHYJOLZ YHKPH[PVU WYV[LJ[PVU Z`Z[LTZ MVY
MHJPSP[PLZ Z\JO HZ OVZWP[HSZ HUK PZ KL]LSVWPUN UL^
TH[LYPHSZHUKYH[PVUHSZ`Z[LTZ

*VUZ[Y\J[PVUHUKLUNPULLYPUNVMU\JSLHYM\LSJ`JSLWSHU[
YHKPVHJ[P]L ^HZ[L [YLH[TLU[ MHJPSP[` HUK OVZWP[HS VY
SHIVYH[VY`^P[OYHKPH[PVUZOPLSKPUNZ`Z[LTPZ[OLPTWVY[HU[
HJ[P]P[`VM\Z
2. Diagnosis and Design Works
(1) Health monitoring and diagnosis of aging or damaged facility

LN(ZZLZZPUN JYHJRZ VU JVUJYL[L Z[Y\J[\YLZ I` KPNP[HS
WOV[V PTHNL" ^^^HKOaTJVQW[YYOHaHTH WKMF
ÄSLWKMPU1HWHULZL
(2) Earthquake ‐ resistant design of building, circulating
water intake or discharge culvert, concrete structure,
foundation, slope etc.

3. Research and Development
(1) Consignment study

(KOaT OHZ JVU[YHJ[LK 9 +Z MYVT 1HWHULZL W\ISPJ
VYNHUPaH[PVUZ1(,(9>4*15,:5<46L[JHUKHSZV
MYVT WYP]H[L JVTWHUPLZ ,SLJ[YPJ *VTWHU` 7SHU[ THRLY
15-3;,7:*6 L[J 0U [OL MPLSK VM YHKPVHJ[P]L ^HZ[L
KPZWVZHS[OL[V[HSU\TILYVMJVUZPNUTLU[Z-@ 
PZHIV\[[OLZ\TPZV]LYIPSSPVU`LU
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5L\[YVU0YYHKPH[PVU4LHZ\YLTLU[
[ 252 *MZOPLSKPUNJVUJYL[LD

3. R&D for Radioactive Waste Disposal [LLW, TRU, HLW etc.]
(KOaT PZ JVU[YPI\[PUN [V [OL ZHML[` KPZWVZHS VM
YHKPVHJ[P]L^HZ[L*VUJLYUPUNKLZPNUHUKJVUZ[Y\J[PVUVM
HY[PÄJPHSIHYYPLYHUKILU[VUP[LI\MMLYTH[LYPHSSHIVYH[VY`
L_WLYPTLU[Z TVUP[VYPUN HUK [V[HS JVUZ\S[HU[Z HYL
H]HPSHISL

*VTWHJ[PVU4HJOPUL
MVY33>)LU[VUP[L)HYYPLY

JGC CORPORATION

http://www.jgc.com
Address

4PUH[V4PYHP5PZOPR\@VRVOHTH1HWHU

E-mail

^LITHZ[LY'QNJJVT

Phone



Chapter 4
Fax



/LHKX\HY[LYLK PU@VRVOHTH 1HWHU 1.* PZ H SLHKPUN
PU[LYUH[PVUHSS` YLJVNUPaLK JVU[YHJ[VY ^P[O [V[HS
LUNPULLYPUN WYVJ\YLTLU[ HUK JVUZ[Y\J[PVU ,7*
JHWHIPSP[PLZ 6]LY [OL JV\YZL VM P[Z TVYL [OHU `LHY
OPZ[VY`1.*OHZL_LJ\[LKPUL_JLZZVMWYVQLJ[ZVM
HSSZPaLZPUV]LYJV\U[YPLZ;OLTHQVYP[`VM[OLZLOH]L
ILLU VU H S\TWZ\T [\YURL` IHZPZ MVY H ^PKL YHUNL VM
PUK\Z[YPLZ PUJS\KPUN WL[YVSL\T YLMPUPUN NHZ WYVJLZZPUN
35. .;3 WL[YVJOLTPJHSZ WV^LY WOHYTHJL\[PJHSZ
U\JSLHY^HZ[LKPZWVZHSHUKUVUMLYYV\ZTL[HSZ

Main Activities

1.* IYPUNZ Z\WLYPVY LUNPULLYPUN JHWHIPSP[PLZ HUK
L_WLYPLUJLPU[OLÄLSKVMU\JSLHYLULYN`^OLYLZ[YPUNLU[
ZHML[` Z[HUKHYKZ HUK LMMLJ[P]L \ZL VM SH[LZ[ [LJOUVSVNPLZ
HYLVMWHYHTV\U[PTWVY[HUJL1.*OHZHOPZ[VY`VMU\JSLHY
WV^LYWSHU[KLZPNUZWHUUPUNTVYL[OHU`LHYZMVJ\ZPUN
VU [OL [YLH[TLU[ HUK KPZWVZHS VM SV^SL]LS YHKPVHJ[P]L
^HZ[L HUK [OL YLWYVJLZZPUN VM ZWLU[ M\LS 4VYLV]LY
YLJLU[S` 1.* OHZ ILLU KYH^PUN VU P[Z HK]HUJLK WYVQLJ[
THUHNLTLU[ JHWHIPSP[PLZ HUK L_[LUZP]L L_WLYPLUJL ^P[O
V]LYZLHZWYVQLJ[Z[VHJ[P]LS`WHY[PJPWH[LPUU\JSLHYWV^LY
WSHU[JVUZ[Y\J[PVUWYVQLJ[V]LYZLHZHZKLTHUKMVYU\JSLHY
WV^LY PZ PUJYLHZPUN PU KL]LSVWLK HZ ^LSS HZ LTLYNPUN
JV\U[YPLZ

Meeting All Needs
1.*  WVZZL ZZL Z H  ^PK L  YH U N L  V M V YPN PU H S W YVJLZ Z
[LJOUVSVNPLZ HUK JVUZ[P[\LU[ [LJOUVSVNPLZ [OL YLZ\S[
VM ^LSSKPYLJ[LK YLZLHYJO HUK KL]LSVWTLU[;OPZ 9 +
JVUK\J[LK JVTIPULK ^P[O 1.*Z MSL_PISL Z`Z[LTPaH[PVU
OHZ ZPNUPMPJHU[S` L_[LUKLK [OL JVTWHU`Z I\ZPULZZ
OVYPaVUZ 1.* OHZ HJJ\T\SH[LK L_[LUZP]L L_WLYPLUJL
PU [OL TLZOPUN VM PUK\Z[Y` ^P[O ZVJPL[` V]LY [OL SHZ[ 
`LHYZ7SHU[ZHUKMHJPSP[PLZJVTWSL[LKI`[OLJVTWHU`PU
1HWHUHUKV]LYZLHZILHY[OLOHSSTHYRVM1.*ZHK]HUJLK
[LJOUVSVNPLZHUKOPNOYLSPHIPSP[`0U[OLUVUO`KYVJHYIVU
MPLSK [OLZL PUJS\KL WOHYTHJL\[PJHS HUK MVVK WYVJLZZPUN
WSHU[Z YLZLHYJO SHIVYH[VYPLZ TLKPJHS HUK ^LSMHYL
MHJPSP[PLZ JVTTLYJPHS MHJPSP[PLZ ]HYPV\Z PUK\Z[YPHS WSHU[Z
HUK MHJPSP[PLZ MVY LU]PYVUTLU[HS JVUZLY]H[PVU;OLZL
MHJPSP[PLZZ\WWVY[LKI`V\Y]HYPL[`VMZLY]PJLZTLL[JSPLU[
ULLKZPUH^PKLHYYH`VMI\ZPULZZÄLSKZ

JGC CORPORATION

Technologies

Corporate Information

7L[YVSL\T-HJPSP[`

5H[\YHS.HZ-HJPSP[`

5\JSLHY-\LS9LWYVJLZZPUN7SHU[MVY1(,(

9>-HJPSP[`MVY=PYNPUPH7V^LY<:(
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Kajima Corporation
http://www.kajima.co.jp/english/welcome.html
Chapter 4

Address

4V[VHRHZHRH4PUH[VR\;VR`V1HWHU

Contact Person

4Y,PPJOP;HUHRH

E-mail

RQTU\JSLHYWV^LYKW['RHQPTHJVT

Phone



Fax



Kajima Corporation

Corporate Information
,Z[HISPZOLK!
0UJVYWVYH[LK! 
7HPKPU*HWP[HS!6]LYTPSSPVU
5\TILYVM,TWSV`LLZ!(ZVM4HYJO
7YLZPKLU[9LWYLZLU[H[P]L+PYLJ[VY!4Y@VZOPRHa\6ZOPTP

Seismic Design and Analysis
;OLZLPZTPJKLZPNUHUKHUHS`ZPZPZVULVM[OLTVZ[WYPVYP[`
[LJOUVSVNPLZ PU H SHUK VM LHY[OX\HRLZ 1HWHU 0U VYKLY [V
L]HS\H[L [OL ZLPZTPJ LMMLJ[Z PUK\JLK PU[V [OL Z[Y\J[\YHS
LSLTLU[HUK[VHZZLZZ[OLZ[Y\J[\YHSPU[LNYP[`VM[OLI\PSKPUN
HJJ\YH[LS` 2HQPTH HWWSPLZ H K`UHTPJ YLZWVUZL HUHS`ZPZ
[LJOUPX\L^P[O+ÄUP[LLSLTLU[TVKLSVMLU[PYLI\PSKPUN

Main Activities
2HQPTH *VYWVYH[PVU PZ VUL VM [OL SLHKPUN JVU[YHJ[VYZ PU
[OLJVUZ[Y\J[PVUPUK\Z[Y`PU1HWHUWYV]PKPUNHM\SSYHUNL
VMZLY]PJLZPU1HWHUHUKJV\U[YPLZHYV\UK[OLNSVIL-VY
HU`JH[LNVYPLZHUK[`WLZVMI\PSKPUNZHUKJP]PSZ[Y\J[\YLZ
ZRPSSLKWYVMLZZPVUHSZPU[OLHYLHZVMHYJOP[LJ[\YHSHUKJP]PS
LUNPULLYPUNKLZPNUI\PSKPUNHUKJP]PSJVUZ[Y\J[PVUHUKYLHS
LZ[H[LKL]LSVWTLU[HYLYLHK`[VZLY]LV\YJSPLU[Z,UNPULLYZ
HUKZWLJPHSPZ[ZOPNOS`]LYZLKPUTLJOHUPJHSLSLJ[YPJHSHUK
PUMVYTH[PVU[LJOUVSVNPLZHZ^LSSHZJOLTPZ[Y`HNYPJ\S[\YL
HUKVJLHUVNYHWO`HYLHSZVVUOHUK[VWYV]PKLJVTWYLOLUZP]L
ZLY]PJLZHUKZVS\[PVUZ^OLUYLX\LZ[LK
*VUZ[Y\J[PVU
(YJOP[LJ[\YL
9LHS,Z[H[L+L]LSVWTLU[
,UNPULLYPUN
,U]PYVUTLU[HS,UNPULLYPUN .SVIHS:\WWVY[
9LZLHYJOHUK+L]LSVWTLU[

5\JSLHY7V^LY-HJPSP[`*VUZ[Y\J[PVU;YHJR9LJVYKHZVM4HYJO

Main Services in Nuclear Industry
2HQPTHZ LUNPULLYPUN HUK JVUZ[Y\J[PVU [LJOUVSVN` VM
U\JSLHY MHJPSP[PLZ HYL TV]PUN HOLHK PU [HUKLT ^P[O [OL
KL]LSVWTLU[VMU\JSLHYWV^LYPU1HWHU
-VYHZHMLHUKZLJ\YLLULYN`J`JSL^LPU[LNYH[LWSHUUPUN
KLZPNULUNPULLYPUNHUKJVUZ[Y\J[PVUVM[OLU\JSLHYWV^LY
WSHU[Z[Y\J[\YLZ6\YVUNVPUN[LJOUVSVNPJHSKL]LSVWTLU[
^PSSZ\WWVY[[OLSPMLJ`JSLTHUHNLTLU[VMU\JSLHYWV^LY
MHJPSP[PLZ
Construction
2HQPTH OHZ ILLU JVUZ[Y\J[PUN U\JSLHY WV^LY WSHU[Z
ZPUJL[OL Z<ZPUN[OVZLL_WLYPLUJLZHUKPUUV]H[P]L
PKLHZ 2HQPTH OHZ KL]LSVWLK [OL [LJOUVSVNPLZ [V I\PSK
OPNOX\HSP[`Z[Y\J[\YLZZHMLS`PUH]LY`ZOVY[[LYT¸3HYNL
:JHSL 4VK\SHY *VUZ[Y\J[PVU 4L[OVK¹ ¸(SS>LH[OLY
*VUZ[Y\J[PVU4L[OVK¹HUKZVVU
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:OPTHUL5\JSLHY7V^LY7SHU[<UP[JVUZ[Y\J[PVUHZVM-LIY\HY`

:LPZTPJHUHS`ZPZ\ZPUN+ÄUP[LLSLTLU[
TVKLSVMYLHJ[VYI\PSKPUN

Nishimatsu Construction Co., Ltd.
http://www.nishimatsu.co.jp/
Address

;VYHUVTVU/PSSZ4VYP;V^LY-;VYHUVTVU4PUH[VR\;VR`V1HWHU

Contact Person

4Y5VYPOHY\6UPZOP

E-mail

UVYPOHY\FVUPZOP'UPZOPTH[Z\JVQW

Phone



Fax



-V\UKLKPU 5PZOPTH[Z\*VUZ[Y\J[PVU*V3[KOHZ
LHYULK YLJVNUP[PVU ^VYSK^PKL HZ VUL VM 1HWHU»Z SLHKPUN
NLULYHSJVU[YHJ[VYZ;OL*VTWHU`PZYLUV^ULKMVY[HRPUN
VU UL^ JOHSSLUNLZ HUK MVY P[Z [YLUKZL[[PUN KL]LSVWTLU[
HUKPU[YVK\J[PVUVMZVWOPZ[PJH[LK[LJOUVSVNPLZPU[OLÄLSKZ
VMJP]PSLUNPULLYPUNHUKI\PSKPUNJVUZ[Y\J[PVU
/LHKX\HY[LYK PU;VR`V 5PZOPTH[Z\ OHZ H UL[^VYR VM 
YLNPVUHS OLHKX\HY[LYZ HUK  IYHUJOLZ HYV\UK 1HWHU HZ
^LSS HZ V]LYZLHZ VMMPJLZ PU  JV\U[YPLZ HUK [LYYP[VYPLZ
;OL*VTWHU`PZ^LSSRUV^UMVYP[ZL_WLY[PZLPUWSHUUPUN
KLZPNU HUK JVUZ[Y\J[PVU PU H ^PKL ]HYPL[` VM MPLSKZ Z\JO
HZTHYPULHUKOHYIVYWYVQLJ[ZHPYWVY[WYVQLJ[ZOPNO^H`Z
KHTZ [\UULSZ YHPS^H`Z OPNOYPZL I\PSKPUNZ HUK WV^LY
WSHU[Z
5PZOPTH[Z\ OHZ HU PTWYLZZP]L YLJVYK VM JVU[YPI\[PVUZ [V
ZVJPHS HUK LJVUVTPJ KL]LSVWTLU[ PU(ZPH 0U HKKP[PVU
[V H JVU[PU\PUN WYLZLUJL PU ZL]LYHS(ZPHU JV\U[YPLZ P[ PZ
J\YYLU[S`PU]VS]LKPUVYOHZJVTWSL[LKSHYNLZJHSLWYVQLJ[Z
PU,\YVWLHUK(MYPJH
7YV]PKPUNOPNOX\HSP[`[PTLS`HUKLU]PYVUTLU[HSS`MYPLUKS`
ZLY]PJLZ H[ HSS Z[HNLZ VM P[Z ]HYPV\Z WYVQLJ[Z 5PZOPTH[Z\
JVU[PU\LZ^VYRPUN[VTLL[[OLKLTHUKZVMP[ZJSPLU[ZHUK
HK]HUJL[OLMYVU[PLYZVMJVUZ[Y\J[PVU[LJOUVSVN`

Major Business Activities
5PZOPTH[Z\»ZTHQVYHJ[P]P[PLZYLSH[PUN[VU\JSLHYWV^LYHYL
HZMVSSV^Z!
1. Construction of the nuclear power stations
5PZOPTH[Z\ OHZ YPJO JVUZ[Y\J[PVU L_WLYPLUJLZ HZ H
JVU[YHJ[VY MVY;VTHYP 5\JSLHY 7V^LY :[H[PVU VM [OL
/VRRHPKV ,SLJ[YPJ 7V^LY *V 0UJ 6UHNH^H 5\JSLHY
7V^LY:[H[PVUVM[OL;VOVR\,SLJ[YPJ7V^LY*V0UJHUK
2HZOP^HaHRP2HYP^H 5\JSLHY 7V^LY :[H[PVU VM;OL;VR`V
,SLJ[YPJ7V^LY*V0UJ
;OL *VTWHU` J\YYLU[S` WHY[PJPWH[LZ PU [OL WYVQLJ[Z VM
6OTH 5\JSLHY 7V^LY :[H[PVU VM [OL ,SLJ[YPJ 7V^LY
+L]LSVWTLU[*V3[K/PNHZOPKVYP5\JSLHY7V^LY:[H[PVU
VM[OL;VR`V,SLJ[YPJ7V^LY*V0UJHUK;Z\Y\NH5\JSLHY
7V^LY:[H[PVUVM[OL1HWHU([VTPJ7V^LY*VTWHU`

2 . M e m b e r s h i p f o r t h e va r i o u s n u c l e a r r e l a t e d
associations
5PZOPTH[Z\ HJ[P]LS` HMMPSPH[LZ UV[ VUS` ^P[O [OL 1HWHU
([VTPJ 0UK\Z[YPHS -VY\T 0UJ ^OPJO PZ WYVTV[PUN [OL
KL]LSVWTLU[ VM [OL U\JSLHY WV^LY I\[ HSZV [OL ]HYPV\Z
HZZVJPH[PVUZHUKJVTTP[[LLZYLSH[PUN[V[OLU\JSLHYÄLSK
0[ HSZV JVU[PU\V\ZS` THRLZ LMMVY[Z [V JVSSLJ[ PUMVYTH[PVU
HUK HIZVYI RUV^SLKNL PU [OL U\JSLHY MPLSK [OYV\NO
YLZLHYJOHUKPU]LZ[PNH[PVUI`KPZWH[JOPUNHU\TILYVMP[Z
Z[HMM[V]HYPV\ZH\_PSPHY`VYNHUPaH[PVUZHJYVZZ[OLJV\U[Y`

Nishimatsu Construction Co., Ltd.

Corporate Information

Chapter 4

Technologies
5V[VUS`KVLZ5PZOPTH[Z\JV]LYI\ZPULZZHJYVZZ1HWHUP[
HSZVOHZHZ[YVUNWYLZLUJL^VYSK^PKL
:PUJLHIV\[`LHYZHNVI`LZ[HISPZOPUNYLWYLZLU[H[P]L
IYHUJO VMÄJLZ PU :V\[O ,HZ[(ZPHU JV\U[YPLZ P[ OHZ ILLU
LUNHNPUN[OL]HYPV\ZJVUZ[Y\J[PVUWYVQLJ[ZYLSH[LK[V[OL
PUMYHZ[Y\J[\YLKL]LSVWTLU[V]LYZLHZ
0UWHY[PJ\SHYP[OHZL_[LUZP]LL_WLYPLUJLZPUJVUZ[Y\J[PVU
VM[OLKHTZZ\I^H`ZHPYWVY[ZHUKWV^LYWSHU[ZPU/VUN
2VUNHUKZ\I^H`ZHUKOPNOYPZLI\PSKPUNPU:PUNHWVYL
(ZMVYLULYN`YLSH[LKWYVQLJ[ZP[JVUZ[Y\J[LK[OL[OLYTHS
WV^LYZ[H[PVUZH[3HTTH0ZSHUKPU/VUN2VUNRUV^UHZ
3HTTH7V^LY:[H[PVUHUKPU;OHPSHUKRUV^UHZ4HW;H
7O\[*VHS-PYLK7V^LY:[H[PVUHUK[OLO`KYH\SPJWV^LY
Z[H[PVU PU 3HVZ RUV^U HZ 5HT;O\LU  /`KYVWV^LY
:[H[PVU

)\ZPULZZIHZLV\[ZPKLVM1HWHU
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OBAYASHI CORPORATION
http://www.obayashi.co.jp/english/
Chapter 4

Address

:OPUHNH^H0U[LYJP[`;V^LY)2VUHU4PUH[VR\;VR`V1HWHU

Contact Person

4Y(RPYH:OPTPa\

E-mail

ZOPTPa\HRPYH'VIH`HZOPJVQW

Phone

 

Fax

  

OBAYASHI CORPORATION

Corporate Information
6IH`HZOP *VYWVYH[PVU ^P[O P[Z OPZ[VY` VM TVYL [OHU 
`LHYZ PZ VUL VM 1HWHU»Z SHYNLZ[ NLULYHS JVU[YHJ[VYZ *LU[LYLK
HYV\UK6IH`HZOP*VYWVYH[PVU[OL6IH`HZOP.YV\WJVTWYPZLZ
 Z\IZPKPHYPLZ HUK  HMMPSPH[LK JVTWHUPLZ ^P[O H [V[HS VM
HWWYV_PTH[LS`LTWSV`LLZHUKJVTIPULKHUU\HSUL[ZHSLZ
VMHWWYV_PTH[LS`IPSSPVU
6IH`HZOPHSZVOHZHULZ[HISPZOLKYLJVYKV\[ZPKL1HWHUKH[PUN
IHJR [V   ^OLU P[ ILJHTL [OL MPYZ[ 1HWHULZL NLULYHS
JVU[YHJ[VY [V [HRL VU HU V]LYZLHZ JVUZ[Y\J[PVU WYVQLJ[ :PUJL
[OLU6IH`HZOPOHZJVU[PU\LKP[ZI\ZPULZZHJ[P]P[PLZPU[OL<UP[LK
:[H[LZWSH`PUNHYVSLPUTHU`OPNOWYVÄSLSHYNLZJHSLWYVQLJ[Z
MYVT[OL*LU[YHS(Y[LY`;\UULS7YVQLJ[PU)VZ[VU[V[OL*VSVYHKV
9P]LY)YPKNLH[/VV]LY+HT0UHKKP[PVU[V[OL<UP[LK:[H[LZ
6IH`HZOPOHZILLUPU]VS]LKPUHU\TILYVMWYVQLJ[ZHYV\UK[OL
^VYSKMYVT[OLTHPUZ[HKP\TMVY[OL:`KUL`6S`TWPJZ[V
;OL+\IHP4L[YV<YIHU9HPS:`Z[LT

Main Activities
6\YTHPUZJVWLVMI\ZPULZZPZHZMVSSV^Z!
*VU[YHJ[PUNMVYJVUZ[Y\J[PVU^VYR
9LNPVUHS\YIHUTHYPULLU]PYVUTLU[HSKL]LSVWTLU[HUKTHUHNLTLU[
HUKV[OLYJVUZ[Y\J[PVUYLSH[LKI\ZPULZZ
,UNPULLYPUNHUKTHUHNLTLU[PUJS\KPUNYLZLHYJOHUKZ\Y]L`Z
WSHUUPUNKLZPNUHUKZ\WLY]PZPVUYLSH[LK[V[OL[^VWYLJLKPUNP[LTZ
0U[OLMPLSKVMU\JSLHYLULYN`6IH`HZOPWYV]PKLZLUNPULLYPUN
JVUZ[Y\J[PVUHUK[LJOUPJHSZLY]PJLZMVYMHJPSP[PLZZ\JOHZU\JSLHY
WV^LYWSHU[ZYLWYVJLZZPUNMHJPSP[PLZZWLU[M\LSPU[LYPTZ[VYHNL
MHJPSP[PLZNLVSVNPJHSKPZWVZHSMHJPSP[PLZHUKKLJVU[HTPUH[PVUVM
JVU[HTPUH[LKHYLHZK\L[V[OLHJJPKLU[VM-\R\ZOPTH+HPPJOP
U\JSLHYWV^LYZ[H[PVU

Major Accomplishments
:PUJL[OLJVTWSL[PVUVM1HWHUZMPYZ[WYLZZ\YPaLK^H[LYYLHJ[VY
7>9PU 6IH`HZOPOHZ\UKLY[HRLUTHU`U\JSLHYMHJPSP[`
JVUZ[Y\J[PVUWYVQLJ[ZHZV\[SPULKILSV^
・4POHTHU\JSLHYWV^LYZ[H[PVU<UP[Z6OPU\JSLHYWV^LY
Z[H[PVU<UP[ZHUK;OL2HUZHP,SLJ[YPJ7V^LY*V0UJ
・.LURHPU\JSLHYWV^LYZ[H[PVU<UP[ZHUK2`\ZO\,SLJ[YPJ
7V^LY*V0UJ
・;Z\Y\NHU\JSLHYWV^LYZ[H[PVU<UP[;OL1HWHU([VTPJ7V^LY
*VTWHU`
・7YV[V[`WL-)94VUQ\1HWHU([VTPJ,ULYN`(NLUJ`
・9VRRHZOV9LWYVJLZZPUN7SHU[1HWHU5\JSLHY-\LS3PTP[LK
・4Pa\UHTPHUK/VYVUVIL<UKLYNYV\UK9LZLHYJO3HIVYH[VY`
1HWHU([VTPJ,ULYN`(NLUJ`
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Major Technologies
1. Advanced Construction
6IH`HZOP OHZ HU L_[LUZP]L TVK\SHYPaH[PVU TL[OVKVSVN`
KL]LSVWLK [OYV\NO L_WLYPLUJL ^P[O JVUZ[Y\J[PVU VM U\JSLHY
MHJPSP[PLZ" [OPZ PZ JV\WSLK [V H OPNOS` HK]HUJLK JVTW\[LY
PU[LNYH[LKZ`Z[LT[OH[PUJVYWVYH[LZPUMVYTH[PVUHUKJVUZ[Y\J[PVU
THUHNLTLU[ M\UJ[PVUZ 4HRPUN M\SS \ZL VM [OPZ HK]HUJLK
TL[OVKVSVN` ^L HYL HISL [V YLHSPaL PTWYV]LTLU[Z PU
WYVK\J[P]P[`HUKX\HSP[`^P[OHJVYYLZWVUKPUNYLK\J[PVUPUJVZ[Z
HZYLX\PYLKPU[OLJVUZ[Y\J[PVUVMSHYNLZJHSLU\JSLHYMHJPSP[PLZ
2. Pre-stressed Concrete Containment Vessels (PCCV)
6IH`HZOPYLJVNUPaLK[OLWV[LU[PHSVM7**=H[H]LY`LHYS`Z[HNL
Z[HY[PUNYLZLHYJOPU[OL »ZHUKJVUZ[Y\J[PUN[OLMPYZ[7**=PU
1HWHU([WYLZLU[^LHYLJVU[PU\PUN[VPTWYV]LV\Y[LJOUVSVN`PU
VYKLY[VTHPU[HPUV\YNSVIHSWVZP[PVUHZ[OLSLHKPUNL_WLY[PU7**=
3. Waste Disposal Technology
6IH`HZOPOHZHSVUNOPZ[VY`VMNSVIHSPU]VS]LTLU[PUYHKPVHJ[P]L
^HZ[LKPZWVZHSWYVQLJ[Z>LWHY[PJPWH[LKPU[OL>077JVUZ[Y\J[PVU
WYVQLJ[PU<:(PU HUKHYLUV^PU]VS]LKPUH]HYPL[`VM
^HZ[LKPZWVZHSYLZLHYJOWYVQLJ[Z^VYSK^PKLMVYL_HTWSLPU[OL
.YPTZLS HUK [OL 4VU[;LYYP YVJR SHIVYH[VYPLZ PU :^P[aLYSHUK
>LWYV]PKLH¹VULZ[VW¹ZLY]PJLMVYHSSHZWLJ[ZVMNLVSVNPJHS
KPZWVZHSPUJS\KPUNZP[LPU]LZ[PNH[PVUKLZPNUJVUZ[Y\J[PVUHUK
ZHML[`HZZLZZTLU[
4. Technology for Decontamination and Interim Storage Business
6IH`HZOP PZ LUNHNLK PU [OL
K L J V U [ H T P U H [ P V U  ^ H Z [ L
PU[LYPTZ[VYHNLI\ZPULZZPU[OL
YHKPVHJ[P]LS` JVU[HTPUH[LK
HYLHZ K\L [V [OL HJJPKLU[ VM
-\R\ZOPTH +HPPJOP  U\JSLHY
WV^LY Z[H[PVU >L HYL KVPUN YLZLHYJO HUK KL]LSVWTLU[ VM
KLJVU[HTPUH[PVU[LJOUVSVN`^P[OJVTWHUPLZPU1HWHUHUKV]LYZLHZ
5. “Visualization” of Construction Information Using 3D Models
>L  \ [ P S P a L  I \ P S K P U N  P U M V Y T H [ P V U
T V K L S P U N   ) 0 4   P U  [ O L  I \ P S K P U N
JVUZ[Y\J[PVU MPLSK HUK JVUZ[Y\J[PVU
PUMVYTH[PVUTVKLSPUN*04PU[OLJP]PS
LUNPULLYPUNÄLSK[VJVUZ[Y\J[JVTW\[LY
IHZLK TVKLSZ VM I\PSKPUNZ VY PUMYHZ[Y\J[\YL HZ H ]PZ\HSPaH[PVU
[LJOUPX\L;OL TVKLSZ PU[LNYH[L + MVYT PUMVYTH[PVU HZ ^LSS
HZ PUMVYTH[PVU VU TH[LYPHS HUK JVTWVULU[ ZWLJPMPJH[PVUZ HUK
H[[YPI\[LZZ\JOHZJVZ[ZHUKMPUPZOPUN<ZLVM+TVKLSZHZZPZ[Z
PUMVYTH[PVUZOHYPUNHUKT\[\HS\UKLYZ[HUKPUNIL[^LLUWLVWSL
PU]VS]LKPUWYVQLJ[ZHUKLUHISLZ[OLT[VMVYTHJVUZLUZ\ZX\PJRS`

OKUMURA CORPORATION
http://www.okumuragumi.co.jp/
Address

4H[Z\aHRPJOV(ILUVR\6ZHRH1HWHU

Contact Person

4Y2Ha\`VZOP6OR\TH

E-mail

RHa\`VZOPVOR\TH'VR\T\YHN\TPQW

Phone



Fax

 

Major Works

62<4<9( *69769(;065 PZ H NLULYHS JVU[YHJ[VY
[V \UKLY[HRL ]HYPV\Z WYVQLJ[Z YHUNPUN MYVT ZVJPHS
PUMYHZ[Y\J[\YL[V]HYPV\Z[`WLZVMWYP]H[LMHJPSP[PLZ
6\YL_WLY[PZLJV]LYZ[OLLU[PYLWYVQLJ[MYVTZ[HY[[VÄUPZO"
[OYV\NOV\[HSS[OLZ[HNLVMJVUJLW[\HSHWWYVHJOWYVQLJ[
WSHUUPUN KLZPNU JVUZ[Y\J[PVU VWLYH[PVU THPU[LUHUJL
HUKTHUHNLTLU[

>L  P U [ Y V K \ J L  Z V T L  V M  T H Q V Y  ^V Y R Z  P U  ]H Y P V \ Z
JVUZ[Y\J[PVUÄLSKZ"U\JSLHYWV^LYZ[H[PVUPUJSPULK^H[LY
WYLZZ\YL JVUK\P[Z VM O`KYVWV^LY Z[H[PVU \UKLYNYV\UK
[\UULSPU\YIHUHYLHZHUK[OYV\NOTV\U[HPUZOPNOYPZL
9*I\PSKPUNHUKWHZZLUNLY[LYTPUHSI\PSKPUNVMHPYWVY[

OKUMURA CORPORATION

Corporate Information

Chapter 4

Main Activities
;OLTHPUHJ[P]P[PLZVM[OL*VTWHU`HYLKLZJYPILKH[LHJO
VMÄ]LZ[HNLZHZMVSSV^Z!
1. Conceptual approach and general planning
>LLUNHNLPU[OLWYVQLJ[MYVT[OLJVUJLW[\HSHWWYVHJO
HUK NLULYHS WSHUUPUN Z[HNL WYV]PKPUN WYVWVZHSZ [V TLL[
[OLZWLJPÄJYLX\PYLTLU[ZVM[OLJ\Z[VTLY
2. Project planning
>L \UKLY[HRL WYVQLJ[ WSHUUPUN [V LUHISL LMMLJ[P]L \ZL
VM SHUK HUK TH_PTPaL HZZL[ ]HS\LZ;OYV\NO M\UJ[PVUZ
Z\JO HZ JHWP[HS WYVJ\YLTLU[ HUK MPUHUJPHS ZLY]PJLZ ^L
OLSWYLHSPaLH^PKLYHUNLVM\UKLY[HRPUNZPUJS\KPUNSHUK
YLHKQ\Z[TLU[WYVQLJ[Z\YIHUYLKL]LSVWTLU[WYVQLJ[ZHUK
WYP]H[LÄUHUJLPUP[PH[P]L7-0WYVQLJ[Z
3. Design
>L Z\ITP[ KLZPNU WYVWVZHSZ PUJVYWVYH[PUN [OL VW[PT\T
ZVS\[PVUZ MVY H ]HYPL[` VM JVUKP[PVUZ PUJS\KPUN SVJH[PVU
WYVMP[HIPSP[` LU]PYVUTLU[HS WYLZLY]H[PVU HUK KPZHZ[LY
WYL]LU[PVU>L HYL HSZV HJ[P]L WYV]PKLYZ VM 74WYVQLJ[
THUHNLTLU[HUK*4JVUZ[Y\J[PVUTHUHNLTLU[ZLY]PJLZ
4. Construction
6UJL JVUZ[Y\J[PVU ^VYR Z[HY[Z ^L THRL M\SS \ZL VM
V\Y L_[LUZP]L L_WLYPLUJL HUK [LJOUVSVN` [V LUZ\YL [OL
OPNOLZ[SL]LSVMZHML[`^OPSLH[[OLZHTL[PTLTPUPTPaPUN
HK]LYZL PTWHJ[ VU [OL SVJHS JVTT\UP[` HUK [OL UH[\YHS
LU]PYVUTLU[
5. Operation, maintenance, and management
:LY]PJLZ^LWYV]PKL[VZWVY[Z]LU\LZHUKW\ISPJMHJPSP[PLZ
PUJS\KL VWLYH[PVU THPU[LUHUJL THUHNLTLU[ HUK Z[\K`
VMYLUV]H[PVUVW[PVUZ

2HZOP^HaHRP2HYP^H
U\JSLHYWV^LYZ[H[PVU

2HUUHNH^HO`KYVWV^LYZ[H[PVU

Advanced Technologies
>L LUNHNLK PU YLZLHYJO HUK KL]LSVWTLU[ [V W\YZ\L
HK]HUJLK[LJOUVSVNPLZPUI\PSKPUNJP]PSHUKLU]PYVUTLU[
LUNPULLYPUN" ZLPZTPJ PZVSH[PVU HUK ]PIYH[PVU JVU[YVS
Z`Z[LT MVY WYL]LU[PVU VM LHY[OX\HRL KPZHZ[LY LZ[PTH[PVU
HUK JVU[YVS [LJOUPX\L VM UVPZL HUK ]PIYH[PVU WYLKPJ[PVU
VMMYHURPUN[YHUZTPZZPVUH[9*JVUKVTPUP\TU\TLYPJHS
TL[OVK MVY KLMVYTH[PVU HUK MHPS\YL I` L_JH]H[PUN ZTHSS
JV]LYPUN ZVPS SH`LYZ IVYLOVSL MS\VYLZJLUJL TL[OVK MVY
]PZ\HSPaPUN VM JYHJRZ PU YVJR THZZLZ W\YPMPJH[PVU VM VPS
WVSS\[LKZVPS\ZPUNIPVH\N\TLU[H[PVU[LJOUPX\LHUKZVVU

:LPZTPJPZVSH[PVUI\PSKPUNHUK[HISLZ`Z[LT
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Construction

Penta-Ocean Construction Co., Ltd.

http://www.penta-ocean.co.jp
Chapter 4

Address

2VYHR\)\UR`VR\;VR`V1HWHU

Contact Person

4Y0ZHV4PJOPZOP[H

E-mail

0ZHV4PJOPZOP[H'THPSWLU[HVJLHUJVQW

Phone



Fax



Penta-Ocean Construction Co., Ltd.

Corporate Information
Established!(WYPS 
Paid-In Capital!TPSSPVU@LU
Employees! HZVM4HYJO
7YLZPKLU[*OPLM,_LJ[P]L6ÄPJLY
and Representative Director!;HR\aV:OPTPa\
Corporate Policy!
・(MÄSPH[PUN^P[O:VJPL[`
・*YLH[PUNH5H[\YL9PJO,U]PVYVUTLU[
・*OLYPZOPUNH7PVULLYPUN:WPYP[

・.LURHP5\JSLHY7V^LY:[H[PVU2`\ZO\,SLJ[YPJ7V^LY*V0UJ
・:OPTHUL5\JSLHY7V^LY:[H[PVU*O\NVR\,SLJ[YPJ7V^LY*V0UJ
・:OPRH5\JSLHY7V^LY:[H[PVU/VR\YPR\,SLJ[YPJ7V^LY*V0UJ
・0RH[H5\JSLHY7V^LY:[H[PVU:OPRVR\,SLJ[YPJ7V^LY*V0UJ

2HZOP^aHRP-2HYP^H5\JSLHY7V^LY:[H[PVU :OPTHULU\JSLHYWV^LYZ[H[PVU

Main Activities
6\YTHPUHJ[P]P[PLZVMI\ZPULZZHYLHZMVSSV^Z!
1. Construction
・7YVQLJ[JVU[YHJ[PUN
・+LZPNUZ\WLY]PZPVU
・*VUZ[Y\J[PVU*P]PSLUNPULLYPUNHUKHYJOP[LJ[\HSWYVQLJ[Z
2. Design
・)HZPJKLZPNUL_LJ\[PVU
3. Business Plan
・+L[HPSLKI\ZPULZZWSHU
・7YVQLJ[JVZ[PU]LZ[PNH[PVU
・)HZPJWSHUUPUN
・3HUK\ZLWSHUUPUN
・:WH[PHSJVUZ[Y\J[PVUWSHUUPUN
4. Reserch and Analysis
・:P[LPU]LZ[PNH[PVU
5. Business Operations
・)\ZPULZZJVUZ\S[PUNVWLYH[PVUZ
・3VUN[LYTTHPU[LUHUJLWSHUUPUN
・9LUL^HS

Technologies
7LU[H6JLHU *VUZ[Y\J[PVU OHZ KL]LSVWLK H U\TILY VM
HK]HUJLK [LJOUVSVNPLZ PU JVUZ[Y\J[PVU HUK THPU[LUHUJL
VMPUMYHZ[Y\J[\YLZPUJS\KPUNU\JSLHYWV^LYWSHU[Z(TVUN
HSS WLYTLH[PVU NYV\[PUN TL[OVK 7.4 PZ H \UPX\L
ZVPS PTWYV]LTLU[ TL[OVK WYV]PKPUN [OL VWWVY[\UP[` VM
ZVPS PTWYV]LTLU[ ^P[O TPUPT\T KLMVYTH[PVUZ VU [OL
Z\YMHJL NYV\UK;OPZ TL[OVK PUJYLHZLZ [OL Z[YLUN[O VM
[OL NYV\UK HUK YLK\JLZ [OL SPRLSPOVVK VM SPX\LMHJ[PVU
K\YPUN HU LHY[OX\HRL *VU[YVSSLK J\Y]LK KYPSSPUN PZ [OL
UL^S`KL]LSVWLK[LJOUPJI`7LU[H6JLHUMVYHWWSPJH[PVU
VM[OPZTL[OVK[V[OLNYV\UK\UKLYL_PZ[PUNZ[Y\J[\YLZ(
ZJOLTH[PJPSS\Z[YH[PVUVM[OPZ[LJOUPJPZZOV^UPU[OLÄN\YL
ILSV^;OL NYV\UK \UKLY ZL]LYHS L_PZ[PUN PUMYHZ[Y\J[\YLZ
OHZ HSYLHK` ILLU PTWYV]LK I` [OPZ [LJOUPJ PUJS\KPUN
[OLNYV\UKZ\UKLY[OLY\U^H`VM[OL-\R\VRHHUK;VR`V
0U[LYUH[PVUHS(PYWVY[Z7YL]LU[PVUVMSPX\LMHJ[PVUPUU\JSLHY
WV^LYWSHU[ZP[LZPZJYP[PJHSMVY[OLPYZHML[`K\YPUNHUKHM[LY
HU LHY[OX\HRL *VU[YVSSLK J\Y]LK KYPSSPUN HWWSPJH[PVU VM
7.4JHUILH^PZLJOVPJLMVYPTWYV]LTLU[VM[OLNYV\UK
\UKLYU\JSLHYWV^LYWSHU[Z

Major Works
7LU[HVJLHUOH]PUN[OLNSVIHS[LJOUVSVN`HUKRUV^OV^
HIV\[ THYPUL LUNPULLYPUN ^VYRZ OHZ KLHS[ ^P[O H SV[ VM
L_JS\ZP]LOHYIVYJVUZ[Y\J[PVUVM[OLU\JSLHYWV^LYWSHU[Z
V]LY[OL`LHYZ;OLTHPUJVUZ[Y\J[PVUZHYLHZMVSSV^Z!
・-\R\ZOPTH5\JSLHY7V^LY:[H[PVU（;VR`V,lLJ[YPJ7V^LY*V0UJ
・2HZOP^aHRP-2HYP^H5\JSLHY7V^LY:[H[PVU
;VR`V,SLJ[YPJ7V^LY*V0UJ
・6UHNH^H5\JSLHY7V^LY:[H[PVU;VOVR\,SLJ[YPJ7V^LY*V0UJ
・;VTHYP5\JSLHY7V^LY:[H[PVU/VRRHPKV,SLJ[YPJ7V^LY*V0UJ
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:JOLTH[PJPSS\Z[YH[PVUVMJVU[YVSSLK
J\Y]LKKYPSSPUNMVYHWWSPJH[PVUVM7.4

SATO KOGYO CO., LTD.

http://www.satokogyo.co.jp
Address

 5POVUIHZOP/VUJOV*O\VR\;VR`V 1HWHU

Contact Person

7\ISPJ9LSH[PVUZ4HUHNLY

E-mail

ZRPW'ZH[VRVN`VJVQW

Phone



Fax



:H[V 2VN`V [YHJLZ P[Z YVV[Z [V VUL VM [OL VSKLZ[
[\YURL` JVU[YHJ[VYZ PU 1HWHU ,Z[HISPZOLK PU 
HUK OLHKX\HY[LYLK PU;VR`V 1HWHU :H[V 2VN`V OHZ
HJJVTWSPZOLK U\TLYV\Z [`WLZ VM I\PSKPUN HUK JP]PS
LUNPULLYPUN WYVQLJ[Z VM ]HY`PUN ZJHSLZ UH[\YLZ HUK
JVTWSL_P[` UV[ VUS` PU 1HWHU I\[ HSZV PU V[OLY WHY[Z VM
[OL ^VYSK([ [OL ZHTL [PTL :H[V 2VN`V PZ JVTTP[[LK
[V JYLH[PUN H \UPX\L PKLU[P[` I` JVTIPUPUN H ZPNUH[\YL
TP_VMPUUV]H[P]LJVUZ[Y\J[PVU[LJOUPX\LZ^P[OHK]HUJLK
X\HSP[`JVU[YVS0URLLWPUN^P[OP[Z]PZPVUVMILPUNHSLHKLY
PU[OLJVUZ[Y\J[PVUPUK\Z[Y`PUJYLHZPUNS`THYRLKI`RLLU
JVTWL[P[PVU:H[V2VN`VOHZMVJ\ZLKP[ZLMMVY[ZVUP[ZIYHUK
]HS\L ¶ ¸;V[HS 7YVQLJ[ ,_JLSSLUJL¹ [V LUOHUJL J\Z[VTLY
ZH[PZMHJ[PVU[VI\PSKZHMLZLJ\YLHUKJVTMVY[HISLZWHJLZ
HUK[VKL]LSVWOPNOX\HSP[`ZVJPHSPUMYHZ[Y\J[\YL

Main Activities
1. Civil Engineering
*P]PS LUNPULLYPUN PU]VS]LZ [LJOUVSVNPLZ PU ]HYPV\Z
KPZJPWSPULZ >OPSL L_WLY[Z MYVT LHJO KPZJPWSPUL HYL
JVUJLU[YH[PUN VU KL]LSVWPUN [OL [LJOUVSVN` PU [OLPY
V^UÄLSKV\YYVSLPZ[VOHYULZZ[OLZ[YLUN[OVMHSS[OLZL
[LJOUVSVNPLZMVYHWWSPJH[PVUPU[OLKLZPNUHUKJVUZ[Y\J[PVU
VMJP]PSLUNPULLYPUN^VYRZ[VZLY]L[OLZVJPL[`PUH^PKL
YHUNLVMPUMYHZ[Y\J[\YLWYVQLJ[ZYLSH[LK[VLULYN`YVHKZHUK
YHPSZKHTZZHUP[H[PVUSHUKÄSSHUKTHYPUL
2. Building
)\PSKPUNZ HYL YLX\PYLK [V IL UV[ VUS` WO`ZPJHSS` K\YHISL
I\[HSZVÅL_PISLPUSH`V\[[VHJJVTTVKH[L[OLJOHUNPUN
ULLKZ HUK L_WLJ[H[PVU VM KPMMLYLU[ LYH 6\Y VIQLJ[P]L PZ
[V WYV]PKL X\HSP[` SP]PUN ZWHJL ^P[O K\L JVUZPKLYH[PVU
MVY LU]PYVUTLU[>L OH]L [OL [LJOUVSVN` HUK L_WLY[PZL
[V JYLH[L ]HYPV\Z [`WLZ VM I\PSKPUNZ PU [OL  LK\JH[PVUHS
J\S[\YHSLU[LY[HPUTLU[YLZPKLU[PHSTLKPJHSJVTTLYJPHS
YLZLHYJOHUKPUK\Z[YPHSÄLSKZ
3. Environmental Business
¸7V^LY MYVT 5H[\YL¹ ¸9LJ`JSL SPRL 5H[\YL¹ HUK
¸>PZKVT VM 5H[\YL¹ HYL V\Y WOPSVZVWOPLZ ^OLU KLHSPUN
^P[O LU]PYVUTLU[HS PZZ\LZ>L :H[V 2VN`V OH]L ILLU
JVUZJPLU[PV\ZS` HKVW[LK [OLZL WOPSVZVWOPLZ PU V\Y
KL]LSVWTLU[HUKHWWSPJH[PVUVMLU]PYVUTLU[HS[LJOUVSVN`
[VWYV]PKLHZHMLHUKJVTMVY[HISLLU]PYVUTLU[MVYHSS

4. Overseas Business
:H[V2VN`VOHZILLUHJ[P]LS`LZ[HISPZOPUNP[ZWYLZLUJLPU
:V\[O ,HZ[(ZPH WHY[PJ\SHYS` PU :PUNHWVYL 4HSH`ZPH HUK
;OHPSHUKZPUJL[OL Z6]LY[OL`LHYZ:H[V2VN`VOHZ
Z\JJLZZM\SS`JVTWSL[LKU\TLYV\ZWYVQLJ[ZZVTLVM^OPJO
HYLOPNOWYVÄSLSHUKTHYRWYVQLJ[ZPU[OVZLJV\U[YPLZ6\Y
HWWYVHJOOHZHS^H`ZILLU[V\UKLYZ[HUKHUKYLZWLJ[[OL
WOPSVZVWO` HUK [OL J\S[\YL VM [OL OVZ[ JV\U[YPLZ ^OPSL
PU[YVK\JPUNPUUV]H[P]LLUNPULLYPUNZVS\[PVUZ:H[V2VN`V
PZ^LSSWVPZLK[VILLUNHNLKPUTHU`L_JP[PUN\WJVTPUN
WYVQLJ[ZHZH[Y\Z[LKYLSPHISLJVU[YHJ[VYPU[OVZLK`UHTPJ
LJVUVTPLZHUKPZZWYLHKPUNP[Z^PUNZIL`VUK[OLYLNPVUZ
5. Quality, Environmental, Health, Safety Management
:H[V2VN`VPZ0:6JLY[PÄLKMVYP[ZYPNVYV\ZPTWSLTLU[H[PVU
VM 0U[LNYH[LK 0:6 4HUHNLTLU[ :`Z[LT;OL HJOPL]LTLU[
VU JVU[PU\V\Z JLY[PMPJH[PVUZ VM [OL Z`Z[LT PZ H YLMSLJ[PVU
VM:H[V2VN`V»ZJVTTP[TLU[HUKKLKPJH[PVUPUHJOPL]PUN
¸;V[HS 7YVQLJ[ ,_JLSSLUJL¹ PU Z\JO HYLHZ HZ X\HSP[`
LU]PYVUTLU[ OLHS[O ZHML[` HUK [PTLS` WLYMVYTHUJLZ MVY
L]LY`WYVQLJ[^LKV

SATO KOGYO CO., LTD.

Corporate Information

Chapter 4

Technologies
;OLJVUZ[HU[WHY[PJPWH[PVUPU]HYPV\ZWYVQLJ[ZOHZUV[VUS`
WYV]PKLK:H[V2VN`V^P[O]P[HSVWWVY[\UP[PLZ[VPUUV]H[L
M\Y[OLY HUK [V KL]LSVW TVYL LMMPJPLU[ HUK ZVWOPZ[PJH[LK
JVUZ[Y\J[PVU [LJOUPX\LZ P[ HSZV WYVWLSZ :H[V 2VN`V PU[V
NYLH[LY ZJHSL HUK OLPNO[Z PU [OL X\LZ[ MVY JVUZ[Y\J[PVU
L_JLSSLUJL;OPZPZHJOPL]LKI`WHZZPVUH[LJVSSHIVYH[PVUZ
^P[O:H[V2VN`V9LZLHYJO0UZ[P[\[LHUK^P[OP[ZKVTLZ[PJ
HUKPU[LYUH[PVUHSQVPU[]LU[\YLWHY[ULYZ

0U[HRL7VUK:[Y\J[\YL+LZPNU *VUZ[Y\J[PVU
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SHIMIZU CORPORATION
http://www.shimz.co.jp/english
Chapter 4

Address

5V2`VIHZOPJOVTL*O\VR\;VR`V1HWHU

Contact Person

4Y:OVNV6RHaHRP5\JSLHY7YVQLJ[Z+P]PZPVU

E-mail

ZFVRHaHRP'ZOPTaJVQW

Phone

 

Fax



SHIMIZU CORPORATION

Corporate Information
:OPTPa\»ZTVYL[OHU`LHYOPZ[VY`ILNHUPU^OLU
V\YMV\UKLY2PZ\RL:OPTPa\SH\UJOLKHJHYWLU[Y`I\ZPULZZ
PU,KVUV^;VR`V1HWHU
:OPTPa\ WYV]PKLZ Z[H[LVM[OLHY[ [LJOUVSVNPLZ MYVT [OL
KLZPNUHUKLUNPULLYPUNWOHZL[OYV\NO[V[OLJVUZ[Y\J[PVU
HUKTHPU[LUHUJLWOHZLMVYHSSI\PSKPUNHUKJVUZ[Y\J[PVU
WYVQLJ[Z
Consolidated Financial Highlights
5L[:HSLZ!
TPSSPVU17@
[OV\ZHUKZ<:+
17@$<:+

,TWSV`LLZ!


@LHYLUKLK4HYJO

Smart Vision 2010
:THY[=PZPVU  PZ :OPTPa\ .YV\W»Z SVUN [LYT ]PZPVU
[V ILJVTL H :THY[ :VS\[PVUZ *VTWHU`  >P[O [OL
JVUZ[Y\J[PVUI\ZPULZZWVZP[PVULKH[P[ZJVYL:OPTPa\HPTZ
[V [\YU [OL [OYLL WYPVYP[` MPLSKZ VM V\Y SVUN  [LYT ]PZPVU
¶ .SVIHS I\ZPULZZ :\Z[HPUHIPSP[` I\ZPULZZ HUK )\PSKPUN
Z[VJRTHUHNLTLU[¶PU[VWYVÄ[HISLI\ZPULZZLZ6\YNVHS
PZ[VHK]HUJL[OLZ\Z[HPUHIPSP[`VMZVJPL[`HUKJVUZ[Y\J[PVU
^OPSLJYLH[PUN]HS\L[OH[Z\YWHZZLZJ\Z[VTLYL_WLJ[H[PVUZ
Nuclear Projects Division
0U[OLU\JSLHYÄLSK:OPTPa\JVUZ[Y\J[LK[OLÄYZ[U\JSLHY
WV^LY WSHU[ PU 1HWHU HUK OHZ ILLU YLZWVUZPISL MVY [OL
I\PSKPUNJP]PSKLZPNUHUKJVUZ[Y\J[PVUVM]HYPV\Z[`WLZVM
U\JSLHY WV^LY WSHU[Z  :OPTPa\ OHZ HSZV WHY[PJPWH[LK PU
V]LYZLHZU\JSLHYYLSH[LKWYVQLJ[Z

1. Ground Motion and Soil Evaluation
.YV\UKTV[PVUL]HS\H[PVUSPX\LMHJ[PVUHUKZVPSPTWYV]LTLU[
HZZLZZTLU[ .LULYH[PVU VM ZP[L ZWLJPMPJ PUW\[ LHY[OX\HRL
TV[PVU
2. Technology Development
:LPZTPJPZVSH[PVUZ`Z[LTMVYU\JSLHYWV^LYWSHU[Z! +HUK
+ZLPZTPJPZVSH[PVUZ
*VU[HPUTLU[ ]LZZLS! 9LPUMVYJLK JVUJYL[L JVU[HPUTLU[
]LZZLSZ HUK Z[LLS WSH[L YLPUMVYJLK JVUJYL[L JVU[HPUTLU[
]LZZLSZPUJS\KPUNUL_[NLULYH[PVUYLHJ[VYZ
3. Design and Planning
:[Y\J[\YHS KLZPNU! +`UHTPJ ZVPSZ[Y\J[\YL PU[LYHJ[PVU
YLZWVUZLHUHS`ZLZUVUSPULHYJVU[HPUTLU[]LZZLSHUHS`ZLZ
HPYJYHM[ PTWHJ[ HZZLZZTLU[ MVY U\JSLHY MHJPSP[PLZ HUK
Z\WWVY[MVYU\JSLHYYLN\SH[VY`SPJLUZPUN
4. Construction and Maintenance Management
*VUZ[Y\J[PVU[LJOUVSVNPLZ!<[PSPaH[PVUVM)04+*(+
SHYNLISVJRHUKTVK\SHYJVUZ[Y\J[PVUTL[OVKZ
5. Decommissioning and Recycling
5\JSLHY WSHU[ KLJVTTPZZPVUPUN! +LJVTTPZZPVUPUN VM
L_WLYPTLU[HS YLHJ[VYZ JVU[HTPUH[PVU HYLH HZZLZZTLU[
KLJVU[HTPUH[LKJVUJYL[LKLTVSP[PVUZ`Z[LTYHKPVHJ[P]L^HZ[L
WYVJLZZPUN[LJOUVSVN`HUK[LJOUVSVN`KL]LSVWTLU[HWWSPLK
[V[OL-\R\ZOPTHPUJPKLU[PUJS\KPUNKLIYPZYLTV]HSMYVT[OL
KHTHNLKJVU[HPUTLU[]LZZLSÄYZ[VMP[ZRPUK
Shimizu is open to cooperation with
V]LYZLHZKLZPNULUNPULLYPUNJVUZ[Y\J[PVUÄYTZ
for nuclear related projects.

Main Activities
;OLNVHSVM:OPTPa\»ZU\JSLHYHJ[P]P[PLZPZ[VKL]LSVWHUK
WYV]PKLSLHKPUN[LJOUVSVN`MVYZLJ\YP[`HUKZLPZTPJZHML[`
[V YLHSPaL H Z\Z[HPUHISL LULYN` Z\WWS`  -YVT ZLPZTPJ
HUHS`ZPZ[VKLJVTTPZZPVUPUNV\Y[LJOUVSVN`JVU[YPI\[LZ
[VHJSLHULYHUKZHMLYNSVIHSLU]PYVUTLU[
:OPTPa\ OHZ IYVHK YHUNPUN [LJOUVSVN` KL]LSVWTLU[
KLZPNU JVUZ[Y\J[PVU HUK THPU[LUHUJL JHWHIPSP[PLZ [OH[
WYV]PKL V\Y J\Z[VTLYZ ^P[O [PTLS` HUK OPNO X\HSP[`
ZVS\[PVUZ
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+-,4:[YLZZ(UHS`ZPZ

+*(+:[\K`
VM4VK\SHY*VUZ[Y\J[PVU

Taisei Corporation
http://www.taisei.co.jp/english/index.html
Address

5PZOP:OPUQ\R\:OPUQ\R\R\;VR`V1HWHU

Contact Person

4Y@VZOPV0RLKH

E-mail

`VZPVP'LUN[HPZLPJVQW

Phone



Fax



:PUJL P[Z LZ[HISPZOTLU[ PU ;HPZLP *VYWVYH[PVU OHZ
\UKLY[HRLUTHU`UV[HISLWYVQLJ[ZPU1HWHUHUKV]LYZLHZ
6\YJVYWVYH[LYVV[ZJVPUJPKLK^P[O1HWHU»ZKL]LSVWTLU[
HZ H TVKLYU UH[PVU HUK ^L OH]L JVU[PU\V\ZS` TL[ [OL
KLTHUKZ VM H JOHUNPUN LYH HUK WLVWSLZ HZWPYH[PVUZ MVY
[OLM\[\YL[OYV\NOZV\UKJVUZ[Y\J[PVUVWLYH[PVUZ
0U [OL ZLJVUK JLU[\Y` VM TVKLYU \YIHU JVUZ[Y\J[PVU
[OLYLPZHZ[YVUNULLK[VWYLZLY]LOPZ[VYPJZJLULY`WYV[LJ[
[OL LU]PYVUTLU[ HUK JYLH[L H[[YHJ[P]L W\ISPJ HUK WYP]H[L
ZWHJLZ;HPZLP*VYWVYH[PVUPZYLZWVUKPUN^P[OL]LUTVYL
HK]HUJLK[LJOUVSVNPLZ[OYV\NOYLZLHYJOHUKKL]LSVWTLU[
>P[OHJHWP[HSWVZP[PVUHTVUN[OLZ[YVUNLZ[PU[OLPUK\Z[Y`
^LHYLYLKV\ISPUNLMMVY[Z[VWYVK\JL^VYSKJSHZZSLHKPUN
LKNL [LJOUVSVNPLZ 6WLYH[PVUZ L_[LUK PU[LYUH[PVUHSS`
PUJS\KPUN [OL JVUZ[Y\J[PVU VM LU]PYVUTLU[HS HUK
PUMYHZ[Y\J[\YLWYVQLJ[ZPUKL]LSVWPUNUH[PVUZ

Main Activities
7SHUUPUNZ\Y]L`PUNKLZPNUPUNZ\WLY]PZPUNLUNPULLYPUN
   PTWSLTLU[PUNTHUHNPUNHUK JVUZ\S[PUN JVUJLYUPUN
I\PSKPUNJVUZ[Y\J[PVUJP]PSLUNPULLYPUNPUZ[HSSH[PVUVM
   THJOPULY` [VVSZ HUK LX\PWTLU[ HUK V[OLY NLULYHS
JVUZ[Y\J[PVU^VYRZ
 )\ZPULZZ YLSH[PUN [V Z\Y]L`PUN WSHUUPUN KLZPNUPUN
   Z\WLY]PZPUN LUNPULLYPUN THUHNPUN HUK JVUZ\S[PUN
   MVY YLNPVUHS KL]LSVWTLU[ \YIHU KL]LSVWTLU[ VJLHU
   KL]LSVWTLU[ LULYN` WYV]PZPVU HUK LU]PYVUTLU[HS
PTWYV]LTLU[
7SHUUPUNKLZPNUPUNZ\WLY]PZPUNJVUZ[Y\J[PUNOVSKPUN
   SLHZPUN [YHUZMLYYPUN THPU[HPUPUN HUK VWLYH[PUN YVHKZ
   YHPS^H`Z OHYIVYZ HPYWVY[Z YP]LY MHJPSP[PLZ ^H[LY HUK
   ZL^LY MHJPSP[PLZ NV]LYUTLU[ I\PSKPUNZ ^HZ[L KPZWVZHS
HUK[YLH[TLU[MHJPSP[PLZWHYRPUNSV[ZHUKV[OLYJVTT\UHS
MHJPSP[PLZ
 +PHNUVZPZ HUKHZZLZZTLU[ VM I\PSKPUNZ Z[Y\J[\YLZHUK
JP]PSLUNPULLYPUN^VYRZHUKVWLYH[PVUZYLSH[PUN[VZLJ\YP[`
HUKZHML[`

Technologies
;HPZLP*VYWVYH[PVUOHZWHY[PJPWH[LKPUKLZPNUPUNHUKJVUZ[Y\J[PUN
U\JSLHY WV^LY WSHU[Z HUK ]HYPV\Z U\JSLHY MHJPSP[PLZ PUJS\KPUN

MHJPSP[PLZMVYU\JSLHYM\LSJ`JSLHUKU\JSLHY^HZ[L)HZLK
VUV\YV\[Z[HUKPUN[LJOUVSVNPLZL_WLY[PZLHUKL_WLYPLUJL
^LKL]LSVWUL^KLZPNUZHUKJVUZ[Y\J[PVU[LJOUVSVNPLZMVY
U\JSLHYWV^LYWSHU[ZJVUZ[Y\J[PVUWSHUUPUNZ
1. Technology to shorten work periods
;HPZLP *VYWVYH[PVU OHZ JVUZ[Y\J[LK H U\TILY VM U\JSLHY
WV^LY WSHU[Z I` LTWSV`PUN [OL 7YLPUZ[HSSLK :[LLS
-YHTLZ70:- JVUZ[Y\J[PVU [LJOUPX\L HUK Z\JJLZZM\SS`
ZOVY[LULK JVUZ[Y\J[PVU [PTLZ;OPZ HK]HUJLK TL[OVK
ZPNUPÄJHU[S`L_WHUKZ[OLWVZZPIPSP[PLZVMJVUZ[Y\J[PVU

Taisei Corporation

Corporate Information

Chapter 4

2. Technology to secure indoor work space
0[ PZ WVZZPISL [V LUJSVZL [OL Z[Y\J[\YL HUK ZLJ\YL PUKVVY
^VYRZWHJLH[HULHYS`Z[HNLVMJVUZ[Y\J[PVUI`PUZ[HSSPUN
7*- 7YLJHZ[ *VUJYL[L -VYT L_[LYPVY ^HSS IVHYKZ [V [OL
MYHTL <ZL VM 7*- L_[LYPVY ^HSS WHULS JHU YLK\JL [OL
]VS\TL VM [LTWVYHY` TH[LYPHSZ HUK ZPNUPMPJHU[S` ZOVY[LU
^VYRWYVJLZZLZILJH\ZLL_[LYPVYZJHMMVSKPUNHUKMVYT^VYR
HZZLTISPUNHYLUV[ULJLZZHY`
3. Technology to allow winter time construction
0[PZWVZZPISL[VZLJ\YLHMH]VYHISL
^VYRZWHJL^P[OV\[WPSSHYZPUZPKL
I` \ZPUN HPYPUMSH[LK TLTIYHUL
[LJOUVSVN`VU[VWVM[OLKVTL
HZHTLHZ\YLHNHPUZ[ZUV^^PUK
HUK MYLLaPUN ^OLU MYHTL^VYR
JVUZ[Y\J[PVUVM[OL[VWKVTLVMHU\JSLHYWV^LYWSHU[PZ
JVUK\J[LKK\YPUN[OL^PU[LY
4. Robotic technology
;OL \ZL VM YVIV[PJ [LJOUVSVN` JHU
THPU[HPU Z[HISL ^VYR LMMPJPLUJ` and
X\HSP[` VM L_[LYPVY ^HSS WHPU[PUN of
U\JSLHYWV^LYWSHU[ZHZTLJOHUPaH[PVU
VM WHPU[PUN LUZ\YLZ \UPMVYT WHPU[
WYLZZ\YLHUK^VYRWLYMVYTHUJL
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http://www.takenaka.co.jp/takenaka_e/
Chapter 4

Address

:OPUZ\UH2V[VR\;VR`V1HWHU

Contact Person

4Y9`\[H/PYVZL

E-mail

OPYVZLY`\\[H'[HRLUHRHJVQW

Phone



Fax



TAKENAKA CORPORATION

*VYWVYH[L7YVÄSL
>P[O`LHYS`ZHSLZVM IPSSPVUV]LYZLHZVMÄJLZ[OL
SHYNLZ[ JVUZ[Y\J[PVU 9 + SHIVYH[VY` PU [OL ^VYSK HUK
V]LYHYJOP[LJ[ZPUV\YKLZPNUKLWHY[TLU[;HRLUHRH
VMMLYZJVTWYLOLUZP]LZLY]PJLZ^VYSK^PKLHJYVZZ[OLLU[PYL
ZWLJ[Y\TVMZWHJLJYLH[PVUMYVTZP[LSVJH[PVUHUKWSHUUPUN
[V KLZPNU HUK JVUZ[Y\J[PVU HZ ^LSS HZ WVZ[JVTWSL[PVU
ZLY]PJLZZ\JOHZI\PSKPUNTHPU[LUHUJL
>L ILJHTL [OL MPYZ[ JVUZ[Y\J[PVU JVTWHU` [V ^PU [OL
+LTPUN7YPaLPU  HUKHNHPU[OLÄYZ[PU[OLPUK\Z[Y`[V
^PU[OL5PWWVU8\HSP[`*VU[YVS4LKHSPU IV[OPU
YLJVNUP[PVUVMV\YLMMVY[ZPU;V[HS8\HSP[`4HUHNLTLU[
([;HRLUHRH^LZ[YP]L[VJVUZPZ[LU[S`PTWYV]L[OLX\HSP[`
VMV\Y^VYRZ[VLUZ\YLI\PSKPUNV^ULYZ[OH[VYKLYZWSHJLK
^P[O \Z ^PSS IL M\SMPSSLK ^P[O [OL \[TVZ[ JVUMPKLUJL
ZLJ\YP[` ZH[PZMHJ[PVU HUK WYPKL [OYV\NOV\[ [OL JVU[YHJ[
WLYPVKHUKIL`VUK

Main Activities
;HRLUHRH OHZ ILLU JHYY`PUN V\[ JVUZ[Y\J[PVU ^VYRZ MVY
]HYPV\Z RPUKZ VM U\JSLHY WV^LY WSHU[Z Z\JO HZ )>9 HUK
7>9PU1HWHUZPUJL[OLLHYS` Z
(1) Seismic Analysis
0U1HWHUZPUJL:LW[LTILYHSSU\JSLHYWV^LYWSHU[Z
OH]L Z\ZWLUKLK [OLPY VWLYH[PVU [V L]HS\H[L ZHML[` [OLU
,SLJ[YPJ7V^LYJVTWHUPLZOH]L[VVI[HPU[OLHWWYV]HSMVY
YLZ[HY[PUNVWLYH[PVUMYVT5\JSLHY9LN\SH[PVU(\[OVYP[`
;HRLUHRHPZPTWSLTLU[PUN[OLZ[Y\J[\YHSHUHS`ZPZMVYTHPUS`
LHY[OX\HRL HUK [Z\UHTP [V LUZ\YL ZHML[` TLHZ\YLTLU[
K\YPUN YL]PL^PUN KLZPNU MVY [OL U\JSLHY WV^LY WSHU[Z
JVUZ[Y\J[LKI`;HRLUHRHPU[OLWHZ[
+-,4TVKLSVMYLHJ[VYI\PSKPUN^P[O7>9PZZOV^UHZ
SLM[ZPKLILSV^
,]HS\H[PVUMVYZVPSZ[Y\J[\YLPU[LYHJ[PVUI`+-,4TVKLSPZ
ZOV^UHZILSV^HUKHSZV^P[OHUHS`ZPZI`+-,4TVKLS
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(2) TEPCO Fukushima Daiichi Works
>L OH]L JVTWSL[LK UL^ Z[Y\J[\YL MYHTL V]LY <UP[ 
9LHJ[VYMVY[OLW\YWVZLVMYLTV]PUNZWLU[M\LSYVKZSLM[PU
[OLZ[VYHNLWVVSH[<UP[9LHJ[VY
;OL JVUKP[PVU VM YHKPH[PVU KVZL HYV\UK <UP[  PZ UV[
ZV ZL]LYL HZ <UP[   HUK ;OL WLVWSL ^LHYPUN [OL
WYV[LJ[PVU THZR OH]L ILLU HISL [V ^VYR JHYLM\SS` PU H
ZOVY[ WLYPVK VM [PTL H[ <UP[  9LHJ[VY I\PSKPUN 6U [OL
JVU[YHY` [OL YLTV[L THJOPULZ VUS` OH]L ILLU \ZLK
PUZ[LHKVMWLVWSLH[<UP[HUK9LHJ[VYI\PSKPUNZ
The construction process was as follows;
-PYZ[S`^LJSLHULK\WHYV\UK<UP[HZWYLWHYH[PVU^VYR
:LJVUKS` ^L YLTV]LK IYVRLU WPLJLZ V]LY [OL VWLYH[PUN
ÅVVY^OPJOPZSVJH[LKTL[LYZOPNOHIV]L[OLNYV\UK
-PUHSS` ^L JVUZ[Y\J[LK UL^ Z[Y\J[\YL MYHTL ^OPJO OHZ
ZL[VU[OLZV\[OVM<UP[9LHJ[VYI\PSKPUNHUKOHZILLU
V]LYO\UN  TL[LYZ ^P[OV\[ PU[LYMLYPUN L_PZ[PUN [OPUNZ
-\LS/HUKSPUNTHJOPULHUK[VUV]LYOLHKJYHUL^LYL
PUZ[HSSLKVU[OLUL^Z[Y\J[\YHSMYHTL
-\LS/HUKSPUNTHJOPULPZWPJRPUN\W[OLZWLU[M\LSYVKZ
HUK PUZLY[PUN [OVZL PU[V *HZR PU [OL Z[VYHNL WVVS H[ 
TL[LYZ OPNO;OLU *HZR JVU[HPULK I` ZWLU[ M\LS YVKZ PZ
[HRLUV\[MYVT[OLWVVSHUKSPM[LKKV^U[V[OLNYV\UK
;OL KLZPNU MVY [OPZ Z[Y\J[\YL OHZ ILLU YLZ\S[LK PU SHYNL
HUKOLH]`ZPaLZ[Y\J[\YHSTLTILYZ-VYL_HTWSLJVUJYL[L
MV\UKH[PVUZ HYL  TL[LYZ [OPJRULZZ HUK JVS\TUZ HUK
NPYKLYZ HYL Z[LLS ZX\HYL [\IL ^P[O ZLJ[PVU VM  TL[LYZ
;OVZL JVS\TUZ HUK NPYKLYZ ^LYL LMMLJ[P]L PU ZOPLSKPUN
Z[LLS ^VYRLYZ HNHPUZ[ YHKPH[PVU L_WVZ\YL ILJH\ZL [OH[
Z[LLS^VYRLYZ^LYLZ[H`PUNHUK[PNO[LUPUNIVS[ZL[ZPUZ[LLS
ZX\HYL[\IL^P[OZLJ[PVUVMTL[LYZ
;OPZJVUZ[Y\J[PVU^VYRZOHZILLUJVTWSL[LKZ\JJLZZM\SS`
I`;HRLUHRH 1VPU[=LU[\YL PU 4HYJO  [OLU [OL
YLTV]HS VM ZWLU[ M\LS YVKZ MYVT <UP[  9LHJ[VY I\PSKPUN
OHZILLUJVTWSL[LKPU+LJLTILY
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Nuclear Fuel

Mitsubishi Nuclear Fuel Co., Ltd.
http://www.mnf.co.jp/en/

Chapter 5

Address

622-1, Funaishikawa, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki, 319-1197, Japan

Contact Person

Mr. Ko Hosokai

E-mail

ko_hosokai@mnf.co.jp

Phone

+81-29-287-8108

Fax

+81-29-287-8054

Mitsubishi Nuclear Fuel Co., Ltd.

Corporate Information
Since its establishment in 1971, MNF has supplied over
20,000 high performance PWR fuel assemblies for use in
all the PWR reactors in Japan. With the strong technical
advantages that the Mitsubishi Group has developed
over many years, MNF is committed to supplying reliable
products meeting diverse customers’ needs. As a global
supplier of PWR fuel, MNF is also active with its proven
technology in the world market.

Main Activities
●

●

Design, development, manufacturing, and sales of
Mitsubishi PWR fuel
Incore components supply, core design and related
services, MOX fuel supply to Japanese customers,
uranium reconversion service

ZDP fuel of Mitsubishi
Zero Defect Performance
Isotropic Top Nozzle
Wear reduction of control rod tip,
Reliable removable mechanism
I-Type Grid Spacer
Scratchless rod loading,
Grid-to-rod fretting resistance,
High thermal-hydraulic performance,
High seismic adequacy
Pellet for Flexible Core Operation
High density (up to 97%T.D.),
High content of Gd (up to 10wt%)
Robust Thimble Tube
Countermeasure
against Incomplete Rod Insertion
Tapered End Plug of Fuel Rod
Grid-to-rod fretting resistance
Bottom Nozzle with Built-in Filter
High capability of debris trapping
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Worldwide Advanced Mitsubishi PWR Fuel
For improvement of fuel reliability, MNF has been striving
for design improvements based on customers’ requests,
operating experience, and application of precautionary
measure design to foreign fuel trouble. Customers can
benefit from our experience and vigorous efforts for
improvement.
MNF has also been trying to achieve more enhanced
fuel economy. The MNF advanced fuel design allows
plant operators to realize more economical and flexible
operations such as High Burn-up, Power Uprate, and
Longer Cycle operation with advanced cladding (M-MDA)
and new technologies. Keeping the safety of nuclear
fuel as first priority, MNF will continue to supply high
quality and high performance products in order to meet
customers’ needs as well as to contribute to stable energy
supply.

Nippon Nuclear Fuel Development Co., Ltd.
http://www.nfd.jp/
Address

2163, Narita-cho, Oarai-machi, Higashi-ibaraki-gun, Ibaraki, 311-1313, Japan

E-mail

mail@nfd.jp

Phone

+81-29-266-2131

Fax

Technologies

Nippon Nuclear Fuel Development Co., Ltd. (NFD) was
established in 1972 as a joint venture between Hitachi,
Ltd. and Toshiba Corporation for the purpose of researching
and developing nuclear fuels. Changing with the times,
we are now also conducting research on reactor structural
materials for the purpose of plant long term operation.
・Paid-in capital: 1.8 billion yen
・Stockholders: Hitachi，Ltd. 50% Toshiba Corporation 50%

Business Outline
1. Research and development for nuclear fuels
2. Development of inspection and test technologies for
spent nuclear fuels
3. Research for post-irradiation material characteristics
4. Analysis of radioactive nuclides promoting decommissioning
5. Transportation business using radioactive material
transportation casks

Research
1. Research on safety improvement of nuclear power plants
In order to improve safety of nuclear power plants, NFD
carries out research on individual processes and overall
behavior to contribute to maintenance of severe accident
analysis codes, and to develop technologies necessary for
behavior analysis of accident-tolerant fuels. In addition, NFD
does research to improve fuel safety and performance during
normal operation.
In order to contribute to restarting and extending the
operation lifetime of plants, NFD does research and
development on characteristic changes of metals and electric
cables by radiation and their mechanisms. The data necessary
to make regulations and standards have been obtained.

1. Research and development on nuclear materials
Tests, evaluations and analyses of nuclear materials and
radioactive metals, such as uranium oxide, zircaloy cladding
and low alloy steel, are performed using the most advanced
test and analytical equipment and testing technologies
developed by NFD. Data for evaluating reliability and safety
of nuclear power plant have been obtained.
2. Development of post-irradiation examination technology
Since irradiated nuclear fuels and metals used in nuclear
power plants are highly radioactive, NFD develops test
and analytical equipment for remote operation use inside
nuclear facilities shielded by thick concrete and steel. It
also develops evaluation technology for analytical data
taking into account radiation effects. Post-irradiation test
data must have high accuracy and reliability, since they
are used for safety evaluations of nuclear power plants.

Chapter 5

Nippon Nuclear Fuel Development Co., Ltd.

Corporate Information

+81-29-266-3273

3. Analysis of radioactive nuclides to support decommissioning
Wide varieties of wastes occur in the process of nuclear
power plant decommissioning, and especially at the
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Plant. Non-typical wastes will
occur. Appropriate and realistic evaluation by the nuclide
analysis is required in order to rationally promote the
decommissioning. NFD has planned the stepwise increase
of the number of analyzing species to make a substantial
contribution to the plant decommissioning.
4. Transportation of irradiated fuels and materials
NFD has the technology and know-how to perform
safety analyses, evaluations and license acquisition for
transportation of irradiated fuels and materials. NFD
owns multiple transportation casks for fuels and irradiated
material transportation.

2. Research on decommissioning of Fukushima Daiichi
Nuclear Power Plant Units 1-4
Since the nuclear accident at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear
7V^LY7SHU[5-+PZWLYMVYTPUN[LZ[Z[VJVUÄYT]HSPKP[`HUK
safety of various measures to deal with the accident, and
it is contributing to the establishment of measures against
future accidents. In addition, research on decommissioning
of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant Units 1-4 is
being actively performed to allow restoration and revival of
Fukushima Prefecture areas around the plant site.
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Nuclear Fuel

Nuclear Fuel Industries, Ltd.
O[[W!^^^UÄJVQW

Chapter 5

Address

2-2-4, Higashi Shinagawa, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo, 140-0002, Japan

Contact Person

Mr. Yuichiro Kanayama

E-mail

RHUH`HTH'UÄJVQW

Phone

+81-3-5479-7581

Fax

+81-3-5479-7589

Nuclear Fuel Industries, Ltd.

Corporate Information
Established:
Capital:
Shareholders:

Facilities:
Subsidiary:
(MÄSPH[L! 

July 1972
JPY 1 billion
Westinghouse Electric Company 52%
Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.24%
The Furukawa Electric Co., Ltd.24%
Kumatori Works (Osaka)
Tokai Works (Ibaraki)
Toho Engineering Co., Ltd. (85%)
5\JSLHY,UNPULLYPUN3[K 
Kansai Electric beam Co., Ltd. (0.7%)

Main Activities
●

●

●

●

●

●

R&D, design, manufacturing and sales of nuclear fuel for
light water reactors (PWR/BWR)
Core management services for light water reactors (PWR/
BWR)
R&D, design, manufacturing and sales of nuclear fuel for
HTGR and other research reactors.
Engineering services related to nuclear power plant applications
Engineering for domestic MOX fuel fabrication plant
Electron beam irradiation services
Z[LYPSPaH[PVUTH[LYPHSTVKPÄJH[PVU

NFI is a sole company in Japan that manufactures nuclear fuel for both PWR and BWR.
NFI is also a sole company in Japan that manufactures nuclear fuel for HTGR.
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PWR fuel

BWR fuel

HTGR fuel

Electron beam irradiation services
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ransportation

Introduction

Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Chapter 10

Entry Companies
01 Kamigumi Co., Ltd. (Heavy Cargo & Energy Transportation HQ) 58
02 Nuclear Fuel Transport Co., Ltd.
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Transportation

Kamigumi Co., Ltd. /LH]`*HYNV

,ULYN`;YHUZWVY[H[PVU/8

http://www.kamigumi.co.jp/

Chapter 6

Address

[OÅVVY/HTHILKVYP*O\VR\2VIL1HWHU

Contact Person

4Y/HQPTL>HKH

E-mail

Q\Y`V\FLULYN`'RHTPN\TPJVQW

Phone



Fax



Corporate Information

Kamigumi Co., Ltd. /LH]`*HYNV ,ULYN`;YHUZWVY[H[PVU/8

2HTPN\TP WYV]PKLZ [OL TVZ[ JVTWL[P[P]L PU[LNYH[LK
SVNPZ[PJZ ZLY]PJLZ PU PU[LYUH[PVUHS PU[LYTVKHS [YHUZWVY[ WVY[
[YHUZWVY[H[PVUPUZ[HSSH[PVUHUKOLH]`JHYNV[YHUZWVY[H[PVUWSHU[
[YHUZWVY[H[PVU ^HYLOV\ZPUN J\Z[VTZ UH]` HUK HPY MYLPNO[
ZOPWWPUNHNLU[ZHUKMYLPNO[[YHUZWVY[]LOPJSLZ[VV\YJSPLU[ZVM
HSS[`WLZPUJPKLU[HS[V[OLPYI\ZPULZZHUKSLPZ\YLMHJPSP[PLZ

Main Activities
(Z H WPVULLY VM [OL U\JSLHY M\LS [YHUZWVY[H[PVU ^L OH]L
ILLUKLLWS`PU]VS]LKPU^OVSLVWLYH[PVUVMU\JSLHYM\LS
J`JSLPU1HWHU
1. Transportation of nuclear raw materials and nuclear
fuel
2. Transportation of spent fuel and cask handling
3. Transportation of heavy cargo equipment and
installation

;YHUZWVY[H[PVUVMWYLZZ\YPaLKÅ\PKPaLKILKIVPSLY[VUZ
MVYH[OLYTHSWV^LYWSHU[

:WLLK*HYYPLY[VUZ

58

Main Services
>L OH]L HJJ\T\SH[LK [YLTLUKV\Z L_WLYPLUJLZ PU [OL
[YHUZWVY[H[PVU VM OLH]` PUK\Z[YPHS LX\PWTLU[ Z\JO HZ
[YHUZMVYTLYZL_OH\Z[OLH[JVSSLJ[PUNIVPSLYZ^HZ[LU\JSLHY
JHZRZ 1HWHULZL I\SSL[ [YHPUZ HUK ZV VU>L \UKLYZ[HUK
[OH[ V\Y J\Z[VTLYZ ULLK UV[ VUS` [OL [YHUZWVY[H[PVU VM
OLH]` JHYNV I` IPNZJHSL ZWLJPHSPaLK ]LOPJSLZ OPNO
WLYMVYTHUJL\UP[JHYYPLYZL[JHSSKL]LSVWLKVYPNPUHSS`I`
V\YZLS]LZI\[HSZV[OLPUZ[HSSH[PVUVMSHYNLZJHSLMHJPSP[PLZ
HUK [OL WLYPVKPJ PUZWLJ[PVU VM NHZ [\YIPULZ /LUJL ^L
WYPKL V\YZLS]LZ VU WYV]PKPUN ZLY]PJLZ JVUMVYTLK [V [OL
0:6  Z[HUKHYK HUK THRPUN JVU[YPI\[PVUZ [V H ^PKL
YHUNLVMPUK\Z[YPLZHS^H`Z^P[OZHML[`HZV\Y[OLTL
Example of Plant Transportation

;YHUZWVY[H[PVUVM[OL]LZZLS

Nuclear Fuel Transport Co., Ltd.
http://www.nft.co.jp/english/index.html
Address

:OPIHKHPTVU4PUH[VR\;VR`V1HWHU

Contact Person

4Z@\RHYP;HUHRH

E-mail

`[HUHRH'UM[JVQW

Phone



Fax



Corporate Information

Chapter 6

Nuclear Fuel Transport Co., Ltd.

5\JSLHY -\LS;YHUZWVY[ *V 3[K ¸5-;¹ PZ H JVTWHU`
ZWLJPHSPaPUN PU [OL [YHUZWVY[ VM ZWLU[ U\JSLHY M\LSZ
HUK V[OLY YLSH[LK TH[LYPHSZ － HSS VM ^OPJO JVUZ[P[\[L
HU PU[LNYHS WHY[ VM [OL U\JSLHY M\LS J`JSL PU 1HWHU
/HUKSPUN YHKPVHJ[P]L TH[LYPHSZ MYVT U\JSLHY WV^LY
WSHU[Z UH[PVU^PKL 5-; PZ LUZ\YPUN ZHML HUK YLSPHISL
[YHUZWVY[ ^OPSL JVUZVSPKH[PUN H YLSH[PVUZOPW VM [Y\Z[
^P[O Z[HRLOVSKLYZ 0U HKKP[PVU 5-; PZ Z[YP]PUN [V THRL
TH_PT\T JVU[YPI\[PVUZ [V [OL Z[HISL VWLYH[PVUZ VM [OL
U\JSLHYM\LSJ`JSLI\ZPULZZPU1HWHU-\Y[OLYTVYL^LOH]L
LZ[HISPZOLK H WLYMLJ[ ZHML[` YLJVYK VM [YHUZWVY[ ZPUJL V\Y
MV\UKH[PVUPU 

2. Engineering
0UVYKLY[VZLJ\YLZHML[YHUZWVY[VMZWLU[M\LSZWHJRHNLZ
OH]L[VTLL[UH[PVUHSJYP[LYPHPUKLZPNUTHU\MHJ[\YPUN
HUKVWLYH[PVUHSWYVJLZZLZ5-;JVUK\J[Z[OVYV\NOX\HSP[`
JVU[YVSIHZLKVU[OLYLX\PYLTLU[ZVM0:6 Z[HUKHYKZ
*VVWLYH[PUN^P[OP[ZNYV\WJVTWHU`6*3*69769(;065
5-;LUNHNLZPUWHJRHNLKLZPNUSPJLUZPUNTHU\MHJ[\YPUNHUK
THPU[LUHUJLHZ^LSSHZ\WOVSKPUNOPNOWLYMVYTHUJLZ[HUKHYKZ
I`SL]LYHNPUNP[ZL_[LUZP]LL_WLYPLUJLHUKRUV^OV^
5-;PZLZWLJPHSS`L_WLYPLUJLKPU[OLHYLHZVM!
(JX\PZP[PVUVMKLZPNUHUKWHJRHNPUNJLY[PÄJH[PVU
7HJRHNLKLZPNUZHUKZHML[`HUHS`ZPZ
4HU\MHJ[\YPUNJVU[YVSHUKWHJRHNPUNJLY[PÄJH[PVU
7LYMVYTHUJLTHPU[LUHUJLHUKYLUL^HSVM WHJRHNPUN
JLY[PÄJH[PVU

Safety Measures for Marine Transport
)S\LHYYV^ZZOV^V\YJ\YYLU[[YHUZWVY[ZJVWL

Main Activities
1. Transport
5-;WSH`ZHUPTWVY[HU[YVSLPU[OLU\JSLHYM\LSJ`JSLWYVJLZZ
[OYV\NOP[Z[YHUZWVY[H[PVUI\ZPULZZ^P[OV\YLX\PWTLU[Z\JO
HZKLKPJH[LK]LZZLSZ:-JHZRZHUKJYHULZ
>LJVUK\J[!
4HYPULHUKSHUK[YHUZWVY[VMZWLU[M\LSZHUKSV^SL]LS
YHKPVHJ[P]L^HZ[LZ
3HUK[YHUZWVY[VM]P[YPÄLKYLZPK\LHUKUH[\YHS\YHUP\T
OL_HÅ\VYPKL

6\YKLKPJH[LK[YHUZWVY[]LZZLSZOH]LLUOHUJLKZ[Y\J[\YLHUK
]HYPV\ZZHML[`TLHZ\YLZ[VILPUJVUMVYTP[`^P[OKVTLZ[PJ
YLN\SH[PVU^OPJOPZZ[YPJ[LY[OHU05-JVKL
:LJ\YPUNVMZHMLUH]PNH[PVU
=HYPV\ZUH]PNH[PVUYHKHYZ
(\[VTH[PJHU[PJVSSPZPVUZ`Z[LT
:HML[`Z[Y\J[\YL
+V\ISLO\SSLKZ[Y\J[\YL
,UOHUJLKZ[HIPSP[`HNHPUZ[JVSSPZPVUVYNYV\UKPUN
-PYLWYL]LU[PVU
-P_LKJHYNVZWHJLJVVSPUNHYYHUNLTLU[Z
-PYLL_[PUN\PZOPUNLX\PWTLU[PUJHZLVMLTLYNLUJPLZ
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Chemical & Water Treatment

Kurion®, Inc.
http://www.kurion.com
Address

2020 Main Street, Suite 300, Irvine, CA 92614

Contact Person

Mr. Yohei Iwasaki

E-mail

yiwasaki@kurion.com

Phone

+1 (949) 398-6350

Fax

+1 (949)-682-7028

Corporate Information

Chapter 7

®

Kurion®, Inc.

Kurion was founded in 2008 to solve the most challenging
technical problems in nuclear waste and to realize
nuclear power’s clean energy promise. We have invested
millions of dollars to create new technologies that lower
the total lifetime cost of waste disposal and put the best
environmental solutions within reach. Over the past several
years, we have attracted some of the most respected leaders
in the industry to help us meet this historic challenge.
Kurion®’s name joins “curie” and “ion” and symbolizes
the collaboration between people and technology. This
WOPSVZVWO`PZYLÅLJ[LKPUOV^^LVWLYH[L!
We p a r t n e r w i t h i n d u s t r y l e a d e r s t o d e p l oy o u r
technologies around the world.
Kurion®: 3 Continents, at 10 Locations and Growing

Kurion ® : Cutting edge thinking, inventiveness and
innovations to help our customers be more effective in
accomplishing their work
Kurion®’s history as an innovative solutions provider offers
more than just concepts…
“Kurion ® Honored as IHS CERAWeek 2015 Energy
Innovation Pioneer and wins BritWeek and UK Trade &
Investment Business Innovation Awards for Technology”

62

Main Activities
At Kurion® our motto, “For a Cleaner Future” is more than
just a “tag-line”, this is our mission, our specialty and our
passion. We have internationally recognized technologies,
supported by engineering and environmental capabilities,
demonstrated by real-world experience.
Kurion®, an innovator in nuclear and hazardous waste
management is known for our relentless focus on creating
technology resolutions that access, separate and stabilize
nuclear and hazardous waste around the world.
We specialize in remote systems, state-of-the-art ionspecific media, and vitrification technologies providing
turn-key solutions and “customer-centric” improvements
to existing systems.
This is how we make a difference – for our communities
and the environment to “Create a Cleaner Future”.

ORGANO CORPORATION
http://www.organo.co.jp/english
Address

1-2-8, Shinsuna, Koto-ku, Tokyo, 136-8631, Japan

Contact Person

O[[W!^^^VYNHUVJVQWLUNSPZOJVU[HJ[JVU[HJ[O[T

Phone

+81-3-5635-5131

Fax

+81-3-3699-7160

Products Lineup

Corporate Information

Power Plant Business
The pioneer spirit is a part of ORGANO’s culture for the
water treatment business field at nuclear power utilities.
Many challenges to meet strict water quality requirements
f r o m B W R ’s ( B o i l i n g Wa t e r R e a c t o r ) a n d P W R ’s
(Pressurized Water Reactor) water chemistries, ORGANO
has been developing new technologies and brushing
them up step by step. The sophisticated engineering and
technologies provide high-performance with the world’s
best water quality.
 *+ 9>*< -7* HUK>> YHKPVHJ[P]L SPX\PK ^HZ[L
installation at Japan’s first commercial Nuclear Power
Plant in 1970
-PYZ[*-PUZ[HSSH[PVUH[)>9PU1HWHU 
-PYZ[*+PUZ[HSSH[PVUH[7>9PU1HWHU 
Hollow Fiber Filter (as CF) installation at BWR in Japan, 1986
 -PYZ[ /VSSV^ -PILY -PS[LY HZ *- PUZ[HSSH[PVU H[ 7>9 PU
Japan, 1997
-PYZ[/VSSV^-PILY-PS[LYHZ*-PUZ[HSSH[PVUH[)>9PU[OL
<:(

Condensate Filter: CF (BWR, PWR)
/VSSV^-PILY-PS[LY
¶/PNOPYVUYLTV]HSLMÄJPLUJ`
7SLH[LK-PS[LY
Condensate Demineralizer: CD (BWR, PWR)
/PNO-SV^=LSVJP[`6W[PVU
(UPVU9LZPU<UKLYSH`6W[PVU
Reactor Water Cleanup: RWCU (BWR)
-PS[LY+LTPULYHSPaLY^P[OWV^KLYLKYLZPU
¶/PNOHYLHÅV^YH[L VM-LLK>H[LYKLZPNU^P[O
0-+H[()>9
Fuel Pool Cleanup: FPC (BWR)
-PS[LY+LTPULYHSPaLY^P[OWV^KLYLKYLZPU
¶/PNOHYLHÅV^YH[LKLZPNU^P[O0-+H[()>9

Chapter 7

ORGANO CORPORATION

ORGANO creates value through the use of water with
“Heart and Technology”. In response to needs of its
customers, ORGANO has been researching and developing
new technologies and solutions for all water treatment
PUK\Z[YPLZ! WV^LY \[PSP[PLZ Z\WWS` HUK ZL^HNL ^H[LY
IT manufacturing plants, pharmaceutical and general
industries since 1946.

0U[LNYH[LK-SV^+PZ[YPI\[VY
(K]HUJLK)VPSPUN>H[LY9LHJ[VY
Waste Water Treatment: WW (BWR, PWR)
Makeup Water: MUW (BWR, PWR)
96:LH^H[LY+LZHSPUH[PVU
47<TM¶96,+0
:;9(;(.TM – Save regen (time and consumption)

Main Activities
Engineering
Purchase
Construction
Commissioning
Maintenance service
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Chemical & Water Treatment

Tomiyama Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd.
http://www.tomypure.co.jp/
Address

Nihonbashi Honcho Square, 1-2-6, Nihonbashi-Honcho, Chuo-ku, Tokyo, 103-0023, Japan

Contact Person

Mr. Seiji Iwashita

E-mail

iwashita@tomypure.co.jp

Phone

+81-3-3242-5142

Fax

+81-3-3242-3166

Corporate Information

Chapter 7

Tomiyama Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd.

We, at Tomiyama Pure Chemical Indusutries, supply highpurity chemical products that we pursue together with our
customers with all our originality and technical capability.
We supply excellent quality products manufactured to suit
the conditions of customer uses with high reliability to
obtain full customer satisfactions.
We can also assist our customers in developing and
improving products with a quick-wheeling development
system.
We are ready to undertake joint research and development
projects with customers as well.

High-purity chemicals for the nuclear power industries
)VYPJHJPKHUK)VYH[LZ
-VYYLWYVJLZZPUNJOLTPJHSZ

64

Technologies
High-purity chemicals for the nuclear power industries
allowing people to live in safety.
We supply boric acid for nuclear power applications.
Thus, boric acid is used for cooling water in a nuclear
reactor for safety operations, and also used for the
materials to emergency-stop as one of the multiple safety
systems, in case that a nuclear radiation trouble occurs
and the normal safety systems can not be conducted
during nuclear reactor operations. Therefore, boric acid
and borates are playing important indispensable roles for
the peaceful utilization of nuclear power.
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Emergency Management

NOHMI BOSAI LTD.
http://www.nohmi.co.jp/english
Address

4-7-3, Kudan-Minami, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 102-8277, Japan

E-mail

kouhou@nohmi.co.jp

Phone

+81-3-3265-0329

Corporate Information

Chapter 8

NOHMI BOSAI LTD.

(WPVULLYPU[OLÄYLWYV[LJ[PVUPUK\Z[Y`PU1HWHU
Nohmi Bosai Ltd., established in 1916, listed on the Tokyo
Stock Exchange First Section, is an international company
who is responsible for the development, marketing,
installation and maintenance of a wide variety of state-of[OLHY[ÄYLWYV[LJ[PVUZ`Z[LTZ5VOTPOHZIYHUJOVMÄJLZ
all over Japan besides two factories, three Research and
Development laboratories in Japan. Nohmi occupies more
than 40% of market share in gaseous fire suppression
Z`Z[LTZHUK VMÄYLHSHYTZ`Z[LTZPU1HWHU)LPUNan
international company, Nohmi has a world-wide distributor
channel and subsidiaries in China, Taiwan and India.

Fax

+81-3-3265-5348

Main Products
Nohmi manufactures a wide range of fire alarm system
HUKÄYLZ\WWYLZZPVUZ`Z[LTWYVK\J[ZZ\JOHZMVSSV^Z!
Analog Addressable Integlex Multicrest Fire Alarm
Systems
;OL0U[LNSL_4\S[PJYLZ[Z`Z[LTZHYLHUHSVNHKKYLZZHISLÄYL
alarm systems. With the features of Nohmi’s state-of-theart technologies, the Integlex Multicrest can be flexibly
adapted to meet the diverse requirements of today’s
buildings.

MIDEX Ⅲ Foam Fire Extinguishing Unit
MIDEX ⅢPZHWHJRHNLK[`WLMVHTÄYLL_[PUN\PZOPUN\UP[^OPJO
was developed to suppress industrial fires, especially fires of
machine tools and combustible oils.
NN100 Nitrogen Gas Fire Suppression System
NN100 is a 99.99% nitrogen gas fire suppression system.
NN100 has no adverse affect not only to natural environment
but also to human beings. NN100 has been recognized by
the below organizations.
<UKLY^YP[LYZ3HIVYH[VYPLZ0UJ<3
5H[PVUHS-PYL7YV[LJ[PVU(ZZVJPH[PVU5-7(
<:,U]PYVUTLU[7YV[LJ[PVU(NLUJ`<:,7(
-PYL7YV[LJ[PVU,X\PWTLU[:HML[`*LU[LYVM1HWHU-,:*
0U[LYUH[PVUHS:[HUKHYK6YNHUPaH[PVU0:6

Main Activities
Nohmi continues to strive to give customers an assurance of
“safety” by providing optimum fire protection systems and
a wide variety of services. To this end, the company, as a
WPVULLYPU[OLÄYLWYV[LJ[PVUPUK\Z[Y`PZHS^H`ZHNNYLZZP]LS`
challenging new fields of fire technologies, which include
the following:
4HU\MHJ[\YPUNHUKLUNPULLYPUNPU[LSSPNLU[ÄYLWYV[LJ[PVU
systems that can be flexibly adapted for the diversified
urban spaces and industrial facilities
:\Y]L`VMWYVWLY[PLZ[VILWYV[LJ[LKHUHS`ZPZVM[OLÄYLYPZRZ
HUKWYVWVZHSZMVYVW[PT\TÄYLWYV[LJ[PVUZ`Z[LTZ
*VUZPZ[LU[YLZWVUZPIPSP[`ZL[\WMVYHSS^VYRZYHUNPUNMYVT
basic research, development, manufacturing, engineering
installation and to maintenance
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TEIKOKU SEN-I CO., LTD.
http://www. teisen.co.jp
Address

Yanagiya-Bldg., 2-1-10, Nihonbashi, Chuo-Ku, Tokyo, 103-0027, Japan

Contact Person

Mr. Yuichi Suzuki

E-mail

yuichi.suzuki@teisen.co.jp

Phone

+81-3-3281-3031

Fax

+81-3-3274-6397

Our Main Business

Large Volume Water Supply System
The Long Distance Large Volume Water Supply System
]LOPJSLZ /`KYVZ\I :`Z[LT ]LOPJSLZ JHU Z\WWS` ^H[LY
at up to 30,000L/min. over long distances for fire
extinguishing in the event of disasters, oil tank fires or
MVYLZ[ÄYLZHUKJHUHSZVIL\ZLKMVYLTLYNLUJ`JVVSPUNVM
nuclear power plants. The Long Distance Large Volume
>H[LY :\WWS` :`Z[LT ]LOPJSL HUK /VZL *HYYPLY M\Y[OLY
meet the following terrorism and severe accident measures
in the current nuclear regulations set by Japan's Nuclear
9LN\SH[PVU(\[OVYP[`59(
▼ Cases corresponding to prevention of nuclear disasters:
9LZWVUZL[VPU[LU[PVUHSHPYJYHM[JYHZOLZ
:\WWYLZZPVUVMYHKPVHJ[P]LTH[LYPHSKPZWLYZHS
7YL]LU[PVUVM*VU[HPUTLU[=LZZLSMHPS\YL SHYNLYLSLHZL
7YL]LU[PVUVMJVYLKHTHNL7VZ[\SH[LT\S[PWSLMHPS\YLZ

Chapter 8

TEIKOKU SEN-I CO., LTD.

Disaster Prevention and Preparedness Business
Concerning disaster prevention operations in our
country, special concern is on the rise in the area of
disaster prevention and crisis management. That includes
preparedness for terrorism and specific disasters,
in addition to large-scale natural disasters such as
LHY[OX\HRLZÅVVKZ[Z\UHTPHUKHSZVSHYNLZJHSLPUK\Z[YPHS
disasters such as fires at petrochemical complexes and
factories. The government as well as public bodies have
also reinforced measures and policies to prevent disasters.
The role of disaster prevention activities “protecting safe
and secure life of the people” and “protecting properties”
has become more and more important. In order to respond
to such demand of our times, our group is striving to
establish comprehensive and highly specialized business
for disaster and crisis management. We will enhance
our traditional activities involving firefighting, rescue
HUKLTLYNLUJ`JHYL([[OLZHTL[PTL^L^PSSMVJ\ZVU
intensifying, enhancing and expanding comprehensive
and highly specialized disaster and crisis management
business that can respond to upgraded equipment,
hazardous material handling, crisis management, etc.,

to protect against increasingly complex and large-scale
disaster and social risks.

Over 80 sets of these products have been supplied to
nuclear power plants in Japan.
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Emergency Management

Tokyo Bosai Setsubi Co., Ltd.
http://www.tokyo-bosai-setsubi.co.jp/tbs/index_eng.html
Address

1-8-1, Kita-shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, 169-0074, Japan

E-mail

info@tokyo-bosai-setsubi.co.jp

Phone

+81-3-3363-9761

Corporate Information

Chapter 8

Tokyo Bosai Setsubi Co., Ltd.

0U  ;VR`V )VZHP :L[Z\IP *V 3[K ;): VWLULK MVY
business with a foundation philosophy of maintenance
VM MPYL WYV[LJ[PVU Z`Z[LTZ PUZ[HSSLK VU <: TPSP[HY` IHZLZ
in Japan. In 1965, Japan’s first commercial nuclear
WV^LY WSHU[ ^HZ I\PS[ PU;Z\Y\NH -\R\P 7YLMLJ[\YL;):
^HZ ZLSLJ[LK I` .LULYHS ,SLJ[YPJ ., VM [OL <UP[LK
States and successfully designed, supplied, installed and
commissioned the fire protection systems, which put
us in the position of having established Japan’s first fire
protection and technical consulting business for nuclear
WV^LYWSHU[Z:PUJL[OLU;):OHZKLSP]LYLKÄYLWYV[LJ[PVU
systems and security systems to 19 nuclear power plants
in Japan and 7 overseas.

Main Activities
Consultation for fire protection systems and security
systems
;):»Z5\JSLHY7V^LY7SHU[.YV\WMVJ\ZLZVU[OLWYV]PZPVU
of fire protection systems for nuclear power plants. TBS
develops and builds the best fire protection/security
systems for clients, complying with regulations and laws.
TBS designs, procures and sets up complete systems,
based on the full engineering experience.
Maintenance and inspection of nuclear power plants
Not only design and installation, but maintenance on
the systems is provided by TBS’s engineers who are wellversed in the system itself.
9LZLHYJOHUKKL]LSVWTLU[VUÄYLL_[PUN\PZOPUNWYVK\J[Z
and systems for special needs, which can be also set up to
nuclear power plants.
- Compact Foam /Water MonitorTM
7V^LYM\S I\[ JVTWHJ[ ^H[LY TVUP[VY JHWHISL VM e
5,000ℓTPU]HYPV\ZÅV^[`WLZH]HPSHISL
- Intelligent AFEXTM
:[HUKHSVULH\[VTH[PJÄYLL_[PUN\PZOPUNYVIV[HIZVS\[LS`
suitable for unattended environments during evening hours
or 24hrs.
- Mini AFEXTM
(\[VTH[PJ ZTHSS ZJHSL MPYL L_[PUN\PZOPUN Z`Z[LT MVY HU
LSLJ[YPJHSÄYLPUZPKLHULUJSVZ\YLZWHULS
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Fax

+81-3-3363-9765

Mission
TBS aims to create ultimate fire extinguishing systems
capable of extinguishing a fire in a few seconds. In
addition, TBS proposes antiterrorism measures to prevent
]HUKHSPZTZIHZLKVU[LZ[ZHUK]LYPÄJH[PVUZ
;):»TPZZPVUPZ[VLSPTPUH[LKHUNLYVMÄYLHUK[VWYV]PKL
safety. It keeps TBS develop various fire extinguishing
systems such as follows:
3VJHSHWWSPJH[PVUMVHTIHZLKÄYLL_[PUN\PZOPUNZ`Z[LTZMVY
auxiliaries, and various cable trays equipped with power
supply cables for the nuclear reactor coolant pumps,
which are one of the most important machineries in
nuclear power plants.
- Gas-based fire extinguishing systems against electrical
cabinet fires inside metal-clad switchgear cabinets and
control cabinets.
<S[YHOPNOZWLLKMVHTIHZLKÄYLL_[PUN\PZOPUNZ`Z[LTZ
for semiconductor plants.
TBS has provided fire protection systems and security
systems based on persistent efforts, extensive experience
and deep insight for more than 50 years in co-operation
with clients.

;):»Z:HR\[LZ[MHJPSP[`PU5HNHUV7YLMLJ[\YL

-PYLL_[PUN\PZOPUNKLTVUZ[YH[PVUVM0U[LSSPNLU[(-,? TM
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Services

Association for Nuclear Technology in Medicine
http://www.antm.or.jp
Address

Nikkei Bldg., 7-16, Nihombashi-kodemmacho, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 103-0001, JAPAN

Contact Person

Mr. Naoki Uenoyama

E-mail

support@antm.or.jp

Phone

+81-3-5645-2230

Fax

+81-3-3660-0200

Corporate Information

Chapter 9

Association for Nuclear Technology in Medicine

The Association for Nuclear Technology in Medicine
(ANTM) is a public interest incorporated foundation
established in March 1996. The prospectus of ANTM
aims to promote research related to nuclear technology
in medicine, such as medical treatment and diagnosis
technologies using various kinds of radiation, in addition
to advanced particle radiation therapy. We carry out
various activities such as holding lectures and seminars,
publishing public relations magazines and brochures,
developing human resources, promoting facilities
planning, distributing technical information, providing
calibration service for radiotherapy instruments, and
others. Thus, we have played an important role as a
UVUWYVÄ[W\ISPJPU[LYLZ[VYNHUPaH[PVU^OPJOKPMMLYLU[PH[LZ
us from both national and local governments and the
private sector.

Main Activities
(1) Particle beam cancer therapy
Japanese particle beam radiation cancer therapy has
been driving the world’s advanced medical technology
as a promising technology. ANTM supports facility
improvement promotion, human resources development
projects and facility operation in each part of the process
from facility construction planning to management.
Especially, we have implemented human resources
development of experts, and fulfilled the crucial role as
core institution.
(2) Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT)
ANTM supports R&D and technical development
toward practical use of BNCT as the only public interest
foundation in Japan. Not only do we share information
about BNCT, but we also address issues and collaborate
with experts among domestic and overseas and research
organizations.
(3)Accuracy improvement of radiation and quality control
ANTM carries out calibration services for therapy level
dosimeters to assure the accuracy and the treatment
quality as a third-party organization. As the only
accredited organization in Japan, we have been playing
HJYP[PJHSYVSLPU[OPZÄLSK6\YJHSPIYH[PVU[LZ[PUNZLY]PJL
accepts orders from almost all the domestic hospitals and
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institutions as a secondary standard dosimetry laboratory.
In addition, we conduct output dose audit service for
radiotherapy equipment as a third-party. The output dose
audit service is growing gradually.

Projects for foreign countries
(1) International Training Course on Carbon-ion Radiotherapy
We hold International Training Courses on Carbon-ion
Radiotherapy (ITCCIR), aiming to develop necessary
human resources for medical doctors, medical physicists,
and radiological technologists once a year in Japan. The
contents of the training course consist of basic lectures
by experts using textbooks as well as visits to heavy ion
radiotherapy centers.

(2) Support for oversea patients desiring a consultation
services on heavy ion radiotherapy, and facility
construction planning.
We provide consultation and support service for oversea
patients on heavy ion radiotherapy in cooperation with
partner organizations, “Particle Radiotherapy Clinic”,
and others. In addition to that, we provide consultation
services for oversea organizations regarding construction
of radiotherapy facilities and supply of medical equipments.

Donations
Nuclear technology is an indispensable technology which
has been making great contributions to human health and
welfare. We ask for your understanding of our objectives
and activities, and look forward to your heartwarming
support and donations.

Computer Simulation & Analysis Japan
http://www.csaj.co.jp/
Address

1-3-9, Shibadaimon, Minato-ku, Tokyo, 105-0012, Japan

Contact Person

Dr. Yukihisa Yabushita

E-mail

yabushita@csaj.co.jp

Phone

+81-3-5776-1838

Fax

+81-3-5776-1859

Corporate Information

Main Service

Probabilistic Risk Analysis

Software Services

CSAJ offers following software services.
1) Supporting Sales of Software
2) Developing Software
3) Software Maintenance
4) Technical Research Services

Support of Business Expansion in Japan
CSAJ provides the various services to support the business
development in Japan.
We support you to
- Introduce, market, and consult your premier products to
government organization and industries in Japan.
- Coordinate meetings with your clients in Japan.
- Negotiate for establishing partnership.

Quantitative Solutions - PRA

Probabilistic Risk Analysis (PRA) is one of the solution
techniques to estimate reliability by using statistics. PRA
can provide valuable information to design, operate, and
maintain complicated systems.
●

Application of PRA

CSAJ has a lot of experience to use this methodology for
the nuclear plants and the nuclear fuel plants. We are also
experienced in seismic PRA analysis of nuclear plants.
6\Y[YHJRYLJVYKWYV]PKLZJVUÄKLUJLPUOLSWPUN`V\>L
have a lot of knowledge in nuclear plants and skills of the
PRA methodology.
●

Thermal Hydraulic Analysis
Thermal hydraulic analysis is one of the most important
analyses for nuclear power plant safety. CSAJ staff has
profound knowledge, skills and experience about thermal
hydraulic analysis and has been successfully doing it for
over 20 years. For example,
- We have analyzed numerous commercial and test
reactors.
- We have developed many computer programs for
thermal-hydraulic analysis.
- We have made improvement to analysis codes by adding
new models.
We have experience and are skillful in using the major
thermal hydraulic analysis codes such as RELAP, TRAC,
9,;9(5HUK*6)9(

●

●

Chapter 9

Computer Simulation & Analysis Japan

Computer Simulation and Analysis Japan (CSAJ) was founded
in 1999 by a group of nuclear safety analysts with the idea of
providing the industry and projects with an independent and
neutral view on nuclear safety as an independent company.
CSAJ is a consulting company located in Tokyo, Japan. The
staff of CSAJ consist of nuclear and software engineers that
specialize in providing services to the nuclear industry. CSAJ
has provided technical and consulting services to nuclear
electric utilities, national research laboratories, private research
organizations and government agencies. This experience
base allows CSAJ to provide support in nearly every aspect
of the nuclear industry.

accident sequences. By comparing relative magnitude
of them, it helps to make a decision on how the safetyrelated equipment works. This analysis also helps
to reduce accident frequencies. PRA can show the
effectiveness to a change, and the cost associated with
the change. We can make relationship between the
effectiveness and the cost of a change. This helps to run
your business better.

We have experiences to tie up with the following
companies.
- Zachry Nuclear Engineering, Inc., CSA -Analysis Division
- Micro-Simulation Technology
- ABS Group of Companies, Inc.

Cost Effectiveness

Accident sequence analysis, that is one of the tasks in
PRA, can provide occurrence frequencies of several
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Services

Japan Environment Research Co., Ltd.
http://www.jer.co.jp/ (Japanese only)
Address

Nishishinjuku Mitsui Bldg., 6-24-1, Nishi-Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, 160-0023, Japan

Contact Person

Mr. Masashi Kawamura

E-mail

masashi-kawamura@jer.tokyo-biso.co.jp

Phone

+81-3-5322-2271

Fax

+81-3-5322-2272

Corporate Information

Chapter 9

Japan Environment Research Co., Ltd. (JER) was founded in
1973. We have a license of the public working environment
measurement authority (radioactive material). We provide
measurement and analysis services of the radioactives
IHZLKVU0:6 18(84 >LHSZVWYV]PKLZHML[`
services and manufacture specialty equipment for all
customers working in the radiological workplace.

ALARATM Survey
6ULOHUK .4 Z\Y]L` TL[LY
equipped with judgment
function for contamination.

Japan Environment Research Co., Ltd.

RadiBorgTM
(Real time wearable radiation monitoring system)
RadiBorg TM is the system which enables workers who
are working under highly radiation circumstance to
reduce radiation dose by their own judgment by means
of indicating dose rate of working area and integrated
radiation dose from wearable sensors in their view.

Main Activities
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

General environmental study and workplace environmental
study
Management of radioactive materials handling facilities Radiation
safety control services
Manufacture and sales of radiation protection equipment
Maintenance and management of radioactives handling
facilities
Environmental management of waste treatment facilities and
radioactive materials handling facilities
Civil engineering work such as dismantling and carrying out
of pollution control facilities
Dispatch of workers
All tasks associated with each of the above business activities

Example of indication in worker’s view

(*-ÄS[LYMVYYHKPVHJ[P]LPVKPUL
(ÄS[LYTHKLMYVTHJ[P]H[LKJHYIVUÄILY(*-[VHKZVYI
organic or inorganic radioactive iodine. Ventilating system
LX\PWWLK^P[O(*-ÄS[LY

Leading Products
TM
Series
TM

ALARA Ventilator
Durable and transportable ventilator for radiation
environment.
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Unique Service
CN leakage test
/PNOZLUZP[P]LSLHRHNL[LZ[[VÄUKL_[YLTLS`ZTHSSSLHRZPU
heat exchanger tubes and condensers tubes.

The Japan Power Engineering and Inspection Corporation
http://www.japeic.or.jp/english/e_index.htm
Address

KDX Shibadaimon Bldg. 3FL., 2-10-12, Shiba-daimon, Minato-ku, Tokyo, 105-0012, Japan

Contact Person

Mr. Hirotake Nakai

E-mail

kensa@japeic.or.jp

Phone

+81-3-5404-3876

Fax

+81-3-5404-3883

Corporate Information

Inspection of welding

NDE Center

Main Activities
Safety Management Reviews
JAPEIC is a registered safety management reviewer of
thermal power plants in accordance with the Electric Utility
Law of Japan. We provide major electric power companies
and IPP with high quality review services which are required
by the law to ensure safe operation of power plants. The
reviews are submitted to the government for approval. We
have the biggest share in this business in Japan.
Welding Inspection and Engineering Services
We also provide engineering support services, especially
welding inspection services, to thermal and nuclear power
plants, including plant components which are imported from
overseas to Japan. The components and materials of power

Research and Development
The NDE center conducts research and development on
welding and nondestructive inspection, which include
ultrasonic testing technologies, electromagnetic nondestructive
testing technologies, welding engineering to improve
reliability, etc. You can see the detail of our R&D activities in
the technical review in JAPEIC’s HP.
The center also provides training courses in nondestructive
inspection and welding technologies based on accumulated
knowledge and expertise.

Chapter 9

The Japan Power Engineering and Inspection Corporation

The Japan Power Engineering and Inspection Corporation(JAPEIC)
was established in 1970, with contributions from the
government, utility companies and manufacturers, as a highly
specialized organization which provides inspection services to
LUZ\YLZHML[`VMWV^LYWSHU[ZPU1HWHU6\YJVTWL[LUJLL_PZ[ZPU
our ability and experiences to evaluate and certify the safety of
welding of boilers, pipes and peripherals which have to endure
high temperature and high pressure in power plants.
For more than 40 years, JAPEIC has been engaged in
inspection and research activities. Activities of JAPEIC are
carried out by well-experienced inspectors and competent
Z[HMM PU;VR`V /LHK 6MMPJL 6ZHRH 9LNPVUHS 6MMPJL [^V
IYHUJOVMÄJLZVM/PYVZOPTHHUK-\R\VRHHUK@VRVOHTH
Nondestructive Evaluation (NDE) Center.

plants have to abide by the strict regulations stipulated by
the Electric Utility Law or the Nuclear Regulation Law. We
have long and abundant experiences in support of welding
inspection of thermal and nuclear power plant operators
PU 1HWHU 6\Y OPNOS` [YHPULK PUZWLJ[VYZ PUJS\KL *>0 HUK
AI holders, and are ready to provide necessary engineering
services to power plant operators and manufactures inside
and outside Japan.

Training of inspection
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Kanden Plant Corporation
http://www.kanden-plant.co.jp
Address

2-9-18, Honjohigashi, Kita-ku, Osaka City, Osaka, 531-8502, Japan

Contact Person

Mr. Nobuhisa Imai

E-mail

genshiryoku-toukatsubu@kanden-plant.co.jp

Phone

+81-6-6359-7420

Fax

+81-6-6359-7566

Corporate Information

Chapter 9

Kanden Plant Corporation

Our company was founded as an affiliate company of
The Kansai Electric Power Co., Inc. (KEPCO) in October
1953, with the company name changing from Kanden
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha to Kanden Plant Corporation in
October 2004. Throughout these years, our company has
been active as an enterprise specializing in installing and
maintaining facilities for fossil fuel and nuclear power
plants.
As a member of the KEPCO Group, our company
supports the basis of a safe and stable supply of electricity.
Simultaneously, based on sophisticated technologies
cultivated in handling power facilities, our company is
positively extending businesses into the fields of industrial
plants such as on-premises power generation facilities and
chemical plants.
Through the continued provision of safe and high-quality
services to our customers, our company aims at being an
enterprise that produces increased customer satisfaction.
On the other hand, our company will help, companywide, the industry and society develop by means of the
company’s approach to realizing a low-carbon society,
a demand of the age, and of contributing to the stable
supply of energy.

Main Activities
Fossil/nuclear power generation facilities
Our company responds to the needs of our customers
through plant technology that comprehensively supports
construction and equipment installation work.
Based on an accumulation of rich experience and
technology, our company supports nuclear power
generation with excellent safety management.
*Construction/modification, scheduled inspection, and
facility repair

experience and technology cultivated through the
construction and maintenance of LNG-fired power
generation facilities for many years.
*Construction/installation and maintenance
Various plant facilities
Through sophisticated quality/safety management, our
company responds to the needs of constructing, installing,
and maintaining plant facilities in a variety of fields such
as facilities used in environment-related businesses.
*Construction/installation and maintenance
Chemical cleaning of boilers
Our company offers technology of chemically cleaning
boilers that is effective under various facility conditions
to prevent efficiency degradation and piping rupture
accidents.

Presentation of Technology
Design/execution/maintenance
Our company is capable of offering systems compatible
with our customers’ facilities, such as instrumentation
facility systems, connected with the design, execution,
and maintenance of satellite facilities and plant piping.
Condenser tube cleaning unit (Raku-chin gun)
The brush cleaning of tubes of a condenser at a power
plant is replaced by continuous water and air purge
cleaning.
This unit enables cleaning operations to be performed
with “raku-chin” (“easy to use”) without being exposed
to reactive forces, with reduced work time and water
consumption.

On-premises power generation facilities
Making the most of our know-how of sophisticated
technology and quality/safety management cultivated
in handling fossil fuel/nuclear power generation, our
company responds to a wide variety of customer needs.
*Construction/installation and maintenance
Gas supply facilities
Our company makes the most of its accumulation of rich
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Raku-chin gun

Raku-chin gun in action

Nuclear Engineering, Ltd.
http://www.neltd.co.jp/html/top-eng.html
Address

;VZHIVYP5PZOPR\6ZHRH*P[`6ZHRH1HWHU

E-mail

tmizuno@neltd.co.jp

Phone

+81-6-6446-1141

Fax

Corporate Information

+81-6-6446-1218

Technologies

Main Activities
1. Safe and Reliable Operation of Nuclear Power Plants
9LSVHK*VYL+LZPNU*VYL7O`ZPJZ;LZ[PUN
+L]LSVWTLU[VM7:(4VKLSZ
2. Monitoring Plant Operation and Developing Human
Resources
 +LZPNUPUN 4HU\MHJ[\YPUN HUK 0UZ[HSSH[PVU VM 7SHU[
:PT\SH[VY:\WWVY[MVY6WLYH[VY;YHPUPUN
+L]LSVWTLU[VM6WLYH[PUN7HYHTL[LY4VUP[VYPUN:`Z[LT
and Support of Data Analysis
:`Z[LT+L]LSVWTLU[MVY7SHU[(KTPUPZ[YH[P]L(J[P]P[PLZ
3. Providing NDT Services
+L]LSVWTLU[VM(K]HUJLK,*;0UZWLJ[PVU;LJOUVSVN`
for SG Tubes
=PZ\HS0UZWLJ[PVUVM:.:LJVUKHY`:PKL
4. Providing Plant Maintenance Related to Engineering
Services
(K]HUJLTLU[VM4HPU[LUHUJL7YVNYHT
:\WWVY[VM1HWHULZL7>9\[PSP[PLZVU734
 Preventive Maintenance of SS Components by Tough
Joint Resin Coating Technique
:\WWVY[MVY+L]LSVWTLU[HUK9L]PZPVUVM7YP]H[L:LJ[VY
Codes
5. To Secure Future Energy Needs
 Engineering Services Related to Decommissioning and
Building New Plant Facilities

Chapter 9

GRAPE : Graphical RELAP5-based Analysis Platform for
Education/Engineering
GRAPE is an innovative platform for a nuclear plant
simulation for education and engineering where reliable
WSHU[ TVKLSZ MVY 9,3(7:*+(7:04 JVKL HYL H]HPSHISL
With an intuitive and easy-to-use GUI, students can
perform simulations using an engineering-grade system
analysis code without deep knowledge of the calculation
code itself.
Visualization capability of GRAPE makes it possible to
show the calculation results from various angles with quite
simple manners. Even novice users can obtain in-depth
understanding of nuclear power plants in a short time.
GRAPE provides additional values for education and
engineering with its flexibility and extensibility such as
multiple language support, sensitivity analysis support
with the built-in macro language, and incorporation of
\ZLYKLÄULKWSHU[TVKLSZ
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Nuclear Engineering, Ltd.

NEL utilizes the best technologies developed by others at
home and abroad, as well as through our own research
HUK KL]LSVWTLU[ LMMVY[Z 6\Y VIQLJ[P]L PZ [V THPU[HPU
and further improve our world-class engineering and
[LJOUVSVNPJHS JHWHIPSP[PLZ (Z HU 0:6  JLY[PMPLK
company, we are committed to enhancing customer
satisfaction by making continual improvement to our
quality management system. We are also committed to
rigorous compliance activities, through which we meet the
goals of our corporate policy and build a corporate culture
that earns trust from all concerned.
NEL is determined to continue providing top quality
advanced engineering services in which man and
technology have been integrated.
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Nuclear Engineering and Services Company - 1
http://www.gnesc.co.jp/
Address

2-2, Kandasurugadai, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo,101-0062, Japan

Contact Person

Mr. Noboru Asano

E-mail

noboru.asano@gnesc.co.jp

Phone

+81-3-6371-4921

Fax

+81-3-5281-5370

Corporate Information
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Nuclear Engineering and Services Company - 1
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Nuclear Engineering and Services Company (GNESC) was
established in 2015 as a wholly-owned subsidiary of JAPC *1 and
has extensive and proven expertise in maintenance of nuclear power
stations, radiation control, operation of nuclear power stations and
auxiliary facilities, development and maintenance of IT application
software, etc.
*1: The Japan Atomic Power Company (JAPC) is an electric
power company which owns and operates two nuclear
power stations in Japan and has a leading role as a pioneer
in nuclear power through various projects.

Nuclear Engineering
GNESC has been working together with JAPC to challenge
new business fields as a pioneer of nuclear power
company.
6\Y[LJOUPJHSÄLSKZHYLHZMVSSV^Z!
*VYLTHUHNLTLU[HUHS`ZPZ!
We have specialists for calculating the reactor core
characteristics and planning the core designs for both
BWR and PWR.
+L]LSVWTLU[VM79(TVKLSMVY5\JSLHY7V^LY7SHU[!
PRA (Probabilistic Risk Assessment) is today mandatory
in the countries with nuclear power plants. We can
provide a PRA model and results for your nuclear power
plants.
9HKPH[PVUHUHS`ZPZ!
We have specialists for calculating radioactivity
PU]LU[VY` L]HS\H[PVU \ZPUN 690.,5 .07 HUK :*(3,
systems.
+L]LSVWTLU[VMU\JSLHYWV^LYWSHU[ZPT\SH[VY!
6\YM\SSZJVWLJSHZZYVVTZPT\SH[VYOHZIV[O)>9HUK
PWR models for operator team training, and it provides realtime simulation of accurate condition of the reactor core,
balance of plant and instrumental reaction with user operation.

The classroom simulator is ideal for education for
engineers of electric companies, nuclear administration
staff of government agencies and students in nuclear
engineering.

Information Service
GNESC provides various IT solutions to nuclear-related
organizations as well as JAPC.
Our services include the following:
+L]LSVWTLU[VM[OLJ\Z[VTPaLK6(Z`Z[LTZ[OH[ZWLJPHSPaLZ
in nuclear power business
Computer and telecommunication infrastructures' design,
installation, operation and maintenance including network
security and protection
Document management including development and operation
of the management system and digitization of the documents
Consulting on the development of business continuity plan
,K\JH[PVUVMJVTW\[LYSP[LYHJ`
:HSLZHUKSLHZLVMJVTW\[LYZUL[^VYRLX\PWTLU[ZHUK
software

Classroom simulator of nuclear power plant

Nuclear Engineering and Services Company - 2
http://www.gnesc.co.jp/
Address

2-2, Kandasurugadai, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo,101-0062, Japan

Contact Person

Mr.Takahide Iwamoto

E-mail

takahide.iwamoto@gnesc.co.jp

Phone

+81-3-6371-4921

Fax

+81-3-5281-5370

Feather Suit and Tyluck Suit

)HZPJ:WLJPÄJH[PVUZ
Feather Suit

Tyluck Suit

water-repellency
(grade)

tt*1

+*4-
 TQFDJNFOT

water-proof
NN

 
 *2

+*4-
"NFUIPE

 
 *3

+*4-
"NFUIPE

NPJTUVSFQFSNFBCJMJUZ
HNtI
*1

: 5·5·5 is the highest grade of water–repellency.

*2 & *3: Spec. apply to Tyluck Suit.

Features
+\L[V^H[LYYLWLSSLUJ`^H[LYWYVVMHUK^H[LY]HWVY
permeability, Feather Suit and Tyluck Suit provide efficiency
of work in wet working conditions.
9L\ZLHISL*4 upon cleaning*5 or removing contamination.
0UJPULYHISLMVYKPZWVZHSPUJS\KPUNaPWWLYZTHKLVM7,;
VY964L[J
Light weight, compact to fold and easy for transportation {100pcs
will be contained in a carton (app.H500*W400*L500)}.
)HZLK\WVUVWLYH[PVUHSWSHUUPUNVMYL\ZLTVYL[OHUOHSM
of the originally required storage space could be freed up.
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Nuclear Engineering and Services Company - 2

PVA (Polyvinyl Acetate) Suit, ordinarily used in wet working
conditions including in nuclear power stations, is superior to
other products for its water-proof capability. It is, however,
not suitable for long-hours of work under hot and humid
conditions because of its low moisture permeability. Feather
Suit and Tyluck Suit (Coverall Protective Suit) are both
developed to resolve these problems with cooperation among
the Japan Atomic Power Company (JAPC), Genden Business
Services Company (GBSC *1) and an apparel company to
provide better workability and more comfortable wearing
for professionals. It contributes to improve work efficiency
and also comfortability of workers, especially under high
temperature environment. A total more than 250,000pcs
of Feather Suit and Tyluck Suit are used at Tokai Ⅱ Nuclear
Power Station in Ibaraki prefecture and other Japanese
nuclear facilities.
*1: GBSC was merged to Nuclear Engineering and Services
Company (GNESC) in 2015. GNESC is inheriting the
sale of Feather Suit and Tyluck Suit.

;`WL!*V]LYHSS^P[OH[[HJOLKOVVK
>LPNO[!N
*SV[OTH[LYPHSZ!5`SVU

*4: At present, the basic criteria for re-use are less than 40Bq before
cleaning and less than 1Bq after cleaning at nuclear power stations.
*5: Performing laundry tests (JIS L0217 103 method) confirmed that
water-repellency remains after more than 5 times of washing.
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Sojitz Corporation
http://www.sojitz.com/en/
Address

2-1-1, Uchisaiwaicho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 100-8691, Japan

Contact Person

Mr. Nobuyuki Yokota (Nuclear Energy Dept.)

E-mail

yokota.nobuyuki@sojitz.com

Phone

+81-3-6871-3741

Fax

+81-3-6871-2667

Corporate Information
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Sojitz Corporation

Sojitz Corporation was formed out the union of Nichimen
Corporation and Nissho Iwai Corporation, both companies
that boast incredibly long histories. For more than 120
years, our business has helped support the development
of countless countries and regions. Today, the Sojitz
Group consists of approximately 440 subsidiaries and
HMÄSPH[LZSVJH[LKPU1HWHUHUK[OYV\NOV\[[OL^VYSKHUK
it is developing its wide-ranging general trading company
operations in roughly 50 countries and regions across the
globe.
As a general trading company, the Sojitz Group is engaged
in a wide range of businesses globally, including buying,
selling, importing, and exporting goods, manufacturing
and selling products, providing services, and planning and
coordinating projects, in Japan and overseas. The Group
also invests in various sectors and conducts financing
activities. The broad range of sectors in which Sojitz
operates includes those related to automobiles, plants,
energy, mineral resources, chemicals, foodstuff resources,
agricultural and forestry resources, consumer goods, and
industrial parks.

Main Activities
Sojitz has served as the sole distributing agent in Japan
for France’s Areva NC, the world’s top integrated nuclear
fuel company since the 1970s. This allows us to provide a
full range of services in the nuclear fuel cycle to Japanese
LSLJ[YPJ WV^LY JVTWHUPLZ 6[OLY VWLYH[PVUZ PUJS\KL [OL
sale of equipment, fuels and materials related to nuclear
power plants through a subsidiary.
e-Energy Corporation
URL

O[[W!LLULYN`JVQWLU

Contact Person

Mr. Hideki Shogen
(Machinery and Nuclear Export Dept.)

E-mail

shogen@e-energy.co.jp

We will continue to expand the scope of our business
in nuclear energy and related industries in Japan and
overseas.

Products
5\JSLHYLX\PWTLU[
5\JSLHYM\LS[YHUZWVY[H[PVUHUKTH[LYPHS
,X\PWTLU[MVY[OL-\R\ZOPTHU\JSLHYHJJPKLU[YLJV]LY`
and other projects
,X\PWTLU[MVYNLULYHSPUK\Z[YPLZ
6MMZOVYL[YHKLL[J
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Amec Foster Wheeler Asia KK
http://www.amecfw.com
Address

Level 27 Shiroyama Trust Tower, 4-3-1, Toranomon, Minato-ku, Tokyo, 105-6027, Japan

Contact Person

Dr. Mayur Jagatia

E-mail

mayur.jagatia@amecfw.com

Phone

+81-3-5404-8186

Fax

+81-3-5404-8187

*VYWVYH[LWYVÄSL

Chapter 10

Amec Foster Wheeler Asia KK

Amec Foster Wheeler designs, delivers and maintains
strategic and complex assets in the nuclear, oil and gas,
mining, power generation, pharma, environment and
infrastructure markets, employing over 40,000 people in
more than 55 countries. With more than 3,000 nuclear
specialists around the world, we’re able to support our
customers with local expertise. We have been involved
with Japan’s nuclear industry since the 1960s, when we
helped build Tokai. We also participated in the fast breeder
programme at Joyo and Monju and now we are supporting
the remediation efforts for Fukushima.

Main Activities
New build
Amec Foster Wheeler’s experience and capability in nuclear
new build is world class. We have played a key role in the
design and build of every civil nuclear power station in
the UK, where we are now supporting new build vendors
Hitachi-GE and Toshiba/Westinghouse. We were involved
in 19 out of 20 new build projects in the US and we are the
owner’s engineer on Poland’s nuclear new build programme.
We understand the challenge facing the industry and we are
committed to supporting owners and operators.
Reactor operational support
Many of our senior staff have worked for nuclear
operators so we combine broad technical capability
with an understanding of the issues facing utilities. We
devise innovative solutions to increase asset uptime and
availability over the entire lifecycle. We are one of the

Amec Foster Wheeler’s ScanSort system at work in Japan
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largest suppliers of engineering and technical services
to the current UK reactor fleet. In North America, Amec
Foster Wheeler has provided design and engineering
support for Bruce Power and Ontario Power Generation in
Canada and for US utilities. We also support operators in
France, Romania, Slovakia and South Africa.
Extending the operation of any complex nuclear asset beyond
its original design life takes a deep understanding of nuclear
engineering and power plant systems. We have developed
innovative approaches to life extension and improved
operability and can provide technical and engineering
capability in management of ageing and obsolescence which
HSSV^Z\Z[VKLÄULJVZ[LMMLJ[P]LZVS\[PVUZ
Decommissioning and clean up
For more than 40 years, Amec Foster Wheeler has
been working on the world’s most complex nuclear
KLJVTTPZZPVUPUNZP[LH[:LSSHÄLSKPU[OL<2HUK^LOH]L
been working at Chernobyl for more than 20 years. In
Japan, we have joined our Japanese partners in the efforts
to restore Fukushima Prefecture, where our work includes
strategic waste management, geopolymer encapsulation,
robotic solutions and off-site clean up.
We offer innovative solutions and deploy proprietary
technologies for s canning, characteris ation and
minimisation of waste through to processing, transportation
HUKZHMLÄUHSKPZWVZHS
Our services span the full lifecycle of any decommissioning
project, from design and concept through to hands-on
clean up, including environmental consultancy, analysis
and remediation of contaminated land.

Dia Consultants Co., Ltd.
http://www.diaconsult.co.jp/english/index.html
0^HTV[VJOV*OP`VKHR\;VR`V1HWHU/LHKVMÄJL
@VZOPUVJOV2P[HR\:HP[HTHJP[`:HP[HTH1HWHU.LVLUNPULLYPUN/8

Address
Contact Person

Mr. Akihiro Shinoda

Phone

/LHKVMÄJL



.LVLUNPULLYPUN/8

E-mail

overseas@diaconsult.co.jp

Fax

/LHKVMÄJL
.LVLUNPULLYPUN/8

Main performance records

Corporate Information

Main Activities
Dia performs survey, analysis and evaluation at nuclear
power plants and nuclear power facilities in both Japan
and foreign countries.
● Geological survey and geological structural investigation,
ground test and groundwater test, analysis and evaluation
from these results
● Volcanic survey, analysis and evaluation
● Ground motion analysis and evaluation
● Groundwater survey, analysis and evaluation
● Tsunami sediments investigation and prospective analysis
● Paleoseismic study of capable fault
● Safety examination about the above items
● Proposal, planning, advice and guidance for survey and analysis

●
●

●

Almost all nuclear power plants in Japan, such as Tokyo Electric
Power Company, Inc.
Nuclear power plants in Vietnam and Turkey
Nuclear power facilities, such as Japan Nuclear Fuel Ltd.
and Recyclable-Fuel Storage Company
Japan Atomic Energy Agency, Nuclear Waste Management
Organization of Japan, Nuclear Regulation Authority, etc.

Chapter 10

Services that Dia can Offer
+PH JVU[YPI\[LZ [V LHY[OX\HRLYLZPZ[HU[ L]HS\H[PVU HUK
prior investigations to prevent accidents caused by natural
KPZHZ[LYZ Z\JO HZ LHY[OX\HRL [Z\UHTP HUK ]VSJHUV H[
nuclear power facilities. At Dia, its highly experienced
LUNPULLYZPU[OLHIV]LÄLSKZWYV]PKL[VWUV[JO[LJOUPJHS
improvement guidance and comprehensive study to its
valued clients.

Dia Consultants Co., Ltd.

Dia Consultants Co.,Ltd is a consulting company in the field
of geology, ground, groundwater and natural disaster and
participates in construction of almost all nuclear power facilities
in Japan. Dia was incorporated in 1963, as a geological survey
company for natural resources and construction. For more than
50 years, Dia has offered professional services with highly
experienced and trained engineers. Dia’ s services include, but
not limited to, survey, analysis and evaluation in the field of
geology, ground, groundwater and natural resources, as well
HZPU]LZ[PNH[PVUHUKL]HS\H[PVUPU[OLÄLSKVMLHY[OX\HRLHUK
natural disaster at nuclear power plants.

●

TEPCO's Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Nuclear Power Station

Result of Tsunami Simulation
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The Japan Atomic Power Company
http://www.japc.co.jp/english/index.html
Address

1-1, Kanda mitoshiro-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 101-0053, Japan

Contact Person

Mr. Mitsumasa Fujita

E-mail

mitsumasa-fujita@japc.co.jp

Phone

+81-3-6371-7950

Fax

+81-3-5217-5527

Corporate Information

Chapter 10

The Japan Atomic Power Company

;OL1HWHU([VTPJ7V^LY*VTWHU`1(7*^HZLZ[HISPZOLK
in November 1957 as a power company solely engaged in
nuclear energy in Japan.
Since then, JAPC has continued to play a leading role
in the electric power industry as a pioneer in nuclear
power generation through various projects, including the
JVUZ[Y\J[PVUVWLYH[PVUHUKKLJVTTPZZPVUPUNVM[OLÄYZ[
JVTTLYJPHSU\JSLHYWV^LYWSHU[.*9PU1HWHUHUK[OL
construction and operation of BWR and PWR.
We operate our nuclear power stations in accordance
with our "Safety First" policy and the understanding of
the Japanese people, including the residents of the areas
where our power stations are located.

Services of JAPC
JAPC has much experience of planning and construction
of the first commercial nuclear power plant in Japan,
and of more than 40-year operation, maintenance and
decommissioning. In addition, JAPC has provided consulting
services such as Feasibility Study of nuclear power project
for foreign countries that plan to introduce nuclear power
generation. Based on these experiences, JAPC is able to
WYV]PKLZH[PZÄHISLJVUZ\S[PUNZLY]PJLZHUKZ\WWVY[MYVT[OL
viewpoint of power utilities.
7YVQLJ[4HUHNLTLU[
- Overall planning from design to operation
-LHZPIPSP[`:[\K`
- Gathering design data, geological survey,
environmental impact assessment,
radiation dose evaluation, reactor type evaluation
and economical evaluation
*VUZ[Y\J[PVU4HUHNLTLU[
- Management of construction schedule,
procurement, construction, design and commissioning
6WLYH[PUN:\WWVY[
- Operating support of plant operation and maintenance
/\THU9LZV\YJL+L]LSVWTLU[
- Training of personnel for management of
nuclear power plants

Business Objectives
1. We conduct the following operations to develop civilian
nuclear power generation business:
;VJVUZ[Y\J[HUKVWLYH[LU\JSLHYWV^LYWSHU[ZHUK[V
supply electricity generated thereby; and
;VLUNHNLPUV[OLYI\ZPULZZLZYLSH[PUN[V[OLWYLJLKPUN
2. We conduct surveys, designing, construction supervision,
construction operation and other relevant engineering
assistance relating to nuclear power plants.
We contribute to energy security and work on realizing
a low-carbon society.
We have continued to play a leading role in addressing
new challenges regarding nuclear power generation.
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JAPAN NUS Co., Ltd.
http://www.janus.co.jp/eng/tabid/92/Default.aspx
Address

Nishi-Shinjuku Kimuraya Building 5F, 7-5-25, Nishi-Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, 160-0023, Japan

Contact Person

Mr. Takuya SESHIMO

E-mail

webmaster@janus.co.jp

Phone

+81-3-5925-6710

Fax

+81-3-5925-6715

Corporate Information
,Z[HISPZOLK PU   1HWHU 5<: *V 3[K 1(5<:
offers technically advanced consulting services that aim
to balance energy supply and economic growth with
environmental conservation. JANUS has been the choice
of hundreds of customers for more than 45 years because
of our wealth of knowledge and experience, and our highX\HSP[` HUK ZPUJLYL ZLY]PJLZ>L ZWLJPHSPaL PU [LJOUPJHS
JVUZ\S[PUNPU[OLÄLSKVMLULYN`HUKLU]PYVUTLU[

2. Reliability & Risk Assessment: We support Probabilistic
9PZR(ZZLZZTLU[Z 79( HUK YPZRIHZLK THUHNLTLU[ VM
facilities, including nuclear power plants.

Chapter 10

Main Activities

PRA Fault Tree Model

Consulting Services
1. Radiation Protection & Exposure Evaluation:
We develop codes that are applicable to various fields
from plume modeling to 3D modeling, and carry out
analysis work of atmospheric advection and diffusion,
environmental impact assessment, etc.

3. Radiation Effects on Human Health and Environment:
We conduct and support surveys in Japan and overseas
on research trends related to radiation effects and
regulatory trends related to radiation protection.
4. Information Services & Consulting: We provide
timely information primarily from the U.S. and Europe
PU]HYPV\ZÄLSKZZ\JOHZU\JSLHYYLN\SH[PVUZHML[`PZZ\LZ
operating experience, maintenance, aging management,
etc. through collaboration with overseas business
partners.

JAPAN NUS Co., Ltd.

We address the problems of energy and resources. In particular,
we have been providing technical consulting services related
to nuclear power generation since our foundation.
We have various safety analysis technologies in reliability risk
assessment, radioactive materials environmental diffusion,
exposure evaluation, radioactive waste management, etc.
We have deep insights in the regulations in overseas nuclear
power generation programs including areas of nuclear power
plant licensing, operation and maintenance, plant aging
management, nuclear fuel cycle, decommissioning, and
health effects of radiation.
We have the most thorough experience and insights for these
topics in Japan.
Recently, we are expanding our business to support the overseas
development of nuclear power plants by domestic clients.

5. Fuel Cycle and Waste Management: We carry out
survey on the latest trends in Japan and overseas, and
safety analysis, etc. in order to support the operation of
nuclear fuel cycle facilities, decommissioning of nuclear
facilities, and the disposal of radioactive waste.
6. Environmental Impact Assessments: We offer broad
support for environmental impact assessment procedures
in Japan and overseas, namely by helping with surveys,
projections, assessments, the creation of assessment
statements from impact statements, stakeholder meetings,
etc.

AREDES (Atmospheric Release Emergency
+VZL,Z[PTH[PVU:`Z[LT4VKLS
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PESCO Co., Ltd.
http://www.pesco.co.jp
Address

2-5-12, Higashi-Shimbashi, Minato-ku, Tokyo, 105-0021, Japan

Contact Person

Mr. Kimito Ojima

E-mail

ojima.kimito@pesco.co.jp

Phone

+81-3-3435-9588

Fax

+81-3-3435-9586

Corporate Information

Chapter 10

PESCO Co., Ltd.

Established in 1988 in Tokyo, PESCO started its activities
with prime objective of expanding the PNC* developed
n u c l e a r t e ch n o l o g i e s t o t h e d o m e s t i c i n d u s t r i a l
communities as well as supporting the PNC activities. Our
nuclear technology ranges from the front-end through the
nuclear fuel cycle, to the back-end. Human resources that
support those activities are excellent engineers who have
rich experiences in the individual areas for a number of
years.
Since then, PESCO had grown steeply in business sales
basis due to the growing businesses in overseas, fuel cycle
and public relations. In 1998, activities for advance reactors
were enforced in the Tsuruga region, home of the FBR
Monju. In 2002, the activities were further enforced to
support the Japan Nuclear Fuel Cycle Limited, in Rokkasho,
in the areas of fuel cycles.
Currently, more than 100 engineers and administration
specialists are working for PESCO across Japan, especially,
focusing on remedial programs for Fukushima, and for the
development of the future nuclear energy.

*PNC was the government nuclear research & development
institute that was later reorganized to JNC in 1998 and
further reorganized and merged to JAEA in October 2005.
JAEA is the sole research institute in Japan dedicated to
JVTWYLOLUZP]L YLZLHYJO HUK KL]LSVWTLU[ 9 + PU [OL
ÄLSKVMU\JSLHYLULYN`

Main Activities
Our current activities range so wide as follows:
1. SUPPORT TO FUKUSHIMA
Measurement of internal exposures to the general public
of Fukushima
;YHPUPUNVM^VYRLYZLUNHNLK[VKLJVU[HTPUH[PVUVM[OL
environmental radioactivity
2. NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY
Investigation research and evaluation of nuclear fuel cycle
technology and advanced nuclear reactors
+LZPNUMVYWYVJLZZHUKMHJPSP[PLZ
 Consultation of running and operating of nuclear facilities
including hot facilities
(UHS`ZPZHUKL]HS\H[PVUVMZJPLU[PÄJKH[HIHZL
3. PUBLIC RELATIONS
4HUHNLTLU[HUKVWLYH[PVUVMZJPLUJLT\ZL\T
:\WWVY[MVYJVTT\UPJH[PVUZIL[^LLUL_WLY[ZHUK[OL
general public on nuclear development and safety issues
to establish mutual understanding
9LZLHYJOHUKJVUZ\S[PUNVUZVJPHSLU]PYVUTLU[
4. EDUCATION & TRAINING
7LYZVUULSLK\JH[PVUHUK[YHPUPUN
7YLWHYH[PVUVMTH[LYPHSZMVY[YHPUPUNHUKLK\JH[PVU
Support to seminars for safety and nuclear disaster management
5. INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION AND SUPPORT
9LZLHYJOHUKKL]LSVWTLU[VU46?M\LSHZZLTISPLZMVY
[OLYTHSHUKMHZ[YLHJ[VYPU9\ZZPH
7O`ZPJHSWYV[LJ[PVUZ`Z[LTZ\WWVY[PU2HaHROZ[HU
*VSSLJ[PVUHUHS`ZPZHUKL]HS\H[PVUVMV]LYZLHZU\JSLHY
information
;YHUZSH[PVUVMV]LYZLHZYLWVY[ZVUU\JSLHY[LJOUVSVN`
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SHEARMAN & STERLING LLP
http://www.shearman.com
Address

Fukoku Seimei Building, 5th Floor, 2-2-2, Uchisaiwaicho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 100-0011, Japan

Contact Person

George Borovas,
Partner & Head of Global Nuclear Group

E-mail

george.borovas@shearman.com

Phone

+81-3-5251-0241

Fax

+81-3-3597-0843

Corporate Information

Dedicated Nuclear Team

Shearman & Sterling is one of the world’s leading international
SH^ÄYTZ^P[OHUL[^VYRVMVMÄJLZHUKHOPZ[VY`VMZLY]PUN
our clients for over 140 years.
With approximately 850 lawyers, we act on the largest and
most complex nuclear development
and financing projects around the
world, particularly focusing on
groundbreaking and first-of-a-kind
transactions in major regions of the
world.

We have a full-scope global nuclear energy practice,
Combining with Shearman & Sterling’s world-leading project
KL]LSVWTLU[HUKÄUHUJLNYV\W^P[OL_WLYPLUJL\UKLY,UNSPZO
and New York law, we focus on procurement, construction
and financing for nuclear new build, as well as related
U\JSLHYPUK\Z[Y`ZWLJPÄJHK]PJLVUPU[LYUH[PVUHSU\JSLHYSH^
nuclear liability and nuclear trade issues. Our work covers:
 development, construction and operations of nuclear
power plants
U\JSLHYÄUHUJL
U\JSLHYHYIP[YH[PVUHUKSP[PNH[PVU
U\JSLHYSPHIPSP[`
U\JSLHYL_WVY[JVU[YVSZ
PU[LYUH[PVUHSU\JSLHYSH^
SPJLUZPUNHUKMHJPSP[`YLN\SH[PVU
U\JSLHYM\LSJ`JSL[YHUZHJ[PVUZ
W\ISPJWVSPJ`

Nuclear Industry Understanding
We are part of the nuclear industry and our lawyers have
a special appreciation for the opportunities and challenges
involved in doing business in this industry. In particular, we
assist our clients in managing their nuclear export businesses
and transactions in foreign countries.
Our clients include electric utilities, governments, export credit
agencies, commercial banks, nuclear reactor power plant
]LUKVYZ HUK LX\PWTLU[ Z\WWSPLYZ PU]LZ[TLU[JVTTLYJPHS
advisory banks, universities, trading companies, universities and
other major companies involved in the nuclear energy sector.
Our clients have priority access to, a team which brings
lessons learned from previous first-of-a-kind nuclear and
conventional power projects, as well as practical and tested
deal-making solutions to challenges which may arise in
developing international nuclear power projects and associated
transactions.

Chapter 10

SHEARMAN & STERLING LLP

Comprehensive Nuclear Expertise

We have a dedicated group of nuclear lawyers with experience
in all possible nuclear-related activities and transactions. Our
global team is located in Asia, Europe, the Middle East and
the U.S. Our nuclear lawyers include engineers with technical
understanding of nuclear technologies.
Our lawyers have worked on the most recent nuclear new
build projects in established and emerging nuclear markets and
on the largest international arbitration in the nuclear sector.
Our lawyers have an unrivalled understanding of nuclear
WYVQLJ[YPZRZSLNHSÄUHUJPHSHUK[LJOUPJHSHUKOH]LHK]PZLK
on every type of nuclear-related contract and transaction.

Shearman & Sterling Global Presence

*Abdulaziz Alassaf & Partners in association with Shearman & Sterling LLP
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3R Corporation
http://www.3r-net.com
Address

Kashiwagicho Bldg., 1-2-38, Kashiwagi, Aoba-ku, Sendai, Miyagi, 981-0933, Japan

Contact Person

Dr. Hiroshi Sugai

E-mail

hiro@3r-net.com

Phone

+81-22-342-8941

Fax

+81-22-342-8728

Corporate Information

Chapter 10

3R Corporation was founded in 2001 as a technical
consultant specializing in energy, resources, and the
environment. It is located in Sendai, the largest city in the
Tohoku region of Japan. The company name 3R originates
from three Rs: reduce, reuse, and recycle. We are
particularly interested in reducing waste and consumption
of energy and resources, as well as reusing and recycling
waste and other materials. Many of our activities are
related to the nuclear industry.

3R Corporation

Main Activities
Our main activities include:
- Technical survey and consultation conducted by
collecting and analyzing scientific and technical
information on nuclear power, new energies such as
hydrogen power, renewable energies such as solar and
wind power, and environmental issues
- Technical survey and consultation on the treatment and
disposal of radioactive material
- Technical survey and consultation on the recovery
HUKYL\ZLVMTPUPUNHUKPUK\Z[YPHSWYVK\J[ZI`WYVK\J[Z
containing rare metal and other valuable materials
- R&D and consultation on technologies for the separation,
W\YPÄJH[PVUHUKTLHZ\YLTLU[VMYHKPVHJ[P]LHUKJOLTPJHS
materials as well as technologies for environmental
analysis and improvement
 :HSL VM U\JSLHY LX\PWTLU[ HUK WYV]PZPVU VM [LJOUPJHS
guidance and information for such sale

Translation Services
Through our subsidiary company Transwords Co. Ltd., we
offer technical translation services in various industrial
fields including energy, resources, and the environment.
We are particularly experienced in nuclear energy (from
\YHUP\T TPUPUN [V MPUHS KPZWVZHS VM YHKPVHJ[P]L ^HZ[L
renewable and alternative energies (including solar, wind,
NLV[OLYTHS IPVTHZZ HUK O`KYVNLU WV^LY NLVSVNPJHS
exploration, and technologies for reducing waste and
other environmental loads.
Our translation work is done by rigorously selected
translators specializing in the above fields, and final
X\HSP[`PZJHYLM\SS`JOLJRLKI`HKLW[[YHUZSH[VYZOH]PUNH
Ph.D. in either Science or Engineering.
Our translators are well experienced, for example, in
English-to-Japanese translation of Radwaste Solutions
published by the American Nuclear Society, English-toJapanese translation of Nucleonics Week published by
McGraw-Hill, Japanese-to-English translation of JAERI
News published by Japan Atomic Energy Research
Institute, and Japanese-to-English translation of the Denki
Shimbun newspaper.
We mostly deal with the language pair of English and
Japanese and also handle such languages as French,
German, Russian, and Chinese. Our rates depend on
the language pair and the level of complexity of the
subject. Please contact us for a free cost estimate on your
project. All information received will be treated with strict
JVUÄKLU[PHSP[`

Contact information for our translation services:

Transwords Company Limited
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Address

Kashiwagicho Bldg., 1-2-38, Kashiwagi, Aoba-ku,
Sendai, Miyagi, 981-0933, Japan

Phone

+81-22-341-6360

Fax

+81-22-341-6361
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Okayama University

Center for Safe and Disaster-Resistant Society
Okayama University Center for Safe and Disaster-Resistant Society

http://www.okayama-uc.ac.jp/user/csdrs/
Address

3-1-1, Tsushimanaka, Kita-ku, Okayama, 700-8530, Japan

Contact Person

Ms. Atsuko Fumoto

E-mail

fumoto@safelab.sys.okayama-u.ac.jp

Phone

+81-86-251-8059

Fax

+81-86-251-8059

Information
"Okayama University, Center for Safe and DisasterResistant Society" was established in January 2014,
in which relevant areas of research and education are
organized under cooperation with IAEA, JAEA, the Japan
Nuclear Education Network (JNEN; associated with
Okayama University, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Osaka
University, Kanazawa University, Fukui University, Ibaraki
University, Nagoya University and JAEA), and others.

Access to Okayama University

Tsushima Campus

Ningyo-toge Environmental Technology Center, JAEA
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Key topics covered are radiation measurement, protection
and human health; safety design for disaster-resistant
nuclear facilities; radwaste management; safety culture
for nuclear use, security management and public
communication.
We provide not only a regular graduate program including
Master and Doctoral courses, but also intensive courses
which are available for national and international postgraduates and management/technical staff working in
relevant industries.
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JAIF

Japan Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc.
Japan Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc.

http://www.jaif.or.jp/en/
Address

1-2-8, Toranomon, Minato-ku, Tokyo, 105-8605, Japan

Contact Person

Mr. Masahito Kinoshita

E-mail

buyers2016@jaif.or.jp

Phone

+81-3-6812-7109

Fax

+81-3-6812-7110

Corporate Information
The Japan Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc. (JAIF) was
incorporated on March 1, 1956, as a comprehensive
nonprofit organization for nuclear energy. Its objective
has been to promote peaceful uses of nuclear energy and
technology to support sound development of the national
economy and well-being.

1(0-ILJHTL[OLÄYZ[5.6[OH[^HZH^HYKLK¸JVUZ\S[H[P]L
status” by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
in 1960.
JAIF is unique in having a broad membership comprising
about 440 member organizations, ranging from nuclearrelated businesses, including utility companies, vendors, and
R&D institutes, to organizations such as local governments.

Public
Understanding

Human Resources
Development

Objectivity

International
Cooperation

Internationality

Diversity

Members
Interaction
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Advanced Fusion Technology, Co., Ltd.
Amec Foster Wheeler Asia KK
Association for Nuclear Technology in Medicine
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Chiyoda Technol Corporation
Chouetsu-glass Kaken Co., Ltd.
Computer Simulation & Analysis Japan
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Fuji Electric Co., Ltd.
Fujikin® Carp® Group

17
18

H
Hazama Ando Corporation
Hirata Valve Industry Co., Ltd.
Hitachi, Ltd. (Nuclear Vendors)
Hitachi, Ltd. (Manufacturing)
Hitachi-GE Nuclear Energy, Ltd.
Hitachi Zosen Corporation

38
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20
5
21

I
IHI Corporation
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33
52
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D
Dainichi Machine and Engineering Co., Ltd.
Dainippon Plastics Co., Ltd.
Dia Consultants Co., Ltd.

Mitsubishi Electric Corporation
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd.
Mitsubishi Materials Corporation
Mitsubishi Nuclear Fuel Co., Ltd.

22

J
The Japan Atomic Power Company
Japan Environment Research Co., Ltd.
Japan NUS Co., Ltd.
The Japan Power Engineering and Inspection Corporation
The Japan Steel Works, Ltd.
JGC Corporation

88
76
89
77
31
39

Japan Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc.

96

K
Kajima Corporation
40
Kamigumi Co., Ltd. (Heavy Cargo & Energy Transportation HQ) 58
Kanden Plant Corporation
78
Kimura Chemical Plants Co., Ltd.
23
Kobe Steel, Ltd.
32
Konecranes Nuclear Equipment & Service, Llc 24
62
Kurion® , Inc.

Nikkeikin Aluminium Core Technology Co., Ltd. 34
Nippon Nuclear Fuel Development Co., Ltd. 53
Nishimatsu Construction Co., Ltd.
41
Nohmi Bosai Ltd.
68
Nuclear Engineering, Ltd.
79
Nuclear Engineering and Services Company 80,81
Nuclear Fuel Industries, Ltd.
54
Nuclear Fuel Transport Co., Ltd.
59
O
Obayashi Corporation
Okano Valve MFG. Co. Ltd.
Okayama University
Center for Safe and Disaster-Resistant Society
Okumura Corporation
Organo Corporation

42
25
94
43
63

P
Penta-Ocean Construction Co., Ltd.
Pesco Co., Ltd.

44
90

S
Sato Kogyo Co., Ltd.
Shearman & Sterling LLP
Shimizu Corporation
Sojitz Corporation

45
91
46
82

T
Taisei Corporation
Takenaka Corporation
Teikoku Sen-i Co., Ltd.
3R Corporation
Toa Valve Engineering Inc.
Tokyo Bosai Setsubi Co., Ltd.
Tomiyama Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd.
Toshiba Corporation

47
48
69
92
26
70
64
8

Y
Yokogawa Electric Corporation

27
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